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NOTICE

This document is printed and disseminated by the Federal Highway Administration in the interest of
information exchange. The United States Government assumes no liability for its contents or use thereof.
The United States Government does not endorse products or manufacturers. Trademarks or
manufacturers' names appear herein only because they are considered essential to the object of this
document.
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--- US TECH ---

"When all is said and done, the main unifying factor was the
political one, summed up in the famous dictum: 'All roads lead to
Rome.' The 53,638 or so miles of main roads forming as they did
the line of advance for army and commerce, the binding force
between races and cultural influences, and the essential basis for
the settlement and development of land and its colonisation and
survey, served to unifj the Roman world and so, at long remove,
to create modern Europe. "
Roman Roads
Raymond Chevallier
University of Califarnia Press
1976
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Joint Statement by Members
of the
1992 U.S. TOUR OF EUROPEAN CONCRETE HIGHWAYS
(US. TECH)
Germany, the Netherlands, and
Belgium. We also had presentations by
experts from four other nations, Italy,
Portugal, Spain, and Switzerland,
concerning portland cement concrete
pavements in their countries.

The United States' highway system ties
our nation together and provides the
mobility needed to support our
economy and everyday activities.
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An important part of any highway is
the pavement structure upon which we
drive. While they have given us good
service, the driving surfaces and
supporting foundations of pavements
on highways across America are
wearing out, because of age, traffic
volumes larger than projected, and
truck loads heavier than expected. As
a Nation we face the need to rebuild
these pavements, many of which are
constructed of portland cement
concrete.
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The 21 participants adopted the
following Mission Statement for their
tour:
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The mission of the group is to
review the European concrete
pavement experience and obtain
information relating to finance,
research, design, construction,
maintenance and performance to
assist with development of
appropriate actions for
enhancing our nation's highway
system, productivity and
economic future.

To better prepare for the task of
rebuilding our highways we came
together to examine some of Europe's
major freeways and to talk with the
experts who design, construct and
maintain them, seeking knowledge of
practices and experience that might aid
us in the United States. Drawn from
our Federal and State highway
agencies, the American Association of
State Highway and Transportation
Officials, the Transportation Research
Board, the Strategic Highway Research
Program, the Portland Cement
Association, and the American
Concrete Pavement Association and
some of its contractor members, our
Group of 21 highway and pavement
experts observed highways and met
with experts in France, Austria,

Findings

What did we find in Europe?
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We found that the new and recently
built portland cement concrete
highways we observed are constructed
with a common philosophy -- worry
more about design, materials and
construction excellence and less about
cost. These highways featured wellconceived, durable concrete slabs
placed on thick, well-drained bases,
resulting in superior pavement
structures.
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The European pavements we observed
were built with the best technology
available, much of which has been
developed in the United States.

Action Plan

A full report on the results of our tour
has been prepared. At this time we
urge consideration of the folhwing
initial steps to help ensure world-class
pavement structures in the United
States:
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We found a cooperative attitude
among the various components of the
European highway community researchers, government engineers,
contractors, suppliers and others, and a
commitment to excellence.

excellence. We have the technical
"know-how" and construction
techniques in the United States to meet
and exceed anything we saw in
Europe.

These nations are building their
portland cement concrete highways for
the future with a 30- to 40-year
designed service life compared to our
20 years. Their highways carry a large
volume of trucks, with allowable axle
weights substantially above those in
the United States.

Develop a conceptual design
catalog, similar to that employed
by European Agencies, as a
guide to help highway agencies
and contractors focus on the best
practices.
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We found a commitment to early,
preventive maintenance in Europe, and
to undertaking timely rehabilitation
and reconstruction.

Commit to further improvement
of our cement concrete
pavement design, materials, and
construction technology and
equipment through innovation,
research, and training.

In summary, Europeans are building
excellent concrete pavement systems,
and they are building and rebuilding
their highways for very large loads and
long life.
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Should we be concerned about this
European strategy? Yes, because
Europe will be able to use those
highways to better compete in the
world economy. And yes, because
better pavements will improve our
mobility and efficiency, and help us to
compete better economically.

Can the United States have better
pavements? Yes, if we will commit the
necessary resources to achieve

Establish at the national level a
focal point for collecting and
distributing information about
developments in the United
States and other nations of
pavement technology, to
pavement engineers, researchers,
and the construction industry.
This effort should include and
could be based upon the
continuing SHRP effort, and
should include a broad-based
advisory board.

Construct some selected
highway projects to explore the
applicability of certain European
concepts to the United States.
The SHRP SPS-2 effort might be
employed for at least some
projects.
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Organize a continuing training
program for pavement engineers
from highway agencies and
contractors, to improve the
design, construction and
maintenance of concrete
pavements.

full-width pavements in Europe, where
the emergency lanes or shoulders can
be used to temporarily carry heavy
truck traffic. This same heavy traffic
encourages Europe to construct more
maintenance-free highways and to
emphasize preventive maintenance.
Recycling of pavements is on the rise,
with Austria now requiring full
recycling on site.
It is for us in the US to take advantage
of what we learn from other nations so that we can anticipate tomorrow's
needs and build highways for the
future.

Encourage closer interaction
among highway agency
engineers, consultants,
researchers, industry, and
contractors, to promote better
concrete pavements.
Conclusion
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To a significant degree, this tour of
Europe offered us a window of issues
we in the United States may face
tomorrow.

Europe is building highways for more
and heavier trucks. They have higher
population densities near their
highways which are also developing in
the United States. These population
densities are causing Europe to pay
increasing attention to the roadway
environment, including construction of
pavement to minimize road noise, the
widespread use of sound walls, and
the extensive use of vegetation in and
adjacent to the right-of-way. The need
to conduct highway rehabilitation
under heavy traffic is resulting in more
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The US TECH Study Tour travelled in
France, Austria, Germany, the
Netherlands, and Belgium, and heard
presentations from Spain, Portugal,
Switzerland, and Italy. Traveling
mostly by motor coach over thousands
of kilometers of high-level motorways
for 14 days, the Study Tour heard
many presentations from government
and toll road officials and engineers,
contractors, university faculty, and
industry representatives, and examined
many pavements and construction
sites. In addition, helpful literature
and technical reports were provided,
and many discussions were held with
experts from all of these countries,
which were very helpful to the Team's
understanding of European practice.
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compared to the USA, they are
building and rebuilding their highways
for very large loads and long life.
Many concrete pavement design,
construction, and material
improvements which USA pavement
engineers consider promising
innovations for the future are already
standard practice in European
countries. The following technical
highlights explain some of the
characteristics of these pavements.
Traffic Loadings

Truck traffic on European freeways is
heavy by American standards in terms
of volumes, axle weights, and tire
pressures. Truck volumes are similar
to those on major routes in the USA
but legal axle weights are significantly
higher. Single axle legal maximums
range from 10 to 13 metric tons (t)
(22,046 to 28,660 pounds), compared to
9.1 t (20,000 pounds) in the USA. The
EC will apparently adopt a uniform
11.5 t (25,300 pounds) single axle as its
legal limit. Tandem axle legal
maximums range from 19 to 21 t
(41,900 to 46,300 pounds) and tridem
axle limits are 24 t (52,900 pounds).
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The Study Tour members believe
Europe represents a "window" through
which some important issues
concerning the future transportation
infrastructure in the USA can be
observed.
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The most significant findings of this
trip as determined by the 21-person
Study Tour are briefly summarized in
this Executive Summary. The report
offers a comparison between Europe
and the USA in Section 1. A synthesis
of the technical aspects of the Study
Tour findings is provided in Section 2.
Considerable additional information is
given for each country in Section 3.

However, actual maximum loads
measured are greater than these legal
limits. There appears to exist little
legal enforcement of weights in
Europe. Most trucks observed had
super-single tires with high tire
pressures. Expectations are that traffic
will continue to increase with the
economic growth that the EC is
expected to bring.

Technical Highlights

Europeans are building excellent
concrete pavement systems, and
viii

Pavement Design

Pavement
TYP~

Slab Thickness

JPCP Joint Space

Base

Subbase

18-25-30* cm
(7-10-12 in)

3.5-5.0-6.0* m
(12-17-20 ft)
(Dowelled)

Lean
concrete

20-90 cm
(8-36 in)
Granular layer

17-20-25" cm
(6.7-8-10 in)

CRCP Reinforcement O/o
0.60-0.67-0.85'
Lean
20-90 cm
concrete
(8-36 in)
AC/LCBW Granular layer
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CRCP
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Jointed plain concrete pavements
(JPCP) are constructed most often in
Europe and their design has been
improved over time through effective
research. Continuously reinforced
concrete pavements (CRCP) have been
built in several countries, most
commonly Belgium and France.
Design lives are typically 30 to 40
years. The new and rehabilitation
designs in most countries are
developed by teams of experts and

placed in "pavement design catalogs"
for use by project designers. The
design catalog approach has several
significant benefits, not the least of
which is communicating the best
practices to the field. Emphasis is on
the design of the total pavement
system, not just the thickness of the
concrete slab. The Study Tour
members were impressed with the
overall designs from each of the
countries. Typical design practice in
Europe is summarized below:

* Low - Most Typical - High
** Some countries use 5 cm (2 in) AC interlayer between
slab and lean concrete base.
Some countries bond the JPCP slab to the lean concrete base
(which is also jointed).

Note that the slab thicknesses typically
do not exceed those in the USA. Other
factors are optimized to reduce
thickness requirements. Concrete
pavements typically have slabs that are
0.5 m (1.7 ft) wider, longitudinal
subdrainage pipes and plastic-coated

dowels to control faulting. Austria and
Germany are bonding the jointed lean
concrete base to the slab to reduce both
load-related and environmentally
related stresses. Trapezoidal crosssections are used in two countries to
optimize slab design for truck loadings.

The thick granular layer placed
beneath the treated base provides a
substantial level of bearing capacity,
for uniform support, frost heave
protection, and subsurface drainage.

tubes were placed behind vibrators for
CRCP in France to improve steel
placement.

Higher reinforcement content in CRCP
(0.7 to 0.85 percent) has produced tight
cracks and excellent performance.
Rectangular, coilable steel strips
(product name FLEXARM) for CRCP
are innovative and have performed
well in France.

Rehabilitation of pavements is
performed at a higher level of
condition than in the USA. Unbonded
CRCP and JPCP overlays are common
on old concrete pavements which are
often cracked and seated or picked up
and crushed and used as base. They
are also used on AC pavements.
Jointed, steel-fiber-reinforced concrete
overlays of existing concrete and AC
pavements have been used successfully
in Belgium.
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A full-width concrete slab and base
r
traffic
paving thickness f ~ adequate
control needs during future
rehabilitation is now provided in some
countries. The shoulder is called an
''emergency lane."
Construction

Rehabilitation
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Warranties for pavement construction
work are used in Europe. Warranties
for concrete pavement range from 4 to
9 years in different countries. The
exact requirements and benefits of the
warranties need further investigation.
Two-layer slab construction is common
in some countries for safety, noise and
economic reasons. A hard high-quality
aggregate is used in the upper 4-7 an
(1.6-2.8 in) of the slab. Two-layer
paving equipment is available to place
this pavement in one pass. A straight
2.5 percent cross-slope with no crown
across traffic lanes is common in new
construction. Liquidated damages
equalled incentives rate per day for
one construction project visited. Lean
concrete was used as a temporary
widening for traffic control purposes
on another project. Reinforcement bar

Total recycling of concrete and other
materials, required by law, was
observed on a job site in Austria.
Recycled concrete that includes up to
10 percent recycled AC material is
used routinely in Austria for economy,
and to accommodate its mandatory
recycling law. Some interesting lane
reconstruction design sections exist and
the addition of a 31-cm (12.9 in) CRCP
truck lane on an AC pavement was
observed. The French LCPC/
Freyssinet load transfer device for JPCP
is being used to reduce faulting and
control reflection cracks under porous
asphalt surfaces.
Concrete Materials

Concrete durability problems do not
exist in Europe. Higher-strength
concrete is used in several countries.
Compressive strengths of 55 MPa (7975
psi) is specified in Belgium at 90 days.
Typical flexural strengths of 7.5 MPa

Surfacings

pavements is underway in France that
was very impressive. Their circular
track is somewhat comparable to the
FHWA ALF but is able to provide
many more loadings in a shorter
period of time. Most European
countries appear to be conducting
more pavement research than the USA
as a percentage of total funding spent
on the highway network. Significant
innovation in pavement design,
construction and rehabilitation is
apparent in several European countries.
Significant efforts are made in several
countries to implement research
findings. The researcher guides the
field implementation along with
engineers from operations and industry
until the procedure or product is
working as intended.
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(1,087 psi) in third-point loading at 28
days are specified. A thick (40 cm
(15.8 in)) porous concrete slab that
provides a free draining nonhydroplaning surface, noise reduction
and storm runoff reservoir capabilities
has been constructed in Paris. Lean
concrete shoulders have proven
successful in France.

Engineering Expertise

Impressive groups of experienced
pavement engineers exist in most of
the countries visited. It appears that it
is the general practice for individuals
to make their careers in pavement
engineering. Many of these engineers
have the ability to travel to
international conferences and serve on
committees (PIARC and TRB).
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Reduction of pavement-tire noise levels
is an important environmental issue in
Europe. Several methods are being
used that reduce noise levels yet still
provide adequate friction. For new
pavements these include longitudinal
texturing with a burlap drag with
smaller top-sized aggregates,
longitudinal texturing produced by a
combination of brush and comb
achieving both a microtexture and a
macrotexture, porous asphalt surfacing
(this is very common), porous concrete
surfacing (the Netherlands), and
exposed aggregate surfaces (these are
also very common). Noise reduction
treatments for existing pavements
include a surface layer of epoxy/finegrained aggregate, a double surface
treatment of polymerized asphalt on
the surface with two layers of chips,
and diamond grinding of a coarsetextured surface.
Research and Development

Excellent cooperation between
government and industry exists in
Europe that provides many benefits in
terms of increased innovation and
implemented research results. Major
accelerated field testing of concrete

Toll Road Financing
and Engineering

The Study Tour was very impressed
with the French toll road companies.
The pavements were in very good
condition and the toll road companies
appeared to make exceptional efforts to
provide a high level of service to toll
road users.

J Organize a continuing training

Recommendations

program for pavement engineers from
highway agencies and contractors, to
improve the design, construction, and
maintenance of concrete pavements.

Based upon observations during the
study tour, the participants urge the
consideration of the following points to
help ensure world-class pavement
structures in the USA:

J Encourage closer interaction among

highway agency engineers, consultants,
researchers, industry, and contractors,
to promote excellence in concrete
pavements.

J Commit to continuous improvement
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of our concrete pavement design,
materials, and construction technology
and equipment through innovation,
research, and training. Increased
government and industry cooperative
research is urged.
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J Develop a conceptual design
catalog, similar to those employed by
European agencies, as a guide to help
highway agencies and contractors focus
on the best practices, Consider using
longer design lives for pavement
design.
J Establish at the national level a focal
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point for collecting and disseminating
information about pavement
technology developments in the United
States and other nations, to pavement
engineers, researchers, and the
construction industry. This effort
should include and could be based
upon the continuing SHRP effort, and
should include a broad-based advisory
board.

J Construct experimental highway
projects to explore the applicability of
certain European concepts to the
United States. These might include the
German JPCP design, and the French
coilable reinforcement in CRCP. The
SHRP SPS-2 effort might be employed
for at least some projects.
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APPROXIMATE CONVERSIONS TO SI UNITS
Symbol

When You Know

Multiply By

To Find

APPROXIMATE CONVERSIONS FROM Sl UNITS
Symbol

Symbol

When You Know

Multiply By

LENGTH
inches
feet
yards
miles

25.4
0.305
0.914
1.61

AREA
in2
fV
Y@
ac
mi2

square inches
square feet
square yards
aaes
square miles

645.2
0.093
0.836
0.405
2.59

VOLUME
fl oz
gal
ft'
Y@

fluid ounces
gallons
cubic feet
cubic yards

29.57
3.785
0.028
0.765

Symbol

LENGTH
millimeters
meters
meters
kilometers

millimeters
meters
meters
kilometers

0.039
3.28
1.09
0.621

inches
feet
yards
miles
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in
ft
Yd
mi

To Find

AREA

square millimeters
square meters
square meters
hectares
square kilometers

square millimeters
square meters
square meters
hectares
square kilometers

0.0016
10.764
1.195
2.47
0.386

square inches
square feet
square yards
acres
square miles

VOLUME

milliliters
liters
cubic meters
cubic meters

milliliters
liters
cubic meters
cubic meters

0.034
0.264
35.71
1.307

fluid ounces
gallons
cubic feet
cubic yards

NOTE: Volumes greater than 1000 Ishall be shown in m3.

oz
Ib
T

MASS
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MASS
ounces
pounds
short tons (2000 Ib)

28.35
0.454
0.907

grams
kilograms
megagrams

TEMPERATURE (exact)
"F

Fahrenheit
temperature

5(F32)/9
or(F-32y1.8

Celcius
temperature

grams
kilograms
megagrams

footcandles
foot-lamberts

10.76
3.426

lux
candeldm2
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FORCE and PRESSURE or STRESS

Ibf
psi

poundforce
pwndforce per
square inch

4.45
6.89

newtons
kilopascals

SI is the symbol for the International System of Units. Appropriate
rounding should be made to comply with Section 4 of ASTM E380.

ounces
pounds
short tons (2000 Ib) T

TEMPERATURE (exact)
Cekius
temperature

ILLUMINATION

fc

0.035
2.202
1.103

1.8C + 32

Fahrenheit
temperature

OF

footcandles
foot-lamberts

fc
fl

ILLUMINATION
lux
candela/m2

0.0929
0.2919

FORCE and PRESSURE or STRESS
newtons
kilopascals

0.225
0.145

poundforce
poundforce per
square inch

Ibf
psi

(RevisedAugust 199;
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1 INTRQDUCTION
Europe and the United States:
A Comparison
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Geographic, demographic and highway
system data for the USA, selected
States, and selected European countries
are given in Table 1.1, in order of
increasing land area. A direct
comparison of various European
countries and the USA by land area
can be made. The land area of these
European countries is about 20 percent
of the USA and the length of main and
national motorways is about 33 percent
that of the USA.

These statistics are important in
understanding the great concern that
many European countries have for
noise pollution. However, Table 1.2
shows that several northeastern States
(Rhode Island, Connecticut and New
Jersey) have densities comparable to
those of European countries. The
following data give a comparison
between selected States and countries
in Europe having the same population
density.

Population and Roadway Density

Europe also has over three times more
kilometers of roadway per square
kilometer than the USA. The USA has
on average 0.7 km of highway per
square km (1.1 mi per square mi) of
land area, while Europe has on average
2.4 km of highway per square km (3.9
mi per square mi) of land area. Some
European countries have much more
dense highway networks; Austria, for
example, has 7.6 km of highway per
square km (12.2 mi per square mi).

Comparisons of population
and roadway densities.

1 1 : 1 :::
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European countries in general have
higher population densities than nearly
all USA States. For example, the five
countries visited by the Study Tour
have an average population density of
312 people per square kilometer
compared to the USA average 26.

Table 1.2

USA

Austria

Netherlands

349

2.7

I[ New Jersey

W. Germany

Connecticut

1 France

1 Pennsylvania

1

102

1

1.6

Spain

77

0.6

California

67

0.6

Austria
New Jersey
Maryland
Belgium
Switzerland
Netherlands
Portugal
Pennsylvania
New York
Florida
West Germany
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Wyoming
NY-NJ-PA
Italy
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Rhode Island
Delaware
Connecticut

Road system statistics comparison of the United States and selected European countries.
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Table 1.1

California
Spain
France
United States

Most data 1987. Sources: "Europein Figures,"Eurostat, 1989; World Road Statistics, IRF, 1991. Highway Statistics, 1987, U.S. Statistical Abstract, 1991,1992.

N

I

1

Roadway mileage comparisons for European countries and
US States of comparable population and roadway densities.

Austria
Netherlands

* Highway Network

11,500

Il
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Table 1.3

4,400
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* Climate

Climatic factors have an effect on
concrete pavement performance and it
is important to have a general
understanding of the climates of
Europe vs the USA. In general, the
climate is milder in most of the
countries visited than in the northern
USA.
Traffic Statistics

The cars per thousand of population
and fatality rate deaths per 100 million

9,300

vehicle km travelled are shown for the
same countries in Table 1.4. The USA
has a significantly larger number of
cars per 1000 population, but most
European countries (excepting the
Netherlands) have far higher fatality
rates than the USA.
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A comparison of the main and national
motorways of these same countries
with various States is given in
Table 1.3. The USA has 651,900 km
(404,800 miles) of main motorways.
The total of 215,900 km (134,100 miles)
for all European countries is 33 percent
of the USA's mileage.

New Jersey

Consequences of Infrastructure
Neglect in Eastern Germany

Travel over thousands of kilometers of
European highways clearly showed
that those highways (all types of
pavements) are in far better condition
than most highways in the USA. The
serious deterioration that exists on
American highways and streets was
virtually never seen in Europe.
Pavement rehabilitation is applied
much earlier so that the traveling
public almost never sees serious
deterioration or roughness, let alone
serious pavement-related hazards.

Comparisons of vehicle ownership and fatality rates
in European countries and US States.

ed

Table 1.4
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* Deaths per 100 million vehicle-km travelled (multiply by 1.61 for deaths per 100 milllion vehicle-miles.)
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The most impressive, never-to-beforgotten portion of the European
Study Tour was the travel and visits in
the former East Germany. Driving into
the former East Germany presents an
immediate dramatic difference in the
condition of pavements and other
roadside structures from that in the
West. The deteriorated condition of
many sections of highways was evident
immediately upon passing over the
former border (with empty guard
towers at interchanges) between
Munich and Berlin where the entire
distance is mostly concrete pavements
constructed over 50 years ago.
Simply put, there has been no highway
maintenance done in eastern Germany
over the past 40 years, which has lead
to major deterioration of the highway
infrastructure to the point that serious
mobility, congestion, and safety
problems exist and complete expensive
reconstruction is the only feasible
solution for most sections.

During meetings in Berlin, government
officials described how bad the
highway pavements were, especially
within towns. They get letters and
phone calls every day from many
people stating that they cannot carry
on their normal work because of
impassible streets and highways.
Teachers cannot teach, police cannot
patrol, etc.!
However, it is most interesting to note
that the German government is now
placing an enormous emphasis on
spurring economic recovery in the east
through a massive reconstruction of
many deteriorated highways. The
Study Tour witnessed many of these
projects on the drive from Munich to
Berlin and then on the freeway ring
around Berlin.

The legal axle weights in several
countries are summarized in Table 1.5.
The EC will apparently adopt a
uniform 11.5 metric ton (denoted by t)
(25,300 pounds) single axle as its legal
limit, which will mean an increase for
some countries, but other countries
already have a higher limit, such as a
13 t (28,600 pounds) single axle and a
21 t (46,300 pounds) tandem axle in
some countries, among the highest in
the world. Note that these load limits
are far higher than those in the USA.
Apparently little enforcement of axle
weights exists. One weigh-in-motion
site showed that 4 percent of axles
were even above these "highest in the
world " legal limits. Conlparison of
the axle load distribution from the
1960's to the 1990's shows a major
shift to heavier axle weights.
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The German government's recognition
that highways are vital to this
recovery, and their action to
rehabilitate the highways in the east as
the first step in recovery was very
impressive to the Study Tour. The
Study Tour was told that in the State
of Brandenburg (where Berlin is
located), 1.2 billion Deutsche Marks
(DM) were available this year, some
300 million DM more than they can
spend, apparently because not enough
contractors are available!

Europe, a win do^'^ to Future
Transportation Infrastructure Issues
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Europe seems to represent a "window"
through which some important issues
of the future transportation
infrastructure in the USA can be
observed. Some of these already exist
in more densely populated and
industrial areas of the USA.

More and Heavier Trucks
and Axle Weights
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For a number of years, European
countries have experienced 8 percent
or more annual growth in truck volume
on freeways. This rate of growth is
expected to accelerate in the future
with the coming of the European
Community (EC). Heavy truck
volumes run 20 to 30 percent of
average daily traffic (ADT) on many
freeways and daily truck volumes run
from 1000 to over 10,000 per day in
one direction in the outer lane.

These weights will make Europe's
trucking industry very competitive
from a transportation cost standpoint.

More Trucks with Super-single
Tires and Higher Tire Pressures

The trucks in many European countries
have super-single tires. These tires
were rated at 0.86 MPa (125 psi) tire
pressure.

Environmental Issues
Use of existing roadbed construction
materials is emphasized. Existing
concrete pavement is often cracked or
crushed and used as a base for a new
concrete pavement or recycled as
aggregate in new concrete pavement.

Table 1.5 Legal axle load limits in Europe and USA.
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22,046

16

Belgium

13

28,660

n/a

13

28,660

n/a
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25,353
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41,888
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26,455
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41,888
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Portugal
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Austria
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Recycling all materials at the job site
(no land filling) is required in some
cases.
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Noise emission from pavement-tire
interaction is very important at this
time in Europe. In fact, pavement-tire
noise reduction was one of the most
talked-about topics on the
tour .Eliminating splash during
rainstorms is considered important for
safety.
Maintaining high friction is important
because the friction value has been
related to wet-weather accidents.

34,000

Reduction of Congestion Through
Fewer Lane Closures

Longer-lasting pavements require
fewer lane closures for repair or
reconstruction.

Lower pavement maintenance needs
require fewer lane closures.
Rapid construction reduces lane
closures.

Consideration for Future Traffic
Control Needs in Design and
Rehabilitation
One side of a typical divided highway
(two lanes plus shoulders) consists of

full-width paving thickness that can
later be divided into four lanes so that
the pavement in the other direction can
be closed for reconstruction or
rehabilitation, or for emergencies.
Note that lanes through construction
zones are reduced in width.
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Emphasis on Level of Service

Virtually no concrete durability
problems were observed in any
country. The comprehensive Swiss
quality control (QC) program to
achieve durable concrete provides an
understanding of how this level of
quality is achieved.
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The level of service provided by
freeway pavements in Europe was
observed to be very high. This may
be due to a combination of factors
including higher investment in the
infrastructure (see Figure 1.I),
improved designs, more durable
materials, and higher construction
requirements.

Many European concrete pavements
built in the 1950's and 1960's have
performed extremely well and only
recently have some of these pavements
required rehabilitation. Other much
older concrete pavements exist in
Europe, such as the 67-year-old
pavement in Brussels, or the East
German autobahn concrete pavements
which are more than 50 years old
(although traffic was not heavy for
many years). Even now these
pavements do not exhibit any durability
problems, though they do show
cracking and faulting problems. Many
kilometers of concrete pavements built
in Portugal between 1935 and 1945 are
all still in service. Austria has many
jointed concrete pavements that are
over 30 years old that have performed
very well.
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A primary reason for the achievement
of quality highways in Europe is a
longer original design life and a
European mindset for long-term use,
not only of highways but also of
homes, cars and all other products.
Europe is not a disposable-driven
economy. Designs include a large
safety factor. For example, actual
concrete strengths regularly exceed
design strengths by a considerable
margin, and design strengths used in
Europe are considerably higher than
ours. USA construction contracts and
quality control programs are focused
on uniformity and building as closely
as possible to specified requirements,
whereas their designs and contracts are
focused on getting the best, longest-life
product possible.

Cooperation of Government and
Industry in Research
Europe benefits greatly from close
cooperation between public and private
organizations. An ideal example is the
French national research study on
concrete pavements. These type of
relationships are growing in the USA
as well. In fact, close cooperation

Ar
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During the European Study Tour, the
participants freely discussed many
aspects of transportation facilities.
The participants felt that this
interaction between Federal, State, and
industry personnel was extremely
valuable and contributed greatly to
increased understanding.

d

among industry, State, and Federal
officials is one of the reasons that this
tour took place.

2 TECHNICAL SYNTHESIS
2.1 Innovative Concrete Pavement
Technology in Europe

Pavement Design
A summary of typical designs for
freeway type highways is shown in
Table 2.1. Several countries are also
building unbonded CRCP or JPCP
overlays over existing concrete
pavements. A summary of European
practices for concrete pavements is
reproduced in the Appendix.
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The US TECH Study Tour observed
many interesting and innovative ideas,
technologies, procedures, equipment
and processes related to concrete
pavements that will be of interest to
engineers and administrators in the
USA. Many of these have been
researched in the USA before but have
not been widely implemented.

Table 2.1 Summary of concrete pavement designs for countries visited.

CRCP
17-25 cm
(6.7-10 in)

---

LCB

JPCP
22-28 cm
(8.7-11 in)

45.5 m
(13.1-18 ft)

LCB

Austria

JPCP
18-25 cm
(7-10 in)

5.5-6 m
(18-19.7 ft)

5 cm (2 in) AC
CTB

Min. bearing
capacity
required

Germany

JPCP
20-30 cm
(7.9-11.8 in)

5m
(16.4 ft)

CTBILCB
(bonded)

Granular
blanket
30-90 cm
(11.8-35.4 in)

JPCP
26-28 cm
(10.2-11 in)

LCB

Netherlands

Sand
layer
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France

- -

(11.5-16.4 ft)
-

Belgium

CRCP
20 cm
(7.9 in)

--

LCB

20 cm (7.9 in)
minimum
granular

JPCP
23 cm
(9 in)

5-6m
(16.419.7 ft)

LCB

20 cm (7.9 in)
minimum
granular

*** All joints dowelled, 26 mm (1 in) diameter typical
LCB = lean concrete base, AC = asphalt concrete, CTB

=

cement-treated base

Especially for concrete pavement,
having the details of the cross section
clearly defined may help avoid
construction problems. In addition,
project designers do not need to
understand all of the theory involved
to design a pavement when using a
catalog. Germany has a catalog for
both new pavement design and
another catalog for rehabilitation
design, part of which is shown in
Figure 21.

Catalog of Designs
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Most countries have developed a
catalog of pavement designs for asphalt
and concrete pavements. These
designs appear to be based upon both
theoretical analyses and practical
experience from a team of experts.
They are based on data unique to a
given country or region. A design
catalog is helpful in communicating the
appropriate design to administrators
and to the field.

JPCP overlay on interlayer of lean concrete or AC on fractured old pavement.
Traffic
I
Class
JPCP overlay

sv

1

1

Fractured old
slab

I1

I

111

iilh
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Subbase

JPCPoverlay on geotextile on fractured old pavement.
Traffic
Class
P C P overlay
Geotextile

SV

I

I1

I11

Ar

slab
Subbase

JPCP full-depth reconstruction with untreated, open-graded permeable base.

I

Traffic
Class

SV

Jpcp

Open-graded
permeable
base

* Moduli in MPa (1 MPa = 145 psi), thicknesses in cm (1 cm = 0.3937 in)

Figure 2.1

Portion of the German design catalog for rehabilitation alternatives.
(Note that many other factors are specified such as minimum
foundation bearing capacity, concrete strength, drainage, joint design,
etc. See cross-sections shown in Figures 2.4 and 2.10).

Thick Granular Layer Over
Subgrade (Beneath LCB or CTB)
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Nearly all countries provide a thick
granular layer (20 to 90 an (8 to 35 in))
between the subgrade and the treated
base course to control frost heave and
increase support to a minimum
specified bearing design level. Note in
Figure 2.1 the minimum modulus of
elasticity that must be met at the top of
the subgrade (45 MPa (6,500 psi)) and
at the top of the granular layer (120
MPa (17,400 psi)). This plate load test
(German standard test DIN 18134, June
1990) involves a circular plate loaded
in several stages. In each load stage
there is a wait until the change in
settlement does not exceed a specified
value. The minimum modulus of
elasticity required results in a relatively
stiff foundation upon which the treated
base course (i.e., lean concrete) and
concrete slab are supported.

increasing their legal axle weights to
match the EC standard of 11.5 t single
axle (25,300 pounds), while others
exceed this already. A summary of
legal axle loads which shows the large
differences from the USA load limits is
provided in Section 1. Most trucks in
Europe observed by the Study Tour
had super-single tires.
France provides one example of
growth in heavy truck traffic. France
has had large increases in its volume of
trucks and expects an 8 percent annual
growth in trucks. Truck volumes on
the outer lane of urban freeways range
from about 2,000 to 10,500 per day.
Legal axle loads are among the highest
in the world: 13 t (28,600 pounds) for
single axles and 21 t (46,300 pounds)
for tandem axles.
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Life-Cycle Cost Analysis

Long Design Lives

Many of the countries structurally
design concrete pavement for long
design lives of 30 to 40 years. This
long design life may be in part
responsible for the excellent
performance of concrete pavements in
Europe.
Heavy Truck Traffic

This situation currently exists in
Europe and the expectations in every
country visited are that traffic will
continue to increase in volume and
weight even more rapidly with the
economic growth that the EC will
bring. Some countries will be

Some countries such as France conduct
life-cycle cost analyses of pavement
alternatives over a 25- to 40-year
design period using a discount rate, no
user costs and a new surfacing at
specified times. Other countries
include only the construction cost in
the economic analysis. The French
philosophy is expressed by the
following remarks:

"The pavement structures given in the
catalogue of standard designs are
equivalent and offer the same service
life. However, the amount of
maintenance needed to prevent
premature aging of the structures and
to guarantee satisfactory surface
characteristics differs. One of the

advantages of concrete pavements is
that they require very little
maintenance. This is why an economic
comparison of pavement structures
must also look at the global investment
cost including maintenance."

or planned rehabilitation. This makes
tt possible to completely close the
opposite direction for rehabilitation.
Shoulders are called "emergency lanes"
in Europe for this reason.
Widened Truck Lanes
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Several countries such as Germany, the
Netherlands, and Austria build their
standard two-lane, one-direction
freeways with the full-depth concrete
slab wide enough (11m (36 ft), 11 m
(36 ft), and 11.5 m (38 ft) in those three
countries respectively) to be capable of
handling four lanes of traffic for any
future emergency (such as a landslide)

This has been a widely used concrete
pavement design in most European
countries for many years to reduce
edge and corner loadings. The Study
Tour observed many pavements with a
widened truck lane during the trip.
The edge stripe is placed at its normal
lane width position. Some countries
also include tied concrete shoulders, as
shown in Figure 2.2.

d

Full-Width Paving for Future
Traffic Control

Figure 2.2

Typical widened traffic lane (4.25 m (13.9 ft)) with paint stripe placed
0.5 m (1.6 ft) from edge of pavement.

3-D Finite Element Use in Design.

Trapezoidal Cross-Section

The French developed and use a threedimensional finite element analysis
program called CESAR to assist them
in developing their concrete pavement
designs.

ed

Unique German Concrete
Pavement Design

This pavement design impressed the
Study Tour by its proven history of
excellent performance and for
conceptual reasons. It is shown in
Figure 2.4 and has several unique
characteristics listed.
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This interesting design concept has
been used in several countries, most
notably France and Spain. The
purpose of this design is to provide the
thickest slab in the most critical area of
loading (the outer edge of the
pavement) while minimizing the
amount of concrete used. The French
use a trapezoidal cross-section on new
pavements as well as reconstructed
lanes. In the French trapezoidal crosssection, as shown in Figure 2.3, the slab
thickness varies from 26 to 29 cm (10
to 11.5 in) across a 7-m slab (234) (two
lanes).

(1964 original)

middle lane
1 3.5 m (11.5 ft)
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1

fast lane
3.5 m (11.5 ft)

(1976 reconstruction)

1

truck lane
3.5 rn (11.5ft)

.75m 5m

(25 ft) (1.7 ft)

1 1 1

shoulder

Figure 2.3 Example French trapezoidal cross-section design
for reconstructed traffic lanes.

Unique JPCP and CRCP Pavement
Design from Belgium and Austria

Placement of an AC layer between a
PCC slab and a base (lean concrete,
cement treated, or untreated granular)

is required in some countries, including
Belgium and Austria. The AC layer
provides a bond between the slab and
the base and reduces erosion. Some
sections in Belgium where the AC layer
was eliminated have resulted in
erosion and punchouts in CRCP.

L--blanket
granular layer

I
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motor wav

treated base course
(a) 10 cm (4 in) bitumen treated base
(b) 15 cm (6 in) cement treated base
or lean-concrete base

\--porous concrete
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Jointed plain concrete pavement.
Slab thickness depends on traffic.
Usually two-layer construction with slab containing high-quality crushed aggregates.
Widened traffic (both passing and truck) lanes.
Full-width paving thickness for future traffic control during rehabilitation.
Shoulder is tied concrete.
Concrete strength is similar to USA.
Base is cement treated or lean concrete.
Base is bonded to slab, reflection cracking is avoided by providing joints (or notches) in the base just
beneath joints in slab.
Subbase consists of a thick granular blanket.
Transverse joint spacing is relatively short.
Doweled joints, unevenly spaced, plasticcoated dowels, automatic dowel placement.
Transverse and longitudinal joint sealant is neoprene compression seal.
Longitudinal joint saw depth is 0.40 - 0.45 of slab thickness.
Subdrainage with a porous concrete layer beneath the outer shoulder plus circular pipes connected to a
closed drainage system. The underlying granular blanket provides some bottom drainage.
Surface texture currently used is a light longitudinal brush (burlap drag) to produce a low-noise surface.
The hard high-quality aggregates used in the top layer provide adequate friction. The uniform crossslope required is 2.5 percent.

Figure 2.4 German jointed plain concrete pavement design.

No Crown, Straight Cross-Section
Most countries have a straight 2.5
percent cross-slope across all traffic
lanes and shoulders to promote rapid
drainage and smoother pavements.
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Notched and Bonded Lean
Concrete or Cement-Treated Base

This is accomplished by notching the
base immediately after placement
exactly beneath the transverse and
longitudinal joints of the concrete slab.
The bond lasts at least 10 years and
provides a monolithic slab which
reduces curling stresses and erosion at
the interface, which often occurs when
the layers are debonded (See
Figure 2.5).
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Germany bonds a lean concrete base or
CTB to the slab with good success
without the risk of reflection cracks.

Figure 2.5

German JPCP slab on lean concrete base that has been notched or jointed.
(Note: all joints along project showed an initial crack like this joint after
a few days curing.)

Longitudinal Edge Drains
Connected to Closed Drainage
System

Some unique and interesting
reinforcement designs were found in
Europe:
J Rectangular flat steel high-strength

strips (FLEXARM): A coilable
reinforcement was developed in France
(Figure 2.6) to shorten the length of the
construction train, reduce the
complexity of bar reinforcement
placement, reduce the labor involved
and make the reinforcement easier to
transport. This reinforcement has been
used in France since 1988 for several
major freeway projects under the
commercial name of FLEXARM. This
carbon steel has a high yield strength
of 790 MTa (114,550 psi), a flat
rectangular section (4 cm (1.6 in) wide
and 2 mm (0.08 in) thick), a corrugated
surface which is corrosion-proofed by
continuous hot galvanization, is
supplied in coils and is joined in the
field by rapid pneumatic riveting.
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The German cross-section (Figure 2.4)
shows a porous concrete layer beneath
the shoulder that provides a flow
channel to a longitudinal subdrain.
This empties at regular intervals into a
lateral pipe and finally into a larger
longitudinal closed drainage system.

Reinforcement in CRCP

Ditch Line One Meter (Three Feet)
from Bottom of Base
The Netherlands requires this to help
drain the cross-section. Pavements in
other countries also appeared to have
deep ditch lines.
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Geotextile Drainage Fabric
Between Slab and Base

This is specified in Germany to be
placed between a new JPCP overlay
and old fractured concrete slab. In
France, the Study Tour observed a
thick fabric placed beneath the slab on
top of a granular base.
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Porous Concrete Base Under
Shoulder

A porous concrete base about 15 cm

(6 in) thick is specified in Germany's
cross-section under the outer concrete
shoulder to facilitate base drainage, as
shown in Figure 2.4. This is also used
in France and Italy to drain the crosssection. The porous layer is connected
into a drainage system in all cases,

J Using an increased steel percentage
has shawn excellent performance in
Europe: Belgium used 0.85 percent
from 1970 to 1978 and obtained
excellent long-term performance on
over 100 km (62 miles) of heavily
trafficked freeway with no punchouts.
Projects in France and Spain with 0.72
to 0.85 percent steel have shown
excellent performance also.
J Placing the steel above mid-depth:

A depth of approximately one third of
the slab thickness holds cracks tighter
and results in better performance
according to experienced engineers
from Belgium and France.
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Figure 2.6 Coilable rectangular reinforcement (FLEXARM) developed in France.
(Note: coils held in diagonal position at top of photo.)

J Skewed transverse steel: Used in
Belgium to prevent any transverse
cracks from forming over transverse
steel.

CRCP with Porous Asphalt and
Concrete Surfacings

CRCP is surfaced in the Netherlands,
France and Italy with porous asphalt.
Porous concrete has also been used in
Netherlands and France. This design
has some strong advantages and
disadvantages, as described in the
section on surfacings.

Dowels Required to Control
Faulting

Based upon experience in many
countries, the overall conclusion is that
dowels are required to control faulting
in transverse joints for JPCP for heavily
trafficked highways in Europe. This
was strongly stated, based upon field
experience, in Belgium, Germany,
Netherlands, Austria and Spain. This
conclusion was painfully learned in
several countries that adopted the
typical original "California" design for
JPCP with no dowels, an erodible base
and no subdrainage. This led to
pumping, faulting, and slab cracking.

Varying Dowel Placement Across
Traffic Lanes

+

Short Transverse Joint Spacing

Joint spacing in JPCP is critical to
minimize transverse cracks due to
curling and warping. European
countries have clearly recognized this
for many years and joint spacing in
most of these countries ranges from 4.5
to 6 m (15 to 20 ft), with 5 m (16.5 ft)
being the most popular. Since most
joints are doweled, the transverse joints
are perpendicular to the centerline.
Slab thicknesses range from 22 to 28
cm (9 to 10 in) for these joint spacings.
A 5-m (16.5-ft) joint spacing was also
used at the new Munich 11 airport for
slab thicknesses up to 40 cm (16 in).
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Nearly all countries vary the dowel
placement across the traffic lanes and
emergency lanes (shoulders) to
economically place adequate load
transfer devices at the locations where
the greatest number of heavy wheel
loads pass. Automatic dowel
placement equipment can place
nonuniform dowel patterns. An
illustration of dowel spacing in
Germany is given in Figure 2.7.

at construction. They are placed with
automatic dowel inserters. The
apparent quality of the coating was
impressive.

Plastic-Coated Dowels and
Deformed Tie Bars
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Germany uses 25-mm-diameter (1in)
dowels with a plastic coating at least
0.3 mm (0.01 in) thick covering the
total length of dowels and no oil used

0.5 (1.7 ft)
I

I

I

inner lane
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(1in) ,

1
I

3.75 m (12.3 ft)
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-

0.5 (1.7 ft)

3.75 m (12.3 ft)

I\
I

outer lane

I
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I
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Figure 2.7 Varying dowel bar spacing across pavement in Germany.
(See Figure 2.4.)

J Two-layer construction is used in
France with hard aggregates in the
surface layer to provide an exposed
aggregate surface. These aggregates
are very expensive compared to soft
limestones used for the lower layer.

pavement Placed Right Over
Bridges
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European countries differ as to whether
or not they seal joints and as to what
type of seal they use. Most countries
seal transverse and longitudinal joints.
An exception to this is Austria, where
in some areas a narrow (3 mm (0.1 in)
wide) joint is saw cut and not sealed,
which reduces construction cost by
about 10 percent. Spain seals
transverse joints in wet areas but not in
dry areas. Longitudinal joints are
sealed in all areas in Spain.

low-noise, high-friction surface. Highquality aggregates are expensive and
cannot be used throughout the full slab
thickness. Figure 2.8 shows a photo of
a two-layer slab from Austria.
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Sealing of Joints

Two-Layer Construction Concept
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This concept is used in several
countries in Europe for economic and
safety reasons. Equipment is available
to slipform two layers in one pass as
described below.

Some countries such as Belgium and
France design some bridges for the
extra dead load of the pavement which
is placed right over the bridge deck.
This avoids end movement problems.

J Two-layer construction has been

Ar

used extensively in Germany since
the 1930's on highway and airport
pavements. This provides an
economical design, with the top layer
containing hard, high-quality, smallersized, high-friction aggregates and the
lower layer containing lower-cost,
locally available gravel aggregates
(which must be thermally stable). The
top surface is more resistant to freezethaw damage, has a lower noise level
due to the smaller aggregates, and has
improved friction.

J Two-layer construction is used
currently in Austria to provide a top

layer with hard and durable smallersized aggregate (8 mm (0.3 in)
maximum). An exposed aggregate
surface is then created to provide a

Concrete Pavement Bicycle Paths
and Local Traffic

The Netherlands constructs many
undowelled JPCP bike paths. These
are also used by local farm equipment.
Prestressed Concrete Pavements

This pavement type has been
constructed by several countries in
Europe, mostly at airports. Prestressed
pavements have been used extensively
at Schiphol Airport (Amsterdam) for 25
years and have provided lowmaintenance long lives under heavy
traffic. The first prestressed pavement
in the world was built in Portugal at a
NATO airfield in 1965.
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Two-layer construction in Austria (high-quality smaller-sized aggregates
in top layer, lower-cost locally available aggregates in lower layer).
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Figure 2.8

Concrete Block Pavers
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This has been used to some extent in
most European countries for local
streets and other purposes. For
example, they are used extensively in
the Netherlands for a wide range of
applications from domestic pavements
to complicated industrial pavements.
Reduced Electrical Energy

In Switzerland, lighting concrete
pavements consumes about 20 percent
less electrical energy than lighting
asphalt pavements due to the lightercolored surface.

Construction

Some interesting contracting
arrangements are going on in highway
design and construction in Europe. For
example, Germany paid eight firms
150,000 DM each to develop proposals
on a 30-km (18.6-mi) highway
reconstruction project. The low bid
was 105 million DM, which was low
enough to cover all of the money spent
to develop the innovative proposals.
Warranties for Construction

Most highway work in Europe requires
warranties for highway construction
and materials.

Two-layer Paving Equipment

This construction procedure is
extensively used in Germany, France
and Austria. For example, equipment
used at the new Munich I1 Airport
paved, in one pass, a 14-cm (5.5-in)
granite aggregate top course and a
22cm (9 in) lower course made of local
round gravel, forming an economical
36-cm (14-in) monolithic structure.
Dowel and tie bars were placed
between these layers. A "double
decker" slipform paver is available that
can place two separate layers "wet on
wet" to form a monolithic structure.
The two layers are completely different
concrete mixtures.
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While some sources claim that
warranties contribute to the high
quality of pavements in Europe, more
evidence is needed to support this
conclusion. Beyond qualitative
evidence, cultural differences between
contractor and owner on the two
continents must be investigated. The
interrelationships of workmanship,
ability to pay, construction or design
choices allowed, size of company, etc.,
lead us to believe that the word
"warranty" may mean different things
to Europeans than to Americans.

specifications achieve and exceed
desired results with minimum risk.
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A few examples: Germany has a
four-year warranty for concrete and
asphalt pavements, and French
contractors must warrant AC pavement
for four to five years and concrete
pavement for seven to nine years. The
Freyssinet load transfer devices carry a
five-year warranty.
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A primary reason for the achievement
of quality highways in Europe is a
longer original design life and a
European mindset for-long term use of
not only highways but also homes, cars
and all other products. Europe is not a
disposable-driven economy. Designs
include a large safety factor. For
example, concrete actual strengths
regularly exceed by a considerable
amount design strengths, and design
strengths were considerably higher
than ours. USA construction contracts
and quality control programs are
focused on uniformity and building as
close as possible to specified
requirements, whereas their designs
and contracts are focused on getting
the best, longest-life product possible.
The European designs and

Workability Meter

This is used in France to control
workability of concrete. It consists of a
box with a swinging door that opens
up and lets concrete flow out
depending on its flowability.
Lower Productivity Rates and
Higher Costs

Typical construction costs in Europe
appear to be about double those of the
USA. Of this higher cost, about 50
percent appears attributable to higher
structural design standards and the
balance to lower productivity from
both an equipment and labor
standpoint.

Liquidated Damages = Incentives
Rate / Day

Short Construction Duration

Re-bar Tubes Behind Vibrators
for CRCP

This procedure illustrated in Figure 2.9
provided an accurate final position of
the reinforcement for a French project.
They believe they are able to meet a
specification of + 1.5 cm (0.6 in) by
putting the tube at the end of the
liquid phase of the concrete.
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Uncrowned Pavement CrossSlope Improves Ride

A project on the A1 freeway in Austria
has a specified maximum construction
period with provisions that the damage
rate per day is equal to the bonus rate
per day. The contractor felt that this
was fair and provided considerable
incentive.

ed

Several examples of relatively fast-track
construction exist in Europe. A 17-km
(10.6-mi) project (11.25-m (37-ft) width),
which included crushing and recycling
the concrete pavement, was completed
in 26 weeks in Austria. The Base1
airport runway was reconstructed with
only one week of actual closure and
two weeks of replacing concrete slabs
at night and opening at 5 AM. Early
openings of slab replacements within
24 hours were reported in Vienna.

Nearly all European countries are
using an uncrowned straight crossslope. This is believed to provide
improved rideability.
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vibrator

reinforcement bar

Figure 2.9

Position of tubes and vibrators used in France to place CRCP to improve
position of reinforcement.

Prevention of Sawing Residue from
Entering Joint

Lean Concrete Temporary
Widening for Traffic Control

This was used on the A10 autobahn
near Berlin to widen old concrete
pavement to carry 4 lanes of traffic
over an &month period. The 22cm (9in) lean concrete will be recycled along
with the old concrete after the other
side of the highway is reconstructed.

Recycling of concrete is performed all
over Europe. Belgium recycles PCC
into LCB. Germany recycles concrete
into LCB and the granular blanket.
Netherlands includes recycled rubble
in LCB. Austria recycles old PCC into
new PCC and believes that crushed
concrete provides coarse aggregate of
very good quality. To achieve low
cost, Austria pennits some existing AC
overlay to be used in the recycled
concrete. France has conducted several
successful recycling projects since 1976
using crushed concrete in new concrete
and in the lean concrete base.
Unbonded CRCP and JPCP
Overlays (Some on Fractured
JPCP)
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* Concrete Mixing

Extensive Recycling of FCC and
Other Materials
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Germany and the Netherlands use a
long elastic band to plug the first deep
saw cut to keep residue from the
second joint sealant reservoir cutting
from infiltrating the crack. This is
considered important to keep
incompressibles out of the joint prior to
sealing.

Maintenance and Rehabilitation

Ar

The concrete plants observed were
compulsory mixing plants, and in
France, continuous mixing plants. No
tilting drum mixers were seen, which is
virtually the only kind of mixer used in
the USA. Drum mixers are common
but discharge by pulling apart rather
than tilting. Europeans felt that their
central mix plants produced higherquality concrete. Further investigation
is needed to find out whether or not
this belief is justified.
Vibration

Two slipform pavers observed were
equipped with 'IT"-shaped vibrators.
The USA needs to investigate this type
of vibrator to determine its merits.

CRCP and jointed fiber-reinforced
unbonded overlays of concrete and
asphalt pavements are used often in
Belgium with good success. In
Germany, the existing concrete
pavement is fractured into pieces and a
10-cm (4-in) interlayer of either notched
lean concrete or AC material is placed
on top of the existing concrete
pavement. A JPCP overlay is then
placed with the same thickness as is
used for new design. Another German
option is to place a 6-mm-thick (0.2 in)
geotextile between the fractured old
concrete pavement and a slightly
thicker JPCP overlay.

pavements. An AC overlay is placed
on top of the RCC to provide good
rideability. Spain favors RCC for
overlays because it can be opened to
traffic very quickly.
German Lane Reconstruction
The existing deteriorated traffic lane is
completely removed and a new JPCPis
constructed over a porous concrete
base layer about 40 cm (16 in) thick
The new 26-cm (10.5-in) JPCP is placed
directly on the porous concrete layer.
The new lane is tied securely to the old
traffic lane with deformed reinforcing
bars. This cross-section is shown in
Figure 2.10.
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Austria has placed a JPCP unbonded
overlay over a thin AC separation layer
on top of fractured slab. France has
placed a lot of CRCP overlays over old
fractured JPCP. Typical design
includes the following features: 18-crn
(7-in) CRCP with 0.67 percent steel and
18-cm (74x1) lean plain concrete
shoulders with transverse joints at 6 m
(20 ft) placed on the fractured JPCP. A
longitudinal drain is placed along the
edge. The transverse cracks in the
CRCP were tight and the pavement
was in excellent condition. This CRCP
overlay is typical of several observed.
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spain has used roller-compacted
concrete (RCC) for overlays of

(9 in)

(6 in)

Figure 2.10 German cross-section for lane reconstruction with porous concrete base.

CRCP Widening on AC Pavement
for Added Truck Lane

Several major projects in France have
been completed where either the outer
AC traffic lane was removed and
replaced with CRCP or a lane was
added by removal of the shoulder and
replacement with CRCP. A large
proportion of trucks use this outer lane
and due to the previous major
deterioration in this traffic lane it is
believed that the future will require a
very heavy structural design. One
project observed by the Study Tour
had a 31.5-cm (12.5-in) CRCP slab, as
shown in Figure 2.11.
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In general, it appeared that Europeans
tended to reconstruct or resurface
rather than restore concrete pavement.
All of the existing pavement is
removed and a JPCP is placed on an
untreated permeable base course. This
base type is new for Germany;
however, this technique makes it
possible to use up to 100 percent
recycled material from the old
pavement. Slab thickness is increased
for this option over that used for the
normal lean concrete base.

base, and a cement-stabilized soil, as
shown in Figure 2.3. Longitudinal
subdrainage along the edge is used.
This design carried more than three
times the truck loadings than the
original traffic lane having the
conventional "California" design.
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German Total Width
Reconstruction

French Lane Reconstruction
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Trapezoidal cross-sections have been
used on many freeway reconstructions
of one or two lanes. Typical thickness
is 26 cm (10.5 in) at the inside edge to
29 cm (11.5 in) at the outside edge
across two lanes, a 0.75-m (2.5 ft)
widened traffic lane, a lean concrete

Figure 2.11 CRCP truck lane addition to original AC pavement in France.

Automatic Faulting Measurements
Faulting measurements taken directly
from the APL profile were shown to
the Study Tour. The extent of
transverse joint faulting was readily
observable and measurable.
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LCPC/Freyssinet Load Transfer
Devices

undowelled JPCP. These undowelled
joints exhibit poor load transfer that
leads to faulting and slab cracking of
the original slab, plus deterioration of
reflection cracks of an AC overlay.
These devices have been placed on
many sections of P C P in France with
good success in restoring load transfer
from less than 50 percent to over 90
percent. They have been successfully
used prior to placement of a porous
asphalt surface to reduce reflection
cracking. A Freyssinet load transfer
joint or crack is shown in Figure 2.12.
The device carries a warranty.
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The French LCPC laboratories and
Freyssinet International have
developed a device to restore high load
transfer in the transverse joints of

Figure 2.12 LCPC/Freyssinet French load transfer device.

Rehabilitation Programmed when
Pavement Condition is "Good"

Performance of Overbanding of
Longitudinal LaneIShoulder Joint
Seal Performance
The French used polymerized SBS
asphalt hot-poured joint sealant in an
overbanding configuration between the
concrete traffic lane-and the AC
shoulder. This sealant was observed to
have performed very well in the 6
years since construction.
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It appeared to the Study Tour that far
less pavement deterioration is allowed
in European pavements before
rehabilitation is done than in the USA.
This was especially true for toll roads.
The Study Tour was very impressed
with the extent to which the toll road
companies are vitally concerned with
providing the highest-quality service to
users and are constantly seeking to
improve service levels.

lane. The new JPCP overlay is placed
directly onto the old pavement, or onto
a leveling course of lean concrete.

Fiberized PCC Overlay of
AC Pavement

Studded tires caused considerable
damage to older Austrian pavements,
resulting in ruts of 2 to 3 cm (0.9 to 1.2
in). Since Austria has a lot of rain,
some type of rehabilitation had to be
performed. A thin polymerized
asphalt layer has been placed over the
truck lanes of many older concrete
pavements to fill in the studded tire
damage. This layer has a life of only
four to six years.
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Used successfully in Belgium for
several projects. One project observed
by the Study Tour had a 12cm (5-in)
steel fiber-reinforced concrete overlay
placed over a badly rutted AC
pavement. A 10-m (334%)undowelled
joint spacing was used; however, curl
is considerable. The existing 22-cm
(9-in) AC pavement was milled 12 cm
(5 in) prior to placement of the 12cm
(5-in) fiberized concrete overlay. The
pavement was in excellent condition
after four years. A 5-m (16.5-ft) joint
spacing has been built and worked
well. Belgium has constructed over
130,000 square meters (142,200 square
yards) of this type of overlay on
concrete and asphalt pavements.

Thin PoIymerized AC Layer for
Studded Tire Wear in Austria

JPCP Overlays of AC Pavements

Several have been built in France
starting in the 1970's. They have
shown very good performance over
many years. Their typical slab
thickness was 21 to 25 cm (8.5 to 10 in),
4.5-m (14-ft) undowelled joint spacing
with 600 to 1000 trucks per day in one

* French Pavement Evaluation

French research has developed several
types of pavement monitoring
equipment. The latest equipment
development is called the SIRANO
which measures profile, takes
continuous 35-mm film for a lane
width and determines macro-texture at
a speed of 72 kmlhr (45 mi/hr). The
SIRANO successfully tested 5,500 km
(3,415 mi) in 1991.

The French also conduct a
comprehensive evaluation to determine

Concrete Materials

J 1930's German autobahns show no

durability problems after more than
50 years. This old concrete had the
following characteristics: lower traffic
during its early life, a relatively mild
climate, care in proportioning uniform
gradation mixes, 3-cm (1.2 in)
maximum size, high-quality, hard
aggregate in the top course,
consolidation by vibration, a dry
concrete mix (water-cement ratio less
than 0.35), 21-day water curing,
protection of concrete from sun and
wind with 21-day tent cover, no
deicing salts used for many years, and
a thick granular layer between the slab
and the subgrade (except in areas
where a sand subgrade was present)
that provided some bottom drainage.
A photo of a 1939 concrete pavement
on the German autobahn is shown in
Figure 2.13.
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the need for and design of pavement
rehabilitation. A policy of prevention
is encouraged, in which a rehabilitation
action is taken as soon as fatigue
cracking has initiated (i.e., before more
serious structural deterioration of the
slab and base occurs).

Highly Durable Concrete Slabs
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The Study Tour traveled extensively on
the European freeway system and did
not observe any concrete durability
problems. Discussions with engineers
in each country revealed that very few
durability problems exist. Some
examples that provide some possible
reasons for this are provided.

Figure 2.13 Photo of original 1939 concrete pavement on the German autobahn
approaching Berlin from Munich.
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program to achieve durable
aggregates, correct gradation of
aggregates, and a good air void
system. The air void system is
determined during construction using
the Danish meter for fresh concrete to
determine the air void content and
void system. Tests are conducted the
first day of production and again if
there is any doubt as to air void
system. The tent cover for a two-hour
minimum (7 days at the Munich I1
Airport project) provides surface
protection for early curing.

Trial run tests take place two to three
weeks before construction to evaluate
the batching, mixing plant, and
placement equipment to test the
suitability of the mix design from the
laboratory under in situ conditions.
The concrete is mixed, hauled and
placed in two or three trial slabs.
Several test cores are obtained and
tested, and the results are compared to
those obtained in the laboratory. Any
needed adjustments to the mix or
construction process are made.
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J Germany has a quality testing

J Swiss quality control program for
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concrete durability. The measurement
of the total content of air voids of the
fresh concrete was not sufficient for the
evaluation of frost and chloride
durability in Switzerland. Only an
appropriate testing method applied to
the hardened concrete can give
pertinent information. Rapid and
practical procedures were developed to
examine the hardened concrete. The
microscopic control of concrete is
carried out on thin sections made from
a concrete core specimen impregnated
with a special fluorescent dye and
examined under the microscope in
transmitted ultraviolet light.

During the first few days of
construction, cores are taken from the
pavement and tested. A microscopic
analysis is again conducted to ensure
that the hardened concrete maintains
the proper air void system. These
results are available within 36 hours
after the concrete is placed. If the air
void system is inadequate, a rapidcycle freeze-thaw test is conducted on
one of the cores (Dobrolubov-Romer).
If the air void system is inadequate, the
surface of the concrete is impregnated
with an agent. These quality control
procedures have led to the elimination
of frost-salt durability problems in
concrete pavements in Switzerland.

Laboratory tests are conducted a few
months before the project begins.
Aggregates are submitted to quality
tests. Several concrete mixes are
prepared at the laboratory to work out
a mix design of high durability with a
good air void system (size, quantity
and distribution in the cement paste
are measured).

Not many concrete pavement projects
are constructed; however, when they
are a comprehensive preparation is
accomplished. This amount of
preparation would increase our costs
greatly in the USA.
J Austria has very durable concrete

with no significant problems even in
a harsh climate. Pavements built in
early 1950's showed no durability
problems.

J France requires the proportioning
of aggregate to achieve minimum void
content.

Blended Cement and Concrete
Mixtures in Spain

Belgium has built 12 or more projects
as previously described. They include
5-cm-long (2 in steel fibers (30 kg/ m3
(50 poundslyd ) steel) and performed
well: no cracks were observed in the
long slabs (10 m (33 ft) joint spacing).
Shorter slabs are recommended.

4
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Spain uses concrete containing crushed
limestone as the coarse aggregate,
which has proven to yield low
shrinkage and good flexural strength
and facilitates joint sawing. The
requirement that at least 30 percent of
the fine aggregate be composed of
siliceous particles has resulted in
pavements without friction problems
associated with texture wear. Concrete
must attain a flexural strength at 28
days of 4.5 MPa (640 psi) from a
third-point loading test. Blended
cement containing flyash (blending
must be done at the plant) is used in
the concrete (38 percent flyash) and
lean concrete base (50 percent flyash).
A large cost reduction was obtained by
the government for these blended
cements for use in pavements! The
waterlcement ratio is between 0.44 and
0.50, slump is between 2 and 4 cm (0.8
and 1.6 in), and plasticizers are used in
drier mixes.

Steel-fiber Reinforced FCC

Higher-strength Concrete in Slabs
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Some countries, particularly Belgium,
use much higher-strength concrete than
the USA. Belgium uses a high cement
content (400 kg/ m3 (674 pounds/ yd3))
which produces a strong, dense
concrete having a minimum
compressive strength of 55 MPa (7975
psi) and a mean strength of about 70
MPa (10,150 psi) at 90 days. No
freeze-thaw or any other durability
problems exist. The high cement
content helps reduce surface wear also.
Austria has 28-day flexural strengths
ranging from 6.5 to 9.5 MPa (942 to
1378 psi) with mean of 7.5 MPa (1087
psi) and Italy has a mean 28-day
flexural strength of 8.3 MPa (1203 psi)
and a mean compressive strength of
56.5 MPa (8193 psi).

Lean Concrete in Spain

Lean concrete or cement-treated bases
must have a minimum compressive
strength of 8 MPa (1160 psi) at seven
days; or alternatively not less than 12
MPa (1740 psi) at 90 days for slowerstrength-gaining mixtures.

Lean Concrete Used for Shoulders
or Emergency Lane

A French project had tied lean concrete
shoulders that appeared to perform
very well. This design reduced costs.

Thick Porous Concrete Slalb

Surfacings
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Some countries are developing this
design, such as the Netherlands and
France where it is defined as a porous
concrete base surfaced with a freedraining concrete layer, having a total
thickness of 40 cm (16 in). Thiese
pavements substantially reduce traffic
noises and act as storm runoff
reservoirs in urban areas. These
pavements must be maintained to
prevent clogging.

amounts of RAP require larger
amounts of cement and this becomes
uneconomical. Recycling concrete with
asphalt provides a more economical
mixture and a way to reuse RAP
overlay material.

Lower-Quality Aggregates in
Concrete Slab with AC Overlay

Many concrete pavements were
textured with transverse coarse tining
that was very good for friction and
hydroplaning but caused considerable
road noise and vibrations. This
technique is no longer used.

Longitudinal Light Texturing for
Noise Reduction on New Pavement

In Germany, significant noise
reductions were achieved by creating a
lightly rough longitudinal texture,
using a burlap drag, a longitudinal
smoother, and smaller top-sized
aggregates. This produces a noise level
about the same as that of a porous AC
surface after a year. In Spain,
low-noise surfacings are obtained using
a combination of longitudinal brush
and comb, achieving both a
microtexture (with the brush) and a
macrotexture (with the comb).
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France uses lower-quality locall
aggregates in concrete pavements for
which an AC overfay is also to be
placed during construction. This
reduces overall pavement costs in areas
where only poor aggregates exist.
There is little freeze-thaw cycling in
these areas.

Emphasis on Reduction of
TirelPavement Noise and Vibration

Recycled PCC Including Recycled
Asphalt Concrete (RAP) M:aterial

Austria has conducted laboratory tests
and several large field projects where
the old concrete slabs with AC
overlays have been recycled back into
regular concrete for pavement,
RecycIed concrete pieces are being
used as the coarse aggregate and the
sand fraction used in cement
stabilization of the existing granular
subbase. The crushed concrete
particles may contain up to 20 percent
RAP particles without impairing the
quality of the new concrete. However,
only about 6 percent AC content is
generally used because greater'

Porous AC Surface for Noise
Reduction of New or Existing
Pavement

Many countries have used porous AC
surfaces for old and new concrete
pavements. It has some significant
advantages and disadvantages. The

32
Porous Concrete Surface for Noise
Reduction on New Pavement
The Netherlands (see Figure 2.14) and
France have constructed porous
concrete surfaces on newly constructed
concrete pavements that give
significant reduction in noise levels.
The porous concrete surface has many
of the advantages and disadvantages
listed for porous AC surfaces, but this
technique is still under development.
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advantages of this design are the
following: it eliminates hydroplaning,
eliminates tire spray, gives good
friction resistance, has low tire/
pavement noise emission, gives a
smooth ride, does not have reflection
cracks, and waterproofs cracks in
CRCP. Its limitations include a
significant decline in the noise-reducing
effect over time as the layer fills with
materials, a relatively short life, and
higher deicing salt requirements to
prevent icing. Unsafe conditions can
develop when icing cannot be
prevented completely.

Figure 2.14 Photo of porous concrete surfacing placed on JPCP in Netherlands.

Exposed Aggregate Surface for
Noisie Reduction on New Pavement
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A surface texture with low rolling
noise and low vehicle vibration but
high friction is achieved through a
technique for chemically exposing
aggregate. This technique is used
extensively in several countries,
including Belgium, Austria, the
Netherlands, and France. In Belgium,
after the paver passes, the surface is
immediately sprayed with a retarder
which penetrates several millimeters
into the mortar. A polyethylene sheet

is then placed over the surface. This
serves to protect the retarder from the
effects of inclement weather and to
protect the effectiveness up to the
moment when the retarded surface
mortar is removed through special
wire brushing after 24 to 72 hours.
The aggregate at the surface is then
exposed and has the desired surface
texture to reduce rolling noise and
vehicle vibration. The surface has
about the same rolling noise
characteristics as porous asphalt after
one year. A photo of an exposed
aggregate surface is shown in
Figure 215.

Figure 2.15 Photo of an exposed aggregate surface in France.

French Double Surface Treatment
for Existing Pavement
A thin surface called a double layer is
placed to improve the rideability of
existing pavements. The surface
treatment consists of a spray of
polymerized asphalt on the concrete
surface, a layer of 1.4-cm (0.55 in)
chips, and then a layer of l-cm (0.4411)
chips placed with no compaction.
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In Austria and France, the exposed
aggregate technique is similar,
however, a major difference is that in
Austria the slab is placed in two layers
so that the top layer can contain a high
quality, smaller aggregate (maximum
size 7 to 8 mm (0.27 to 0.31 in)) to
maximize noise reduction. The twolayer method is used in Austria
because the aggregates that are
resistant to wear and polishing are
expensive. The exposed aggregate
surface also provides a high level of
friction resistance.
Diamond Grinding Surface for
Noise Reduction on New or
Existing Pavement

Figure 2.16 shows a plot of noise
emission versus vehicle speed for old
concrete surface (cross-tined), burlap
drag, and exposed aggregate as
measured in Austria. These and other
data show that old concrete has the
highest noise emission level, and the
other treatments including porous
asphalt, exposed aggregate and
epoxylfine aggregate surface dressing
are very similar.
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This is used very successfully in
Belgium to reduce noise over the
original coarse cross tining. It is also
used in the Netherlands to reduce
noise over original transverse brush
texture.

Overall Evaluation of Surfacings

Surface Layer of EpoxyIAggregate
for Noise Reduction on Existing
Pavement
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The Netherlands uses an epoxy resin
binder applied to a hardened concrete
surface, followed by a layer of crushed
3- to 4 m m (0.12 to 0.15-in) chromium
ore slag (brand name Durop) and
surface rolling to produce a mosaic-like
structure. The Durop surface treatment
achieves large noise reduction relative
to the original brushed concrete
surface. This treatment is comparable
to porous asphalt.

Research and Development

The Study Tour was very impressed
with the pavement research programs
underway in most of the countries
visited. Particularly impressive also
was the very close working
relationships that existed between
public and private agencies.
Close Government and Industry
Relationships
J In Belgium, close cooperation exists
between government and industry.
The development of the exposed
aggregate surface is an example.

old concrete
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Figure 2.16 Measured noise emissions for various surfacings in Austria.

J In Germany, Austria and the

concrete pavement designs. The test
track is part of the national research
project in concrete pavements. The
Study Tour observed the large test
track in operation and saw some of the
early results obtained. One million
loads per month can be placed on the
concrete pavements.
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Netherlands, close cooperation exists
between public and private
organizations.

J The French national research study
on concrete pavements appears to be
an ideal example of the close
cooperation between public and
private organizations. Private
organizations add funding to some of
these studies that they consider very
important. The great benefit of this
appears to be considerable innovation
and results that actually get used on
the French highway system because all
concerned were involved in its
development.

Accelerated Field Testing of
Concrete Pavements

The French LCPC/Nantes circular test
track shown in Figure 2.17 is an
excellent tool for accelerated testing of

Higher R & D budgets than USA

It appears that in most European
countries the research effort underway
was substantial. For example, the
German cement institute has 4 times
the budget of the USA's Portland
Cement Association (PCA) and
American Concrete Pavement
Association (ACPA) combined.
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Figure 2.17 French LCPC / Nantes circular test track
Willingness and Eagerness to Try
New Ideas

Europe has a very strong commitment
to research and development to
improve concrete pavements.
Germany has continued to improve its
concrete pavement designs over many
years through research studies carried
out by government agencies and
universities. The Netherlands is very
willing to try new ideas and fully
develop them until they work.

In France, tremendous energy goes into
identifying and developing new and
innovative ideas. One comment was
that "the maintenance and growth of
the competitiveness of concrete-based

road techniques depends on constant
innovation, the result of a partnership
between the industry and operating
authorities."
Designated Percent of Construction
for R & D

In Belgium, 0.8 percent of all
construction projects goes to support
research studies.
A Global View: Exporting
Technology by Licensing
R & D Products

The French hold this point of view
very strongly. Many developments by
the French national laboratory LCPC

are subsequently licensed for
commercial use. Many products are
jointly funded and developed.

Many of these engineers have the
ability to travel to international
conferences and serve on international
committees (e.g., PIARC and TRB).

Implementation of Research
Toll Road Financing and Engineering

Dr. Sommer of the Austrian Cement

Engineering Expertise

d

The Study Tour was very impressed
with the French toll road companies
(COFIROUTE and SAPRR). France has
depended heavily upon toll financing
for the development of their rural
rnotorway system. Currently toll rates
are about 11 cents per mile or about 50
percent higher than the USA average
toll rate.
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Research Institute stated that
implementation requires more effort
than the original research. He believes
that the researcher should guide the
field implementation until the
procedure is developed. This is an
interesting concept which would
develop a partnership between
research and operations that is needed
for implementation.
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Solid groups of experienced pavement
engineers exist in most of the countries
visited. It appears that it is the general
practice for individuals to make their
career in pavement engineering. The
Belgium Road Research Center has an
engineering group with many years of
pavement engineering experience. The
Technical University of Munich has a
group of faculty and researchers that
have worked in pavement research for
many years and are at the forefront of
pavement technology.

The pavements were in very good
condition and COFIROUTE and
SAPRR appeared to make efforts to
provide exceptional service to highway
users. Feedback from users was
obtained continualIy and was used to
improve service levels. The toll
agencies seek constant feedback from
motorists on pavement condition,
safety, and various service area aspects.

The French LCPC and SETRA have
many experienced pavement engineers
with careers dedicated to pavements.
All French engineers in public works
graduate from the same university.
The French are clearly not satisfied
with the status quo in pavement
engineering. The French program of
cooperative research was very
impressive to the Study Tour.

Therefore, they choose their pavement
designs based on both cost and qualityof-service considerations. High-quality
pavements mean a smooth, low-noise
surface and a safe ride. Adequate
funds are available to maintain these
pavements in a very good condition
and to construct pavements that will
provide a long service life with low
maintenance. These pavements are
maintained in a better condition than
pavements which are not on toll roads.

2.2 Implementation of Promising

Technology in USA
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The mission of the Study Tour includes
the development of appropriate
recommended actions for enhancing
our nation's highway system,
productivity and economic future.
Those technologies and ideas that may
show promise for implementation are
summarized in this section.

show that concrete pavement slabs
being built in Europe today are not
thicker than in the USA. However,
they do have several design features
which more than adjust for the need
for thicker slabs, including the
following: thicker and more durable
bases and subbases, bonding of treated
bases to the slab, interlayers to prevent
erosion, doweled joints clustered in
wheel paths, widened traffic lanes, tied
concrete shoulders, subdrainage and
higher concrete strength.

Design-related Technology

J JPCP: Unique German concrete
pavement design. This jointed plain
doweled concrete pavements design
has proven to give excellent
performance in Germany for many
years. This design should be tested in
the USA to determine its cost,
constructibility and performance.
Actually, some pavements in the USA
have many of the same design features
as the German design and have
performed well. However it is the
details (such as the bonding of the slab
to the lean concrete base after jointing
the base) that often make or break the
success of a design.
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J CRCP/Dowelled JPCP: Use a long
design life (30-50 years) for heavily
trafficked highways, especially near
or in urban areas. Future disruption
of traffic will increase congestion and
accidents. Concrete mixtures can be
designed and constructed with durable
characteristics to last even longer than
this time period. Note that this
recommendation is also given in the
1986 AASHTO Design Guide for urban
areas.
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J JPCP/CRCP: Continue to refine
procedures for determining long-term
increases in truck volumes, axle loads,
tire pressures and use of super single
tires in pavement design. Within this
decade the USA is likely to experience
the types of truck loadings now seen
on Europe's highways.
J JPCPICRCP: Emphasis should be

on the total pavement system, not just
the thickness of the concrete slab.
Concrete pavement design in the USA
seems to focus on the slab thickness,
which, based upon observations of
European pavements, is not the most
effective design. Actually, the facts

J JPCP/CRCP: Thick granular layer

on subgrade beneath treated base.
This layer has the following
characteristics: 30-cm (12in) thickness
or greater depending upon subgrade
soil stability, adequate thickness to
protect against frost heave, and limited
fines content to allow for some
drainage through the layer. The
philosophy in several European
countries is that this layer should
provide a certain minimum level of
support that is the same for all

J JPCP/CRCP: Provide adequate full-

width concrete and base paving
thickness for future traffic control
needs during rehabilitation of
pavement or bridges or emergencies.
Change the terminology from
"shoulder" to "emergency lane" to
reflect this design philosophy.
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pavement types (a field bearing test is
used to determine adequacy). This
plate bearing test is not exactly the
same as the conventional test used in
the USA. The minimum required
modulus of elasticity as measured on
top of the granular layer appears to
require very good support on which
the lean concrete base or CTB is
constructed.
J JPCPICRCP: Catalog of designs.

lanes. The advantages of widening
truck lanes by approximately 0.5 m
(1.6 ft) include greatly reduced edge
stresses to almost interior loading
levels. This reduces transverse
cracking and reduces corner deflections
which cause erosion, faulting, and
diagonal/ corner cracks. The best
structural design is to have both a
widened traffic lane and an adjacent
tied concrete shoulder/ emergency lane.
Note that the paint strip must be
placed 0.5 m (1.6 ft) from the edge of
the slab to achieve the benefits of
reducing critical edge loads by trucks.
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The design catalog has achieved
widespread popularity in Europe,
probably for at least three main
reasons. First is the improved
communication of specific pavement
designs to management, contractors,
and agency construction personnel.
Second, the designs in the catalog are
often the result of a combination of
both theoretical analyses using
sophisticated procedures and
programs, and engineering and
construction experience. Third, the
design catalog can be easily modified.

J JPCPKRCP: Use widened truck

J JPCP: Joint designs to improve
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Another reason, especially valuable for
concrete pavements, is that all of the
details of the specific cross-section can
be provided including all transverse
and longitudinal joints, load transfer,
reinforcement, tie bars, drainage,
shoulders, etc. to reduce the potential
of errors in construction. The exact
type of catalog and its format for
successful use in the USA must be
carefully planned. Such a catalog
would help all involved in pavements
to focus on the best practices.

performance. Several transverse joint
design improvements are described
below.

Notch or joint and then bond the
lean concrete or cement-stabilized base
to the JPCP slab. The bonding of these
layers provides a thick monolithic slab,
which decreases flexural edge stresses,
deflections, thermal curling, moisture
warping and interlayer erosion leading
to faulting.

Varying dowel placement across
traffic lane to concentrate on heavy
truck wheelpaths to reduce costs.

BW Short (5-m (16.5-ft)) joint spacing
used for JPCP over treated bases.

*

Required use of dowel bars to
control faulting for heavy traffic.
(These are already used by most
agencies in the USA.)
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Plastic coating on dowels and center
third of deformed tie bars, as done in
Germany. Epoxy-coated dowels are
used extensively in the USA; however,
the plastic coating used in Germany
appeared to be quite substantial.
rs

J CRCP: Longitudinal reinforcement.

Increased steel (0.85 percent) has
given excellent long-term performance
on many projects in Belgium and a few
projects in France (0.72 percent) and
Spain (0.73 to 0.85 percent).
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Steel placed closer to the surface
will hold cracks tighter and greatly
reduce punchout development. This is
the experience of European engineers
and experimental sections in the USA
have shown the same results.
Rectangular, coilable steel strips
(product name FLEXARM) should be
tested in the USA to assess their
advantages and performance. The steel
percentage must be carefully designed
for USA conditions.
HP

J JPCP/CRCP: AC layer between the
concrete slab and a treated base if
notching or jointing is not done. The
purpose of this layer is to reduce
erosion between the slab and heated
base. This has been tried in the USA
in at least one State and stripping of
the AC layer occurred. However, more
effective anti-stripping tests and
remedies are now available. This
alternative deserves consideration by
agencies unwilling to notch and bond
lean concrete bases to the slab.
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CRCP has performed extremely well in
Europe (Belgium, Spain, France) for
many years and has been built recently
in several other countries. Some
reasons for its good performance:
ra

J JPCP/CRCP: Two-layer slab
construction. This is an economical
design, especially where either a
longitudinal brush texture or exposed
aggregate surface is desired and
suitable hard aggregates are very
expensive, or where local aggregates
are too soft to be used for the surface
layer. The water/cement ratios of the
two layers must be equal.

J JPCP/CRCP: Trapezoidal crosssection, This design has had
widespread use in two countries. It
basically provides, for the same cost,
an additional safety factor for
structural fatigue. For example, if a
four-lane divided freeway pavement
design requires a 25-cm (10 in) slab
thickness for the outer lane, providing
a slab that varies from 22 mm to 28 cm
(9 to 11 in) from the edge of the inner
lane to the edge of the outer lane
would provide considerably more
structural reliability at the thickened
longitudinal edge (28 versus 25 cm (11
versus 10 in)). The lanes must, of
course, have adequate tie bars to hold
the slabs together tightly and maintain
good aggregate interlock

Canstmction-related Technology
Warranties for pavement
constauctian work. While warranties
ranging from one to nine years are
being used in Europe for various
aspects of pavement construction, there
was not adequate information available
to assess their impact. Much more
specific information is needed about
the details of these warranties.
Implementation of warranties would
need a long phase-in period in the
USA.
$
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J JPCP/CRCP: Geotextile drainage
fabric between slab and base, The
performance of this interesting design
is not documented yet. This was being
placed in France between the CRCP
and the existing dense aggregate
subbase of an old AC pavement. The
thick fabric is supposed to provide
both a filter to inhibit fines movement
and a permeable layer to remove
moisture.
J JPCP/CRCP: Porous concrete base

under shoulder. This alternative
seems to be very practical and useful
to help drain the pavement section.
An appropriate drainage system must
exist for the porous layer.
J JPCPICRCP: Longitudinal edge

no crown across traffic lanes. This
technique should provide improved
rideability. A 2.5-percent slope, used
in Europe, may improve surface
drainage also.

J Liquidated damages = Incentives

rate per day for a given construction
project time limitation. Contractors
felt that this was a fair specification.
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drains connected to closed drainage
system. This German system of drains
provided for both surface water and
subsurface water drainage.

J Construct straight crass slope with

J JPCPICRCP: Ditch line a minimum
of one meter from the bottom of the
base. This design should reduce the
amount of water in the base layer and
at the top of the subbase.

J JPCPICRCP: Solutions for bridge

approaches. Two interesting solutions
to the problems of excessive pavement
end movement and settlements at
bridges were observed.

* End lug to protect structure and AC
transition surface layer that can be
easily leveled up.
*

Paving directly over the bridge desk
where the bridge is designed for the
extra dead load.

J Prevention of joint reservoir

sawing residue from entering joint.
The practice of using a long rubber
band stretched across the joint and
squeezed into the first narrow cut
appeared to be simple and effective.

J Two-layer paving equipment

Paving equipment capable of placing
two separate c~ncretemixes with a
single pass is available.

J Re-bar tubes placed behind
vibrat~rsfor CRCP. This should
improve positioning of bars, but needs
further study.

J Rehabilitate pavements at a higher

widening for traffic control. The
Berlin A10 project included a lean
concrete traffic lane placed adjacent to
the existing old concrete pavement to
increase the number of traffic lanes
during construction. This lane was
ultimately recycled along with the rest
of the adjacent older concrete after
fulfilling its purpose. This technique
may be cost-effective on some projects.

condition level. European agencies
appear to rehabilitate pavements at
higher levels of condition than USA
agencies. This may have significant
user-related, economic, and structural
benefits for the infrastructure over the
long run.
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J Lean concrete used for temporary

Maintenance and Rehabilitation
Related Technology
J Unbonded CRCP and JPCP

J Lane replacement or addition for

AC pavements. Replacement of an
existing deteriorated AC pavement
outer truck lane with concrete or
construction of an additional outer lane
with concrete pavement to serve heavy
truck traffic has worked well in France
and has applicability in the USA.
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concrete overlays of existing concrete
pavements. Designs included
fracturing the existing concrete (pieces
less than 0.5 m (1.6 ft)) and placing an
interlayer of one of the following: thin
AC, lean concrete, or thick geotextile
fabric. Excellent performance was
achieved in several countries.

J Lane reconstruction designs. The
French and German designs are quite
different but both have some very
interesting features that should be of
interest in the USA. Lane
reconstruction would be useful on
many USA pavements where only the
outer one or two lanes are badly
deteriorated.

J JPCP and Fiberized concrete
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overlays of existing AC pavements.
This is potentially a cost-effective longterm solution for badly cracked or
rutted AC pavements. Construction
procedures are standard for JPCP and
performance has been good. Fibrous
concrete overlays of AC pavements
have worked well in Belgium.

J Complete recycling of concrete and
other materials on the job site. This
requirement may become standard
practice in densely populated areas of
the USA, as it currently is in some
European countries due to
environmental concerns (shortage of
landfill space, etc.)

JFrench LCPCIFreyssinet load
transverse devices. Extensive research
shows that this device is effective in
restoring load transfer. The costeffectiveness is unknown.
Concrete Materials-Related
Technology
J Improved concrete quality control
for durability. The absence of concrete
durability problems in Europe speaks
for itself in comparison to the many
durability problems from "D" cracking,
ASR and freeze-thaw spalling in the
USA. Further investigation is needed

back into concrete, particularly where
an AC overlay exists over a concrete
slab. Extensive research in Austria
shows that a limited amount of AC is
not detrimental to a concrete mixture.
A few recycling projects containing AC
particles have been completed in the
USA.
J Lean concrete used for shoulders
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of the specific QC programs in various
countries such as Germany, Austria
and Switzerland which have colder
climates. Rapid determination (within
an hour) of the air void system using
fresh concrete in Germany (using the
Denmark equipment) was impressive,
as well as Switzerland's determination
of the air void system in hardened
concrete from cores in 36 hours.
J Higher-strength concrete for

J Fibrous PCC (steel fibers). The thin
fibrous concrete overlay of a rutted AC
pavement in Belgium was impressive.
Some of these have been built in the
USA also.

Surfacings-Related Technology

J Longitudinal light texturing for
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pavements. Several European
countries are routinely specifying
higher-strength concrete. Belgium
specifies a minimum compressive
strength minimum of 55 MPa (7975
psi). This results in a typical mean of
70 MPa (10,150 psi) at 90 days. Typical
flexural strengths have a mean of 7.5
MPa (1,087 psi) in third-point loading
at 28 days. The extremely good longterm performance of these concrete
pavements is due in part to their high
strength.

(or emergency lanes) and lane
widening during traffic control. There
many be several innovative uses for
lower-strength and lower-cost concrete.

J Thick porous concrete slab. A

French technological forecasting
committee concluded that a freedraining surface would be a major
improvement due to its noise
reduction, elimination of hydroplaning
and storm runoff reservoir capabilities.
At least one street has been built in
Paris having a porous slab about 40 cm
(16 in) thick. Further research is
needed.

J Recycling concrete that includes
AC material. This technique would

reduce the cost of recycling concrete

noise reduction. Several different
longitudinal methods are being used
that significantly reduce noise levels
yet still provide adequate friction.

Longitudinal texturing produced
with a burlap drag and smaller topsized aggregates produce low noise
levels in Germany.
ro

Longitudinal texturing produced by
a combination of brush and comb
achieves both microtexture and
macrotexture (initial grooves were 0.7
to 1 mm (0.027 to 0.039 in) deep),
which produces low noise levels in
Spain.

J Porous surfacings. These surfaces

produce the lowest noise levels, give a
smooth ride, eliminate splash and
hydroplaning, and provide good
friction capabilities, but their life is
short and they clog with fines.

followed by a layer of crushed 3- to
4-mm (0.12 to 0.16411) chromium ore
slag, and the surface is then rolled to
produce a mosaic-like structure with a
low noise level.
J French double surface treatment

Porous AC surface (with polymer) 4
cm (1.6 in) thick. Many countries have
used a porous AC surface for old and
new concrete pavements. It has some
significant disadvantages such as
clogging, poor durability and black ice
formation in winter.

=

(existing pavement). A thin surface
consists of a spray of polymerized
asphalt on the concrete surface, a layer
of 1.4-cm (0.55411) chips, and then a
layer of 1-cm (0.4 in) chips placed with
no compaction. This surface treatment
reduces noise significantly.
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Porous concrete (with polymer)
surface 4 cm (1.6 in) thick. This has
been built in at least two countries. It
also has the same clogging problem as
the porous AC surface but may have a
longer life.
J Exposed aggregate surface. A

J Closer government and industry
cooperation. It is obvious that Europe
benefits greatly from close cooperation
between public and private
organizations. Cooperation is growing
in the USA. The existence of close
working relationships among industry,
State, and Federal officials is one of the
reasons why this tour took place.
Institutionally, the USA needs to keep
the momentum going by supporting
activities such as the AASHTOARTBA-AGC Joint Task Force;
industry involvement in research and
technology advisory efforts with TRB,
NCHRP, and FHWA Technical
Working Groups and Expert Task
Groups; the University Transportation
Centers; and expanded partnerships in
research agreements through
implementation of the StevensonWydler Technology Innovation Act of
1980 (ISTEA Sec 6001).
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surface texture with low rolling noise
and low vehicle vibration but high
friction is achieved through the
chemically exposed aggregate
technique. This surface has been
shown to have a long life. It can be
accomplished most economically using
a two-layer slab with smaller hard
aggregates in the upper layer or a hard
aggregate of somewhat smaller
maximum size through the full slab
depth.

Research and Development Related
Technology

J Diamond grinding surface for

noise reduction (existing pavement).
Longitudinal grinding reduces noise.

4 Surface layer of epoxykine grained
aggregate for noise reduction (existing
pavement). An epoxy resin binder is
applied to a hardened concrete surface,

The great benefit of close interaction
between groups appears to be
considerable innovation and practical
results that actually get used on the
highways because all concerned were
involved in their development and
have a stake in their success.

pavements. The French LCPC/Nantes
circular test track is currently testing a
variety of concrete slab designs. It is
recommended that a task group be
formed to determine the USA needs in
accelerated performance testing of
concrete pavements. After the testing
needs have been identified, the task
group should develop a proposal
outlining the requirements and
procedures required to meet these
needs.
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J Construction of selected European

J Accelerated field testing of concrete

concrete pavement designs in the
USA to evaluate constructibility, costs,
and performance. Several highly
promising candidates are available.
Note that different surfacings could be
tested for any of these designs. The
design and construction of several
innovative European sections is
recommended.

pavements. Most European countries
appear to be conducting more
pavement research than the USA, as a
percentage of total funding spent on
the highway network. The Strategic
Highway Research Program (SHRP)
was a recent step forward to increased
funding for pavement-related R & D,
and now the new 1991 highway bill
(ISTEA) provides additional R & D for
highway research. The increased
expenditures for R & D through ISTEA
in both HP & R funding and in the
NCHRP program are also very positive
movements. This trend towards
increased funding for highway R&D
needs to continue. It would behoove
the pavement-related industries to
make a very strong case for the needs
and the benefits of pavement research
in order to obtain a fair share of this
funding. While much of the funding is
related to federal investment, more
private sector funding, industry
partnerships and implementation of the
previously mentioned StevensonWydler Technology Innovation Act of
1980 (ISTEA Sec 6001) can help stretch
the funds.
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LO The German design for JPCP has
provided many years of excellent
performance. The construction of the
German section in Michigan is fully
supported and should lead to special
attention to increase foundation
support.

J Increased R & B budgets for
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m The Belgian design for CRCP (with
the higher steel content) has performed
for over 20 years under heavy traffic
with no punchouts.
J The French trapezoidal CRCP or
JPCP design (one or two layers) has
been used extensively for one- to twolane replacements with good success.
J The Austrian JPCP design with two

layers is being constructed on many
heavily trafficked highways.

The SHRP SPS-2 effort might be
employed for at least some projects.

is working as intended. This concept
could help develop a partnership
between research and operations that is
needed for successful implementation.
The increased funding and recent
reorganization of FHWA's office of
Technology Applications is a very
positive step forward, as is FHWA's
general direction toward a more
technology-centered mission.

J Global view: exporting technology
by licensing R & D products. The
French hold this point of view very
strongly. Many developments by the
French national LCPC laboratory are
subsequently licensed for commercial
usage. Many products are jointly
funded and developed. FHWA's
recent opening of foreign exchange
programs with Europe and Asia are to
be complemented. The joining of
PIARC, especially, is much appreciated.
To help the American economy, we
must continue to develop a global view
of the enormous benefits in developing
improved pavement designs,
construction specifications and
techniques, equipment, maintenance
and rehabilitation designs and
especially improved materials.

With the complex changes that have
occurred in pavement engineering -rehabilitation strategies, new materials,
life-cycle costs, user costs, weigh-inmotion data, remaining life concepts,
increased and varied truck traffic, and
now feedback from pavement
management systems -- it is obvious
that the education of the country's next
generation of pavement engineer needs
to be restructured. Needs include:
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J Innovation, willingness, and
eagerness to try new ideas. State and
local highway agencies are
complemented on their increased
commitment to research and
development in improving concrete
pavements as are similar organizations
in Europe. In addition, an increased
effort needs to be made in the USA for
innovation in all aspects of pavement
engineering as is being done in
countries like France.

Ar
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Improving Engineering Expertise

J Implementation of research. It

must be realized that the level of effort
needed to implement any procedure or
product developed under a research
study is significant, and may be several
times more than the original research
study. The researcher should guide
the field implementation along with a
team of engineers from operations and
industry until the procedure or product

J Improved pavement engineering

education in colleges and universities.

J Additional short courses in all
aspects of pavement engineering for
practicing engineers and construction
and maintenance personnel.
J Increased priority in public and

private organizations for training their
staff in pavement engineering and
construction.
J Increased interaction of pavement

engineers and construction personnel,
within States, regionally, and
nationally. Additional travel funds
must be made available for this
important activity.

focal point for collecting information
about developments in the USA and
other nations in pavement technology,
and distributing the information to
pavement engineers, researchers, and
the construction industry. This effort
should include and could be based
upon the continuing SHRP effort, and
should include a broad-based advisory
board.

Improved pavements will provide in
a much more efficient highway
transportation system overall that will
greatly contribute to economic growth
and help to keep the USA competitive
with Europe, Japan and other countries
with highly efficient transportation
systems.

ve

2.3 Benefits to the USA of
Implementing Some Innovative
Technology

Improved pavements will increase
driver and passenger comfort and
decrease vehicle user costs due to
smoother, quieter surfaces and also
fewer traffic delays from lane closures.

d

J Establish at the national level a

Concrete pavements will play an
important role in the continuing
improvement of the nation's highway,
street and airport system, especially in
light of growth in truck and aircraft
traffic volumes and weights. This is
also the belief of many pavement
experts in Europe. However, new and
innovative technology and training is
needed, along with implementation of
these innovations, to provide improved
designs, materials, construction quality
and rehabilitation of these pavements.
To that end this report is dedicated.
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Looking for a moment at the BIG
broad picture of the nation in the
context of what the Study Tour
experienced in Europe, the following
thoughts about the benefits of
implementing the above
recommendations emerged from the
Study Tour participants.
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Improved pavements will result in
fewer lane closures for pavement
repairs: reducing congestion and its
associated problems (i.e., wasted time,
delivery delays, accidents, air pollution,
and fuel consumption).
Improved pavements will result in
fewer accidents, injuries and fatalities
due to improved pavement surfaces
and fewer lane closures, which always
increase the potential for accidents.

Improved pavements will improve
environmental conditions for people
living and working near highways due
to reduced noise levels and reduced air
pollution from less congestion.
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3 COUNTRY SUMMARIES

3.1 France

erodible cement-treated base with no
subdrainage. The rapid growth of
heavy truck traffic in the 1970's (10
percent per year) led to problems with
pumping, joint faulting and slab
cracking. (Note that there is
considerably more rainfall in France
than in southern and central
California.) These problems damaged
the quality reputation of concrete
pavements in France and limited their
use. (1)
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This chapter provides summaries of the
US TECH Study Tour of concrete
pavements in France, Austria,
Germany, Netherlands and Belgium.
In addition, brief summaries of
information obtained from
presentations by representatives of
Spain, Italy, Switzerland and Portugal
are provided.

Concrete Pavements in France

It should be pointed out, however, that
a number of these pavements are still
in service on various heavily trafficked
freeways in France. The Study Tour
traveled on several of these pavements,
such as the 30-year-old section of the
heavily trafficked A6, shown in Figure
3.1, built in the 1960's south of Paris
(an outer lane has been added).
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Concrete pavements have been used on
the French freeway system since its
beginning, starting with a few sections
built from 1939 to 1960. The real
growth dates from the 1960's when the
"California" design was adopted with
undowelled jointed plain concrete
pavements (JPCP) placed on an

Figure 3.1

Thirty-year-old JPCP section of the A6 south of Paris.
(Note added lane with widened edge.)

lane-mi) of CRCP freeways. CRCP has
been used in rebuilding over 100 km
(62 mi) of truck lanes on existing
concrete and AC highways. It has also
been used on airports. (1)
French Toll Road Companies
One of the most significant aspects of
the French highway system is the eight
toll road companies that build and
operate 6,000 km (3,730 mi) of major
freeways (7,000 km (4,350 mi) total).
Seven of these are semi-private (over
50 percent of the shares are owned by
the government) and one is private
(owned by several contractors). The
Study Tour was hosted by two toll
road companies: Societe des Autoroute
Paris-Rhine-Rhone (SAPRR), a semipublic company, and Compagnie
Financiere et Industrielle des
Autoroutes (COFIROUTE), a private
company. In the 1960's there was a
great need to build the proposed 4,000km (2,580) nationwide network of
motonvays, but the public funding
available was inadequate. The SAPRR
company was created in 1961, and has
constructed and operates 1300 k m (808
mi) of freeway. In 1970, COFIROUTE,
~ r k c e ' sfirst private highway
concessionary company was created.
COFIROUTE has now constructed and
operates 730 km (454 mi) of freeways.
Their main program currently is
widening from four lanes to six lanes
due to increases in traffic.
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It should be noted that these JPCP
have carried many times their original
design traffic and have actually
performed extremely well on that basis.
For example, one undowelled,
undrained JPCP section had received
17 million heavy commercial vehicles
over a 12year span before it was
rehabilitated. These vehicles are more
heavily loaded than in the USA: the
legal single-axle limit is 13 metric
tons (t) (28,700 pounds).
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However, in France as in every country
visited, this level of quality is not
acceptable and there has been a
continuing effort to improve this
design. Through the years, French
engineers, researchers, contractors and
industry have worked hard to improve
concrete pavement design, materials,
and construction. Many innovative
designs have been adopted as the
result of this highly cooperative work.
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Concrete pavements today account for
more than 900 km (560 mi) of
freeways, including about 200 km (124
mi) of overlays, or 15 percent of
France's freeway system. Concrete
pavements have also been built on
secondary roads and airports. This
share is growing steadily. Currently 30
percent of the pavements completed
each year on the French freeway
system are concrete. (2)

All of the early pavements were JPCP,
and these are still being constructed
with modified designs. However,
CRCP has become very popular in
certain areas of France. CRCP was first
constructed in France in 1983 and now
France has over 550 lane-km (342

The Study Tour was very impressed
with the extent to which these toll road
companies are vitally concerned with
providing the highest quality service to
users and are constantly seeking to

Designs

J The cross-section was modified to a

trapezoidal section so that a thicker
slab is on the outer edge of the truck
lane as illustrated in Figure 2.3, while
the amount of concrete material and
cost are not increased. The truck lane
was widened so that loads do not roll
along the edge causing high bending
stresses and high corner deflections.
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improve service levels. They seek
constant feedback from motorists on
pavement condition, safety, and
various service area aspects. Therefore,
they choose their pavement designs
based on both cost and quality of
service considerations. High-quality
pavements mean a smooth, low-noise
surface and a safe ride. Adequate
funds are available to maintain these
pavements in very good condition and
to widen and construct pavements that
will provide a long service life with
low maintenance. These pavements
appear to be maintained in better
condition than pavements which are
not on toll roads.

base (7-8 percent cement) is also placed
under the slab and longitudinal
drainage of various types is placed
along the edge joint.

J Load transfer at transverse joints

was improved through use of dowels,
shorter joint spacing (4 to 5.5-m (13 to
18 ft)) and/or a thicker slab. Most of
these pavements have not been built
with dowel bars as France has used
dowels only on selected projects.
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A comprehensive design catalog was
published in 1988 for the standard
design of pavements in France. This
catalog provides alternative designs
based upon traffic level and foundation
support. France has designed and
constructed two general types of
concrete pavements: JPCP and CRCP.

J An erosion-resistant lean concrete

Original JPCP Design. The original
1960's design for JPCP had two major
flaws: it did not include adequate load
transfer at the joints and the crosssection was a bathtub with no
subdrainage. Due to very large truck
axle loadings (13-t (28,652pound)
single-axle loads), large numbers of
loadings and a wetter climate than
California, these pavements developed
pumping, faulting and then cracking.

Design Modifications to JPCP. To
eliminate the above problems, major
design changes have been made over
the years.

The above JPCP designs have been
used on new construction as well as
major reconstruction of existing lanes
on freeways. For example, the very
heavily trafficked A1 freeway
originally had an undowelled P C P
without drainage that required
rehabilitation after 12 years and 17
million heavy trucks (one lane).

In 1976 this pavement was partially
reconstructed as shown in Figure 2.3.
This new pavement had carried some
35 million trucks on the most heavily
loaded lane by 1988, or more than
twice its design traffic. Pumping
developed gradually on this pavement
until 1988 when the subdrainage
system was found to be compl&ely
clogged. (7)

Another example of a heavy-duty lane
reconstruction included dowelled joints
on the A6 freeway in 1985.

New freeway pavement = 19 to 25 cm
(7.5 to 10 in) (thicker for heavier trucks
observed)
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An example of a JPCP built in 1978
was a thick concrete slab (39 cm (15.5
in)), no subbase, a geotextile drain
placed over the subgrade, and short
joint spacing (4.5 m (15 ft)). After 14
years of traffic, this pavement is
performing well. France considers this
a good design for routes with less than
1500 trucks per day.

of the outer lane. Tied concrete
shoulders (sometimes lean concrete)
were observed on many highways.
Some CRCP are constructed with a
trapezoidal cross-section having
varying thickness across two lanes.
Some examples:

Overlay placed on old JPCP = 180 cm
(7 in) minimum
Overlay placed on old AC = 16 crn
(6.5 in) minimum

Deformed longitudinal reinforcing bars
(diameter 1.6 mm (0.63 in)) with a
yield of 590 MPa (71,000 psi) have been
used in the past. The steel percentage
is 0.67 percent and is placed at a depth
of 8 cm (3 in), about one third of the
slab thickness, which helps greatly in
holding the cracks tight. This design
has resulted in very tight cracks with
few punchouts. Transverse
reinforcement is also used to tie the
lanes together. One bar (1-to 1.4-cmdiameter (0.4 to 0.55 in)) is placed per
meter (3,3 ft).
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A very important issue in France is the
wearing surface of the pavement.
Several types of surfaces have been
constructed for reducing noise,
increasing friction, and reducing
hydroplaning, including stone chips on
the fresh concrete surface, an exposed
aggregate finish, a thin surface layer of
porous asphalt, a thin double layer
surface treatment, and some porous
concrete surfaces. These are described
under Surfacings.

New (truck)lane widening = 31.5 cm
(12.5 in) observed on one section
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Hot-pour polymerized asphalt and
preformed compression seals are used
for JPCP joints. Joints are generally
skewed 1:6 counterclockwise to allow
wheels on the left, far from the outer
slab edge, to hit the joint first.

Design of CRCP. The design varies in
thickness depending on current truck
traffic and subgrade soil modulus.
Either a 15-cm (6-in) lean concrete base
or a 5-cm (Zin) AC layer is used
directly beneath the CRCP. In
addition, a thick layer of select
granular material or cement-stabilized
soil is usually placed beneath this base
layer. Total width paving for a
freeway is 8 m (26.5 ft), two traffic
lanes including 0.5-m (1.6-ft) widening

The shoulder is either AC with a
pervious aggregate base or a porous
concrete base, or tied lean concrete
placed on a non-woven geotextile
drainage layer (at least 5 mm (0.2 in)
thick). Longitudinal drainage is
provided at the edge of the slab to
prevent erosion.

The French have several ways to treat
the CRCP ends at bridges: provide
expansion joints, roughen the surface
of the subbase to promote high
bonding, or if the bridge is designed
for the extra weight, placement of the
CRCP directly over the bridge deck (4)
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The SAPRR toll road company does a
25-to 30-year life-cycle cost comparison
among pavement types. About one
half of the time concrete wins and the
other half asphalt wins, depending on
traffic and soils conditions.

This reinforcement has been used in
France since 1988 for several major
freeway projects under the commercial
name of FLEXARM. (4) This carbon
steel has a high yield strength of 790
MPa (114,550 psi), a flat, rectangular
section 4 cm (1.6 in) wide and 2 mm
(0.08 in) thick, corrugated by
hammering both sides, and a surface
which is corrosion-proofed by
continuous hot galvanization. It is
supplied in coils of 360 or 500 m (1180
or 1640 ft), and joined in the field by
rapid pneumatic riveting. Advantages
reported by users include a shorter
work zone, increased construction
productivity and associated decreased
duration of the work, the ability to
pave one lane of CRCP at a time, and
improved safety. The Study Tour
viewed two sections of the A6 freeway
constructed with FLEXARM (discussed
later in this report).
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New Reinforcement for CRCP. Due
to the length of the construction train
and the complexity of bar
reinforcement placement, the
possibility of using long coilable
reinforcement was considered to
reduce the length of the construction
train and the labor required for steel
connection. A photo of a construction
site using coilable reinforcement is
given in Figure 2.6.

Research in France had shown that it
was critical for the concrete to bond to
the steel to keep cracks tight, and this
led to the idea of developing
reinforcement which would have as
large a surface area as possible in
contact with the concrete, thus
increasing bond. This led to flat
reinforcement which had the advantage
of being coilable for ease in
transporting and in construction. The
result was the development of coilable
strips with high bond to concrete and a
high yield strength.

Research Underway at LCPC
Nantes

A national research project is
underway at the LCPC Nantes
laboratory on concrete pavements that
includes a combination of public and
private organizations (IREX). This
research approach appears to be a
model of cooperation to achieve the
maximum of innovative and practical
results for the funds spent. Research
topics include design, crack control,
porous concrete, and roller-compacted
concrete. Three-dimensional finite
element techniques are being used for
developing structural designs (CESAR).

PASCO) takes 35-mm continuous strip
photos of the pavement for visual
distress. The APL provides
longitudinal profile and also joint
faulting. The LaCroix Deflectograph
measures deflection. The SCRIM
device measures friction. The latest
equipment development is the
SIRANO (profile, 35-mrn film, and
macrotexture, at a speed of 72 km/hr
(45 mi/hr)) which was used to test
5500 km (3,415 mi) in 1991.
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The thick porous concrete slab concept
is under development. This is defined
as a porous concrete base surfaced
with a free-draining concrete layer
having a total thickness of 40 cm (16
in). This pavement substantially
reduces traffic noises and acts as storm
reservoirs for runoff water in urban
areas. This design is highly promising
for urban highways and streets, but
they must be maintained to prevent
clogging. (1) One project was reported
to be constructed in Paris for drainage
and splash control.

Several different rehabilitation
alternatives have been used in France
to rehabilitate the original JPCP built
with no dowels.
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The LCPC Nantes Test Track
experiment is a major part of this
national research project in concrete
pavements. (11) The Study Tour
observed the large test track (shown in
Figure 2.17) in operation and saw some
of the early results obtained. One
million loads per month can be placed
on the concrete pavements and with
three separate tracks, testing can be
maintained while new sections are
constructed. Loads from 8 to 18 t
(17,600-39,700 pounds) can be placed
on single or dual tires. The current
experiments underway include F C P
with and without dowels, lean concrete
base (not bonded), aggregate base,
geotextile layer for drainage and lean
concrete as a slab. Some cracking of
sections has occurred. The lowerstrength lean concrete section has
shown considerable fatigue cracking.
This was an impressive experiment.

A comprehensive evaluation is
conducted to determine the need for
and design of pavement rehabilitation.
A policy of prevention is encouraged,
by which rehabilitation action is taken
as soon as fatigue damage (cracking) is
observed.

Rekabili tation

French research has developed several
types of pavement monitoring
equipment. The Gerpho (similar to

Restoration of Load Transfer. Lack of
adequate joint load transfer and poor
subdrainage led to pumping, faulting
and cracking of the original JPCP. The
placement of shear devices, the latest
version called LCPC / Freyssinet
connectors, at transverse joints has
extended the life of some projects. A
description of this device is given
under Project Sites Observed.
Lane Replacement or Addition with
New JPCP. This technique has been
used extensively in the Paris region for
existing JPCP freeways. See discussion
and typical designs described under
Design and shown in Figure 2.1.

texture depth of more than I mm
(0.04 in) by the sand patch test. The
method of transverse grooving of the
surface of the fresh concrete with a
brush or tine is no longer used.
Detailed descriptions of these
techniques are given under Project
Sites Observed.
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Lane Replacement or Addition with
New CRCP. SAPRR stated that they
expect continued large increases in
trucks with the coming of the EC and
therefore, have constructed several
projects involving the replacement of
the outer traffic lane, originally AC
pavement, that is used almost
exclusively by heavy trucks. Because
of serious deterioration in these outer
lanes, they began either rebuilding
them or adding a new lane using
CRCP. One site visited is described
under Project Sites Visited. (6)

CRCP overlays. Many CRCP overlays
have been placed on existing JPCP
pavements. A description of one such
project is given under the section titled
Project Sites Visited. This alternative
has performed very well.

Double Surface Treatment. A thin
surface called a double layer has been
placed to improve the rideability of
existing pavements. The surface
treatment consists of a spray of
polymerized asphalt on the concrete
surface, a layer of 1.4-cm (0.55 in)
chips, and then a layer of 1-cm (0.4 in)
chips placed with no compaction.
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JPCP Overlays on AC Pavement.
Several experimental overlays were
placed in the 1970's and have
reportedly performed very well after
many years. Their typical slab
thickness was 21 to 25 cm (8.5 to 10 in),
and the joints are typically spaced at
4.5 m (15 ft) and are undowelled.
These projects carry 600 to 1000 trucks
per day in one lane. The new JPCP
overlay is placed directly on the old
pavement, or onto a leveling course of
lean concrete. (7) Others have been
placed since that time.

Porous Asphalt Surface. Many
concrete pavement sections have been
overlaid with a porous asphalt layer to
reduce noise, improve rideability,
increase friction and reduce
hydroplaning. COFIROUTE, for
example, has constructed many porous
AC surfaces and also a porous concrete
surface on concrete pavements.

Surfacings

As in other European countries,
pavements with low noise, high friction
and smooth ride are extremely
important in France. A good
macrotexture is considered important
in France, where the objective is a

Exposed Aggregate Surface. France
also uses an exposed aggregate
technique similar to that used in
several other countries. It is used with
concrete containing aggregates that are
not readily polishable. This may
require two-layer construction where
the two layers are placed
simultaneously. The surface is sprayed
with a retarder and then covered with
a sheet of polyethylene to protect it
from drying out and from the weather.
After 24 hours the sheet is removed
and the surface is scrubbed dry to
expose the aggregate by removing the
surface mortar. The surface is then

The following are mean values for
some large projects:
Slump:

5 8 mm (0.20.3 in)

Porous Concrete. A slurry of cement,
polymer additive, filler (limestone) and
water is mixed and then added to the
crushed hard aggregate (4 to 6 mm
(0.16 to 0.23 in)). This mixture is
poured onto the concrete slab placed
not more than two days previously, at
a thickness of 3 to 4 cm (1.2 to 1.6 in),
using a finisher with a vibrating
compacting plate. During this
operation, some of the slurry settles to
the bottom of the layer bonding it to
the concrete slab. Porous concrete
surfaces have worn well, with no
significant stripping of surface
aggregate. (4)

Air content:

5.0 percent

Modulus of
rupture:

5.2 MPa (754 psi)
at 56 days,
standard deviation
0.6 MPa (87 psi)

(Third-point
loading

3.6 MPa (522 psi)
at 7 days,
standard deviation
0.4 MPa (58 psi)
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covered with a conventional curing
compound. The surface provides low
noise, good rideability, and good
friction characteristics. (4)

Two-layer construction is done to
provide a hard aggregate in the top
surface. A description is given under
Surfacings.
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Concrete Materials and
Construction

Concrete recycling has been
successfully done on several projects in
France since 1976. (9)

The concrete pavements observed did
not have any durability problems for
concrete as old as 30 years. Highquality concrete is achieved in France
through three steps:

Aggregate properties optimized
to minimize void content
(continuous gradation),

(2)

Water and plasticizer used to
achieve workability, and

(3)

Entrained air and cement
contents selected for best
strength.
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(1)

After that, work at the job site must be
performed well. Batch plants and
continuous mixture plants are used.

Contractors must warranty pavement
projects for varying lengths of time:
typically one year on the national
highway system but longer on the
freeway system. AC pavement is
warranted for four to five years,
concrete for seven to nine years and
the various surfacings for five years for
friction, cracks, spalls, etc. If problems
develop, the contractor must repair the
pavement over the warranty time
period.
Project Sites Observed
The US TECH Study Tour traveled
extensively on the French freeway
system, especially in the general
vicinity of Paris and south. Several
project sites were observed.

The CRCP was 3.8 m (12.5 ft) wide and
contained 24 bars with a diameter of 2
cm (0.8 in). The percentage of steel
(0.63 percent) is based on the split
tensile strength of the concrete. A
photo of the steel layout on the fabric
is shown in Figure 3.2. Also note the
thick limestone aggregate subbase. The
new CRCP lane included a 0.3 m (1 ft)
extra widening. The steel was placed 9
cm (3.5 in) from the surface on chairs
and transverse steel was also included,
as shown in Figure 3.2. The higher
placement of steel is considered
important in keeping the transverse
cracks tight.
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A10 CRCP Widening Project
(COFIROUTE Toll Road). This
highway carries 35,000 ADT and is
being widened from 4 to 6 lanes as
shown in Figure 2.11. This AC
pavement was constructed in 1972, was
overlaid in 1982 and again overlaid in
1989. The existing shoulder material
was removed by milling down to the
subbase, which was crushed limestone
aggregate 30 cm (12 in) thick After
replacing any weak areas the material
was recompacted, a thick geotextile
fabric layer was then placed,
reinforcing steel was placed on chairs
and finally the 31.5-cm-thick (12.4 in)
CRCP was slipformed. The fabric is a
two-layer system with a filter fabric as
the lower layer and a more permeable
fabric as the top layer to control
pumping.

Figure 3.2 CRCP lane addition on the A10 south of Paris.

After one year of service, the same
CRCP in the other direction has tight
cracks with a mean spacing of 0.8 m
(2.6 ft). This CRCP lane will be
surfaced after about one year with a
porous AC layer for low noise and
good rideability.
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The concrete mixing plant operation
was observed. The plant was unusual
in that it was a continuous-mix type of
plant that produced 200 cubic meters
(262 cubic yards) per hour. Air
entrainment and plasticizer were used
in the mix. Six samples were tested
each day for air content, slump and
compressive strength. This contract
includes a four-year warranty on
design and performance.

The CRCP slab was placed in two
layers using specially designed
equipment, separately vibrated in a
single pass where the two layers did
not mix. The top 5 cm (2 in) included
hard aggregates (1-1.4 cm (0.4-0.55 in))
that give a low-noise, high-friction
macrotexture. These aggregates had to
be hauled a long distance and were
expensive. The process to achieve the
exposed aggregate surface is the same
as that used in Belgium and several
other countries. The bottom layer used
local limestone aggregates for
economy. Many cores were taken and
the splitting tests showed an excellent
bond between the layers. A substantial
cost savings was achieved using the
two-layer approach. (3)
The steel was placed using tubes on
this project. The position of the tubes
and vibrators are as shown in Figure
2.9 where the tubes extend almost to
the front edge of the pan, which may
improve the placement depth of the
steel. Results of measurements show
that the steel placement was excellent,
with a mean depth to top of steel of 8
cm (3 in) and a standard deviation of
only 8 mm (0.3 in). (3)
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A71 CRCP Project (COFIROUTE).
This project demonstrates the optimum
use of aggregates in two-layer
construction, the provision of an
exposed aggregate surface with low
noise and high friction characteristics,
the accuracy to which reinforcement
placed in tubes can be placed for a
unique setup for the vibrators, and the
construction of a trapezoidal crosssection. The CRCP was constructed in
1986 and consisted of a 7.85-m-wide
(25.75 ft) trapezoidal cross-section (two
traffic lanes with the outer lane
widened) varying from 18 cm (7 in) at
the passing lane edge to 20 cm (8 in) at
the truck lane edge. Deformed
longitudinal steel (1.6 cm diameter
(0.63 in)) was 0.66 percent of the crosssetional area. The depth to the top of
the steel was 8 cm (3 in), or 0.42 of the
slab thickness. The CRCP rested on a
5-cm @in) AC layer on a 35-cm (14-in)
cement-treated sand layer. (3)

Figure 3.3 shows the widened lane
CRCP with an AC shoulder (widening
was 0.7 m (2.3 ft) from the inside edge
of the paint stripe to the edge of
concrete). The transverse cracks were
closely spaced and very tight and the
surface showed an excellent
macrotexture. The longitudinal joint
between the CRCP and AC shoulder
was sealed with a polymerized asphalt
sealant placed as an overband. This
was performing very well after six
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Figure 3.3 CRCP on the A71 trapezoidal cross-section with widened lanes.

years. Shoulders were 2 to 4 cm (0.8 to
1.6 in) of porous asphalt over 27 cm
(10.6 in) of porous concrete. The
section also has longitudinal edge drain
under the lane/shoulder joint.

LCPC and Freyssinet International and
have been placed on many sections of
JPCP in France with good success in
restoring load transfer from less than
50 percent to over 90 percent.

A6 Freeway LCPC/Freyssinet Load

A Freyssinet device placed in a
transverse joint or crack is shown in
Figure 212. Four devices are placed
per joint if no pumping exists and six
are placed per joint if pumping exists.
They are placed using special
equipment at a rate of 100 per hour.
Devices are installed when joints are
open so the device is always in
compression. They consist of two
symmetrical half-shells in cast iron, a
steel key which slides in a housing
machined in the half-shells, and a

Transfer Device. This pavement was
an undowelled JPCP constructed in
1958-60, with a 25-cm (10-in) slab on a
15-cm (6-in) CTB. The Freyssinet
device is usdd to restore high load
transfer in %transverse joints of
undowelled CP. These undowelled
joints exhibit poor load transfer, which
leads to faulting and cracking of the
original slab plus deterioration of
reflection cracks in an AC overlay.
These devices were developed by

was as follows: 18-cm (7-in) CRCP
with 0.67 percent steel and l&cm (7-in)
lean plain concrete shoulders, with
transverse joints at 6 m (20 ft), placed
on the fractured 25-cm (10-in) JPCP
over a 15-cm (6 in) cement-treated
base. The existing slabs were fractured
by three to four drops of a guillotine
breaker per 5-m (16.5-ft) slab. An
existing asphalt surface treatment
kerved as the bond breaker. A
longitudinal drain was placed along
the edge. The surface of the CRCP
was an exposed aggregate as shown in
Figure 2.15. The transverse cracks
were tight and the pavement was in
excellent condition. This overlay is
typical of several observed.
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central elastomeric sleeve providing
water tightness to the unit and bonding
the half-shells to the concrete
pavement. The wheel load is
transferred from one edge of the joint
or crack to the other with high
efficiency: from the concrete to one
half-shell through bonding with epoxy
resin, from one half-shell to the other
via the key, from the second half-shell
to the concrete by epoxy resin bonding.
They carry a five-year warranty. (8, 12)
Two sections on the A6 were observed
where the Freyssinet devices had been
placed in the original JPCP joints and
then a thin porous polymerized AC
surfacing was placed. There was very
little reflection cracking through the
surface after two years of heavy traffic.
The company warranties that very little
cracking will occur in five years.
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Porous Asphalt Surfacing on CRCP.
The Study Tour traveled over several
sections of CRCP that had been
overlaid with porous asphalt. These
surfaces provided low-noise and good
friction and there were no reflection
cracks. Areas in France where there
are only soft aggregates presents a
problem as to finding hard aggregate
for the surfacings. One project tried to
seed the hard aggregate onto the
plastic concrete surface, but it resulted
in a rough ride. Placing the porous
asphalt surface permits the use of local,
lower-cost aggregates in the slab.

A6 Freeway CRCP With Surface
Treatment (SAPRR Toll Road). Some
CRCPs had received a surface
treatment called a double layer to
improve the rideability. The
performance of these appeared to be
very good. The surface treatment
consisted of a spray of SBS
polymerized asphalt on the concrete
surface, a layer of 1.4-cm (0.55 in)
chips, and a layer of 1-cm (0.4 in)
chips.

A6 Freeway CRCP Overlay With Bar

Reinforcement (SAPRR Toll Road).
Several CRCP overlays exist along the
A6. One CRCP overlay containing
conventional bars was placed in 1986
over an old JPCP (constructed in 1964),
as shown in Figure 3.4. The design

A6 Freeway CRCP With 0.30 Percent
FLEXARM Reinforcement (SAPRR).
A nearby section of CRCP overlay
identical to the previous one (with
conventional reinforcing bars)
contained the new rectangular steel
strips called FLEXARM, placed in 1988.
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Figure 3.4 A6 freeway CRCP overlay with bar reinforcement
(SAPRR Toll Road) and lean concrete shoulders.
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The CRCP contains 0.30 percent steel
placed in two close but staggered
layers and was constructed in nearfreezing conditions. The crack spacing
was longer than usual and some of the
cracks were spalling and had opened
slightly. One explanation for the
spalling was that it was caused by the
surface treatment. However, the
longer crack spacing may also be a
major factor as well as the amount of
rectangular steel.

A6 Freeway CRCP With 0.34 Percent
FLEXARM Reinforcement. This is a
nearby section of CRCP overlay
constructed in 1990, identical to the
previous one with FLEXARM

contained 0.34 percent steel content to
reduce crack spacing. This pavement
had a closer crack spacing, tighter
cracks and no spalling. This steel
content is currently being used on
other projects.

A6 Freeway CRCP With 0.72 Percent
Bar Reinforcement. This was the first
CRCP placed in France, in 1983. It is a
20-cm (8-in) overlay that has
performed with no structural
deterioration under heavy traffic. This
pavement had the highest steel content
used in France.

national research project in concrete
pavements. (11) The Study Tour
observed the large test track in
operation and saw some of the early
results obtained as discussed under the
section "Research Underway at LCPC
Nantes." The Study Tour participants
were impressed with this experiment.
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The steel depth is 8 cm (3 in), closer to
the surface, which has helped to keep
cracks tight. However, the original
finished surface and soft aggregate
polishing required that a surface
treatment be placed. The Study Tour
was able to observe the outer 0.5 m
(l,6 ft) edge along the CRCP which
was not covered by the surface
treatment. The transverse cracks were
closely spaced and extremely tight.
The local engineers stated that this was
the best CRCP ever built in France.

The national research study on concrete
pavements appears to be an ideal
example of the close working
relationships between public and
private organizations. Private
organizations add funding to some of
these studies that they consider very
important. The great benefit of this
appears cooperation to be considerable
innovation and results that actually get
used on the French highway system.
Presentations made to the Study Tour
included a combination of engineers
from the French government, private
contractors, corporations and the semipublic toll roads.
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A6 Freeway Old JPCP. A long stretch
of 25-cm (10-in) JTCP with an added
traffic lane was observed. The added
lane included a widened outer edge as
shown in Figure 3.1. (Note that this is
the same cross-section described under
the section on Design with the crosssection shown in Figure 2.3). This
original pavement is one of many that
dates from the 1960's, and the lane
reconstruction was done in the 1970's
or 1980's.

The French are clearly not satisfied
with the status quo in pavement
engineering. The French program of
cooperative research conducted over
many years was very impressive to the
Study Tour participants. The SETRA
and the national laboratories of LCPC
have many experienced pavement
engineers with dedicated careers in
pavement engineering.

Traffic Loadings
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Traffic loadings are heavy in France,
where the legal single-axle load limit is
13 metric tons (t) (28,700 pounds).
Truck volumes in the outer lane range
from 5,500 trucks per day to an
astounding 10,500 on the A l . (2) Most
of these trucks have super-single tires
also. The typical ADT on the SAPRR
toll roads is 20,000 with 20 percent
trucks.
French Research Program
The LCPC Nantes Test Track
experiment is a major part of this

As an example of how to obtain
innovation, SETRA recently requested
research needs statements which have
resulted in some innovative proposals
which they hope to fund.
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Concrete pavements have been
constructed in France on some of its
most heavily trafficked freeways and
airports over the past 30 years. France
has worked very hard to improve the
design, construction, and rehabilitation
of concrete pavements for many years.
Many innovative ideas have been
developed over the years, such as load
transfer devices, rectangular steel for
CRCP, subdrainage, construction
warranties, low-noise high-friction
surfacings, lane widening designs, and
the trapezoidal cross-section. The
strong efforts to bring together public
and private organizations to work
towards the solution of concrete
pavement problems has had a major
effect on the success of their research
programs actually impacting design
and construction practice. '

"The pavement structures given in the
catalogue of standard designs are
equivalent and offer the same service
life. However, the amount of
maintenance needed to prevent
premature aging of the structures and
to guarantee satisfactory surface
characteristics differs. One of the
advantages of concrete pavements is
that they require very little
maintenance. This is why an economic
comparison of pavement structures
must also look at the global investment
cost including maintenance."(10)
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Summary for France
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In designing new concrete pavement
today, the French would usually put
SMA or a surface treatment on the
surface to improve friction and
smoothness, although the exposed
aggregate surface is favored by many.
There is very littIe snow in the Paris
area, which is why SMA or porous
asphalt does not get bladed off. Also,
the two-layer pavement with the
exposed aggregate surface is
performing well.
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The French stated that "The
maintenance and growth of the
competitiveness of concrete-based road
techniques depends on constant
innovation, the result of a partnership
between the industry and operating
authorities." (5) It appears that the
French are committed to a major
research effort to improve concrete
pavement technology.

The selection of a concrete pavement is
usually the result of a life-cycle cost
analysis over a 25- to 30-year period.
When concrete can be constructed with
a local aggregate, it is usually cheaper
than AC. However, limestone is not
good for the surface, which should
contain a harder aggregate.

The engineering philosophy of the
French toll roads is very impressive
with regard to their efforts to provide
the highest quality of service to users.
The excellent quality of their
pavements speaks for itself.

It was stated at the Nantes LCPC
research laboratory that a long life
(more than 30 years) is expected from
concrete pavements for two reasons:
mechanical resistance to traffic (no
rutting and control of fatigue damage)
and ability to resist environmental
problems. Truck traffic is expected to
continue to increase greatly in France.
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3.2 Austria

Concrete Pavements in Austria

Table 3.1 Austrian highway mileage.

1

Asphalt concrete
Concrete

1 :;;1 ;; 1
1532

J 5 cm (2 in) interlayer AC
J 18-20 mm (7-8 in) cement-treated
base (only past five years)

100

The thickness values in the design
catalog are based upon a minimum
bearing capacity on the subgrade as
determined by plate loading tests on
site and defined as an acceptance limit
in Austrian Specification RVS 8.24.
The minimum bearing value is 35 MPa
(5075 psi). If the soil does not achieve
this level of bearing, soil stabilization,
soil replacement by better materials or
other methods to achieve the bearing
capacity is required. The minimum
bearing capacity for asphalt and
concrete pavements is the same. The
frost depth in Austria is 1.5 m (4.9 ft).
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Total

J 18-22 cm (7-9 in) JPCP
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Austria began constructing concrete
pavements in the 1940's and has
constructed both P C P and JRCP.
Today many pavements older than 30
years and some 50 years old exist in
Austria. The following table shows the
extent of concrete pavements on
Austria's main highways.

J 18-22 cm (7-9 in) P C P (25 cm (10 in)
for heavy traffic)
J 5 cm (Zin) AC interlayer
J 20-45 cm (8-18 in) untreated
granular layer with less than 3 percent
fines

However, studded tires caused ruts of
2 to 3 mm (0.08 to 0.12 in) in the older
pavements. Because Austria has a lot
of rain some type of rehabilitation had
to be performed. A thin polymerized
asphalt layer has been placed over the
truck lanes of many older concrete
pavements to repair the studded tire
damage. This layer has a life of only
four to six years.
Designs

Austria has developed a catalog of
pavement designs for a 30-year period.
Four different designs are considered:
dowelled and undowelled with
untreated granular base or cementtreated base. Ranges of current design
thickness are as follows.

The typical joint spacing is 6 m (20 ft)
for a 25-cm (10-in) slab. Dowels are 2.6
cm (1in) in diameter and 50 cm (20 in)
in length. For heavier traffic, the
maximum joint spacing, in meters, is
25 T, where T is the slab thickness in
millimeters. Thus, a maximum joint
spacing for a 25-cm (10-in) slab is
6.25 m (20.5 ft).

Faulting of transverse joints is well
controlled by dowels, which are
essential. Austria found that dowels
must be coated to prevent corrosion.
On some early projects, dowels were
not coated and corrosion was serious.

For rehabilitation projects, all site
materials were recycled back into the
rehabilitated pavement. Old concrete
is recycled into a new concrete slab.
Old aggregate base is used as part of a
new cement-treated base. Old AC is
crushed, some is used in new recycled
concrete, and the remainder is used in
the 5-cm (2in) AC interlayer between
the slab and cement-treated base.
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In the late 1970's, the sealing practice
changed in some areas of the country.
The initial saw cut for transverse and
longitudinal joints was made 3 mm
(0.12 in) wide and the joint was not
sealed. This practice saved about 10
percent of the construction cost. There
is controversy about this because some
projects are sealed even today, and
some feeling is that joint sealing would
add life to the concrete pavement.
Included in the JPCP thickness is a
4-cm (1.6 in) top layer of smaller-sized
hard aggregate that is used to provide
a low-noise, high-friction texture. The
surface aggregates are exposed during
construction as described later.
Structural design for pavements on
bridge decks and in tunnels is also
given in catalogs.

Noise Pollution

Increased sensitivity of Austrians with
regard to traffic noise has resulted in a
major noise-reducing efforts over the
past decade through use of noise
barriers, low-noise freight vehicles, and
new low-noise pavement surfacings.
Several surfacing techniques have been
evaluated in Austria.
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The full-width paving is 11.5 m
(37.7 ft), and includes an inner lane
and narrow shoulder of 4.75 m (15.6
ft), an outer lane of 3.75 m (12.3 ft) and
a tied shoulder of 3.00 m (9.8 ft). The
cross-slope of old pavements was 1.5
percent, but now all new pavements
have 2.5 percent slope.

See the project site description below
for details of some rehabilitation
projects.
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Rehabilitation

Austria has tried several different ways
to rehabilitate their concrete
pavements. A few projects have been
cracked and seated and overlaid with
AC. An unbonded concrete overlay
was recently placed on an old
pavement with a 5-cm (Zin) AC
separation layer. Its performance was
very good, but it was found that it was
more economical to recycle all
pavement materials and reconstruct the
pavement into either concrete or
asphalt.

Porous asphalt surfacing was first
constructed in Austria in 1984 and a lot
has been constructed since that time.
Measurements have shown that this
surfacing initially reduces tire noise
emission by 4 to 6 dB(A) at 100 km/hr
(62 mi/ hr) compared to conventional
asphalt or concrete pavements,
respectively. The porous surface also
reduces hydroplaning and splash
during rainstorms. However, problems
have developed with this surfacing.
Older porous asphalt surfaces have
shown a significant decline in the
noise-reducing effect due to the voids
filling up with soil and abrasives and
further compaction. (4) Porous asphalt
would therefore need to be cleaned

over time to maintain its low-noise
characteristics. Another concern is that
deicing salt requirement is about 15 to
50 percent higher to prevent icing.
Even then icing cannot be prevented
completely under critical weather
conditions, such as freezing rain. (4, 6)

Optimum noise reduction requires that
the maximum aggregate size should be
7-8 mm (0.27-0.31 in) and the percent
of particles 4-7 mm (0.16-0.27 in) or 4-8
mm (0.16-0.31 in) should be as high as
possible, but there must be enough
mortar between the particles to ensure
excellent bond. The w / c ratio should
be well below 0.40 and texture depth
should not exceed 1.2 mm (0.05 in).
The stone particles must consist of a
wear- and friction-resistant material.
In Austria, a 4-cm (1.6-in) top layer is
constructed with the aggregates
containing the above characteristics.
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The use of slipform pavers with a
super-smoother flattens any transverse
waves reduced noise by 2 dB(A).
Further improvements by 1 to 2 dB(A)
were achieved by creating a fine-rough
longitudinal texture using a burlap
drag, instead of the formerly common
transverse brushing with a broom. (4)
The burlap drag is simple and
inexpensive, but friction resistance is
lower than with a transverse broom
finish. Higher friction resistance can be
obtained but the concrete must be rich
in mortar and longitudinal grooves
2 mm (0.08 in) deep must be made
using a plastic brush or metal tines. (6)

prevent evaporation and the fine
mortar on the surface is removed by
brushing the next day, or a
combination of a retarder/ curing
compound is used. (6)
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Figure 2.16 shows the beneficial effect
of the exposed aggregate surface on
noise emission reduction of as much as
7 dB(A) from that of old concrete. The
exposed aggregate noise emissions are
comparable to that of porous asphalt
surfaces. Exposed aggregate is not
likely to loose its noise-reducing
properties as the porous asphalt does.

The exposed aggregate technique is
similar to that described in Belgium.
The main difference is that in Austria
the slab is placed in two layers so that
the top layer can contain a high
quality, smaller aggregate (maximum
size 7-8 mm (0.27-0.31 in)) to maximize
noise reduction. The two-layer method
is used in Austria because the
aggregates that are resistant to wear
and polishing are expensive. This
technique was first constructed in
Austria in 1990 with another four sites
in 1991. This technique reduces noise
emission through provision of a
textured surface with selected hard
aggregates in the upper 4 cm (1.6 in) of
the slab, as shown in Figure 2.8. The
surface is sprayed with a retarder,
covered with plastic sheeting to

The exposed aggregate surface also
provides a high level of friction
resistance. (6)

During the trip along the A 1 freeway
from Vienna to Salzburg the Study
Tour stopped at the beginning of a
new concrete section with the exposed
aggregate surface. This section was
adjacent a section with a porus asphalt
surface. There was no discernable
difference in traffic noise between the
two sections. Both were very quiet.

Some additional details are given
under the A1 project site description.
Concrete Materials and
Construction
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Concrete quality appeared to be
excellent in Austria even though many
freeze-thaw cycles occur and a lot of
deicing salt is used. There are no
reported occurrences of "D" cracking or
ASR and only a few freeze-thaw
durability problems. Cores from old
concrete pavements have 100 MPa
(14,500 psi) compressive strength.

Laboratory tests have shown that
particles from old concrete pavements
are better than many natural
aggregates. The recycled concrete was
superior to normal concrete made from
gravel. Coarse recycled concrete from
4 to 32 mm (0.16 to 1.25 in) is being
used as the coarse aggregate, the
particles finer than 4 mm (0.16 in) are
used for mixing with the in situ
subbase (prior to cement stabilization).

All concrete mixes must be approved
by an 'authorized and accredited
laboratory.
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Concrete compressive strength is
specified to be more than 35 MPa (5075
psi) for the lower concrete layer and
more than 40 MPa (5800 psi) for the
top layer after curing for 28 days. The
flexural strength must be 5.5 MPa (798
psi) for 12- by 12 by 36-cm (4.7- by
4.7- by 14-in) beams in center-point
loading. Austria believes primarily in
the flexural strength test for concrete
pavements.

In addition, the crushed concrete
particles may contain up to 20 percent
AC particles (originating from existing
AC overlays on the concrete pavement)
without essentially impairing the
quality of the new concrete. This
technique has been used on three
reconstruction sites of the A1 freeway
although the percent of asphalt has
been only 4 to 6 percent. Figure 3.5
shows a section of a concrete mixture
containing AC material. This provides
a more economical mixture and a way
to reuse old AC material which is
usually taken from thin AC overlays of
concrete pavements. Extensive
research on concrete recycling has been
conduced by Dr. Sommer of the
Research Institute of the Austrian
Cement Maker's Association. (3)

The air void bubble spacing must be
less than 0.22 mm (0.0087 in) and total
entrained air content must exceed 2.0
percent.

Whenever concrete slabs are removed
for rehabilitation, they are recycled into
concrete or some other use on the
project site. The maximum particle
size is 3.2 cm (1.25 in) and natural sand
is added to the mix.

Project Sites Observed
One recently completed project and
two under construction were observed
by the Study Tour on the A1 freeway
which connects Vienna with Salzburg.
This 300-km (186-mi) highway is a
heavily trafficked east-west highway.
It was all constructed of JRCP over 20
years ago, and some of it is over 30
years old. (2)
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Figure 3.5 Cut section of an Austrian recycled concrete mixture
containing old AC overlay material.
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A1 Freeway Unbonded Concrete
Overlay. The original 1957 JRCP had
a 24-cm (9.5-in) slab and 3 cm (1.2 in)
of sand over an aggregate base. The
old slab was cracked and seated, 5 cm
(2 in) of AC was placed, and then a 20cm (8-in) JTCP overlay was placed. (2)
A1 Freeway Recycling and
Reconstruction. The original JRCP
(some portions included a thin AC
overlay) was shattered using a Wirtgen
Guillotine, hauled to a crushing plant
on site and processed into several
fractions. These fractions contain
between 2 and 10 percent AC from the
thin AC surface which was included in
the recycled concrete (about 6 percent
average was old AC material). The 0to 3-mm (0- to 0.12-in) fine fraction
was placed on top of the old gravel
subbase which contained 15 percent

fines and the material was then
stabilized in-place to a depth of 20-25
cm (8-10 in) with cement using a
Bomag machine. The compressive
strength requirement was 3 MPa (435
psi) at 7 days. A 5-cm (%in) AC layer
(which included some recycled asphalt
pavement) was placed on top of the
cement-stabilized layer to provide the
concrete pavement with an erosionresistant base. (3)

A JPCP 25 cm (10 in) thick with
dowelled joints spaced at 5.5 m (18 ft)
was placed using a slipform paver.
Plastic-coated dowel bars, 26 mm (1 in)
in diameter and 50 cm (20 in) long,
were spaced at variable locations, 11 in
the truck lane, 7 in the passing lane
and 4 in the shoulder. The contraction
joints were sawn 3 mm wide and left

8 mm (0.3in) sealed or

1 3 mm (0.1 in) unsealed
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t~ansversecontraction joint
longitudinal joint

4 cm (1.6 in) exposed small
size aggregate concrete

18-21 cm (7-8 in)
recycled concrete

Figure 3.6 Cross-section of Austrian JPCP reconstruction on the Al.

Bottom Layer (21 cm (8.5 in)):

ch

unfilled on this project. Note that on
some projects the joints are sawn 8 mm
(0.3 in) wide and sealed with a
bituminous filler. Paving width was
11.5 m (38 ft). (3) Figure 3.6 shows a
cross-section of the completed
pavement.
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The slab was designed to have two
layers: a bottom layer of recycled
concrete and a top layer with highquality hard aggregate (called
chippings) to provide a low-noise, high
friction surface. The slab was placed in
two layers by a single modified
"double-decker" Wirtgen slipform
paver. This paver placed two separate
layers of slipformed concrete "wet-onwet" to form a monolithic structure. (5)
The Wirtgen SP1600 slipform paver
with the integrated two-layer paving
kit performed the following operations:

J Spread the top layer concrete over
full width (11.5 m (38 ft)),
J Liquify and compact the bottom

layer,
J Form the bottom layer by extrusion,
J Insert the dowel bars at transverse
joints,
J Insert the tie-bars on longitudinal
joints, and
J Restore the surface of the bottom
concrete slab after insertion of dowels
and tie bars with the first oscillating
beam.
Top Layer (4 cm (1.6 in)):
J Convey top layer concrete from

truck mixer over the paver main frame
and discharge into a hopper feeding in
the spreading augers,

J Liquify and compact the second

A discussion of the noise characteristics
of this surface was previously given.
Smoothness specifications were applied
using a profilometer. Joint sawing was
done through the plastic sheeting.
The concrete crusher and plant that
produces the lower recycled concrete
layer was visited. Approximately 10
percent recycled AC is included in the
concrete mixture. The specifications
allow up to 20 percent but this requires
too large a cement content to be
economical. A separate plant mixes
the top layer. Only recycled concrete is
used for the coarse aggregate in the
lower layer.
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layer with a high-frequency vibration
system (vibration is controlled in
frequency to avoid causing additional
vibration to the bottom layer),
J Form the top layer by extrusion, and
J Finish the top layer with a second
oscillating beam and the super
smoother.
The 21-cm (8.5-in) bottom layer
contained the recycled crushed
concrete plus natural sand. Cement
content was about 360 kg/m3 (607
pounds/yd3) and also contained
entrained air (3.5 percent). The flexural
strength at 28 days ranged from 6.5 to
9.5 MPa (942 to 1378 psi) with a mean
of 7.75 MPa (1124 psi).

Reconstruction. This 17-km (10.6-mi)
project was nearly identical to the
previous A1 freeway project. Truck
traffic was heavy on this section (3500
per day). The original JRCP was
overlaid with a thin AC overlay which
was sawed and sealed. This layer was
debonding from the slab and large
pieces were coming off, which
precipitated the rehabilitation. This
project was to be completed in 26
weeks and the bonus per day and
penalty per day were equal. The study
tour observed the old concrete
pavement removal process, which
included slab fracturing and a large
backhoe loading pieces of concrete into
a truck. Figure 2.8 shows a photo of a
core from this project. Figure 3.6
shows a cross section of the slab
showing the recycled concrete base and
the top surfacing for noise reduction.
The westbound lanes, shown in Figure
3.7, had been completed the previous
year.
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The top 4-cm (1.6-in) layer contained a
high percentage (65 percent) of hard
stone chippings having a maximum
size of 8 mm (0.3 in) and about 35
percent sand (0-1 mm (0-0.04 in)).
Cement content was 450 kg/m3 (758
pounds/yd3). The mixture had air
entrainment (4 percent), plasticizer,
retarder and a water/cement ratio of
0.38 for durability and low shrinkage.
A retarder was used for the top
concrete to prevent it from stiffening
more quickly than the bottom concrete.
The stone chippings (4-8 mm (0.16-0.31
in)) had an LA abrasion value of less
than 19 and a polished stone value
greater than 50. The surface of the
concrete was sprayed with a retarder
and covered with a plastic sheeting or
sprayed with a film-forming curing
compound to prevent evaporation.
The next day the surface was brushed
to expose the chippings and sprayed
with a curing compound. Texture
depth was about 0.9 mm (0.035 in) by
the sand patch measurement method.

A1 Freeway SaIzburg Recycling and
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Figure 3.7 Photo of the A1 recycled concrete pavement near Salzburg, Austria.

period. Equivalency factors are used to
calculated equivalent single-axles of a
10-ton (22,046 pounds) standard singleaxle.
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* Traffic Loadings
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The Austrian freeways carry heavy
traffic loadings. The typical ADT is
25,000 (up to 100,000) with an average
of 12 percent trucks. The growth rate
in highway freight transport is high
(7 percent per year). The single-axle
load limit is 10 t (22,046 pounds) and
the tandem-axle limit is 16 tons (35,300
pounds). A large number of overloads
exist. Austria is likely to increase its
legal axle weights to the 11.5 t (25,353
pounds) EC maximum for single axles.
Concrete pavements are designed for
30 years of traffic, taking into
consideration different traffic lanes,
distribution within traffic lane (from
0.6 for a lane more than 3.5 m (11.5 ft),
to 0.9 for 3-3.5 m (10-11.5 ft), to 1.0 for
a lane less than 3.0 m (10 ft)), the
annual growth rate, and the design

Summary for Austria

Austria has constructed many jointed
plain and reinforced concrete
pavements since the 1950's which have
performed very well under heavy truck
traffic. Studded tire damage caused
severe problems resulting in the
requirement to place thin polymerized
AC overlays on the truck lanes. The
old pavements have excellent concrete
durability.

The current design for new or
reconstructed pavements is for shortjointed dowelled JPCP with tied
concrete shoulders and a thin AC layer
between the slab and the granular or
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3.3 Germany

Concrete Pavements in Germany

A photograph of a 50-year-old (1930's)
jointed concrete pavement section on
the autobahn approaching Berlin from
Munich is shown in Figure 3.8. These
were the divided controlled-access
highways that impressed many
Americans returning from World War
11, including President Eisenhower, to
sponsor the development of the USA
Interstate highway system.
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Germany has constructed many
concrete pavements since the 1920's,
mostly on the autobahn (freeway)
system and at airports. Bus stops
constructed of concrete were observed
in Berlin. The Study Tour observed
firsthand many original sections of the
German autobahn system in the former
east Germany constructed with
concrete in the 1930's. Many of these
original pavements are carrying heavy
traffic today, although they are quite
rough and many of them are under
major rehabilitation. Fifty years of no

maintenance has left these pavements
in deteriorated condition, and Germany
is making a huge effort to rebuild all of
these highways to link all areas of the
country, which they feel is vital to their
economic growth.

Figure 3.8 Photo of a 1930's German autobahn concrete pavement near Berlin.
(Note cracking in outer truck lane of the 12-m (39-ft) slabs.)

Pavement Designs
Original Autobahn Concrete
Pavement Design. The following
information was obtained during a
meeting of the Study Tour and German
highway officials in Berlin and also
from references 3 and 7.
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Approximately 30 percent of the
former west German autobahn and 82
percent of the former east German
autobahn are constructed with concrete
pavement (approximately 4,168 km
(2588 mi) of concrete out of 10,900 km
(6769 mi) total). The West German
pavements constructed prior to 1970
are jointed plain and jointed reinforced
concrete, and only dowelled JPCP was
constructed after 1970. Germany
favors dowelled JPCP because of the
extensive use of deicing salts and the
potential for corrosion of reinforced
pavements. Over the years, the design
of the German concrete pavements has
changed considerably; however, the
current JPCP design has been built
extensively since the early 1970's both
as new pavement and as overlays of
old concrete pavements.
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Planning and initial construction of the
German autobahn was started in the
1920's. The first German autobahn
ideas were based on car-only
highways, built in northern Italy by
Piero Puricelli in the 1920's. (7) The
first cross-section of a four-lane
divided highway was created in 1926,
the word "autobahn" first appeared in
1928 (7), and the design speed was 160
km/h (100 mph) in non-mountainous
areas. These pavements were
conceived as two lanes in one direction
with 7.5-m (24.5-ft) pavement width.
A policy statement on the principle of
performance required of the
construction industry and also on
contract and procurement procedures
was issued by Fritz Todt, Inspector
General of the German Highway
Adminisbation, in 1933:
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An extensive research and
development program has been
underway in Germany for many years,
at such institutions as the Federal
Highway Research Institute (BAST)
and the Munich Technical University to
improve concrete pavement materials,
construction and design. Many
excellent technical articles can be found
in the literature from this research.

Concrete pavements have also been
constructed at airports in Germany.
The Study Tour visited the new
Munich 11 International Airport that
was just opened in May, 1992. This
airport was constructed with more than
2 million square meters (2.4 million
square yards) of 36-cm (14.2 in)
dowelled JPCP for runways, taxiways
and aprons. For comparison, Dulles
International Airport has 1.2 million
square meters (1.4 million square
yards) of 38.1-cm (15-in) undowelled JPC:P.

"It is not always the lowest bid which
should be given preference. Quality
is the most important criterion." (7)

A decision was made about that time
to construct the autobahn highway
network with concrete pavements. By
1940 approximately 4000 krn (2480 mi)
of four-lane divided autobahn
highways were constructed. During
the war years the government
prohibited using steel for any purpose
other than military. A concrete
pavement research program was
carried out in the 1930's with the

construction of many test sections. The
general design evolved as follows,
although there are some variations of
this design.
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Slab: Uniform thickness, 20-25 cm (810 in) JPCP (some thinner and thicker),
mostly two-layer construction. Top
slab layer is 9 cm (3.5 in) thick and
contains high-quality aggregate (3-cm
(1.2in) maximum size). The lower slab
layer is 13 cm (5 in) thick and contains
local gravel aggregates (5-cm (%in)
maximum size).

use different quality aggregates in each
layer. The upper layer used only highquality aggregate as judged by
compressive strength and wear tests
(typical types were granite, basalt and
quartzite) and the elimination of
impurities and flat particles. A
somewhat inferior aggregate (local
gravel) was used for the lower layer
for economic reasons.

Width of traffic lane = 3.75 m (12.3 ft)
(two lanes in one direction)
Joints: Spacing for plain jointed
concrete sections = 8-12 m (26.5-39 ft)

Flexural strength requirements
included 3.7 MPa (540 psi) minimum
and 4.4 MPa (640 psi) average.
Compressive strength requirements
were 32 MPa (4,700 psi) minimum and
39 MPa (5700 psi) average. Strengths
were tested with specimens made
during construction and by means of
tests on cores made at approximately
60 days. (3)
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Spacing for jointed reinforced sections
= 1230 m (39-98 ft) (stopped in 1937)

Aggregate gradation was closely
controlled through use of several size
requirements. It appears that a fairly
uniform dense aggregate gradation
resulted from this specification.
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Typical expansion joint spacing
1218 m (39-59 ft). (Note: It was
common practice to systematically
increase the joint spacing from slab to
slab in increments of I m (3.3 ft) or so,
with periodic return to the first
spacing.)
Dowels 35.6 cm (14 in) long, 2.2cm
(0.875 in) diameter round steel dowels
with a sleeve on one end.
Dowels spaced 30.5 cm (12 in) near
center of slab with closer spacing
toward edge.

Longitudinal joints tied (3.75-m (12.3-ft)
lane width).
Concrete: Most pavements were
constructed in two courses for ease in
compaction of very dry concrete and to

Very dry (zero-slump) concrete with a
water/ cement ratio usually of 0.45 or
less. No air entrainment admixture
was used.
Foundation:

Considerable effort made to reduce the
damaging effects of frost heave and
excess moisture. This was done by
placing longitudinal drains to intercept
ground water flowing towards the
highway or to lower the ground water
table, and by placing layers of granular
materials (often sand was used)

Many original sections of the German
autobahn are still in place and serving
heavy traffic in the former East
Germany, whereas the former West
Germany has previously rehabilitated
most of the old pavements. The Study
Tour had the unique opportunity to
observe many of these old pavements
during the trip from Munich to Berlin
and also on the freeway loop
surrounding Berlin (Berliner Ring).
They are fairly rough, due mainly to
the many transverse cracks that have
spalled and faulted. No obvious
pumping was observed and the 50year-old concrete showed no durability
problems. A large reconstruction effort
is currently underway in the former
East Germany and the concrete from
these pavements is being recycled into
either lean concrete base or the upper
layer of the granular blanket.
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between the slab and the subgrade.
Often the grade line was raised 0.9 m
(3 ft) or more above the natural ground
level, and in cuts the roadway was
excavated below grade and backfilled
with selected material. (3) In the Berlin
area, the concrete pavement was often
placed on the sand subgrade.
Shoulders: Usually 0.38 m (1.25 ft)
wide inner (left) and 2.2 m (7.33 ft)
wide outer (right). Pavement included
17.8 em (7 in) of concrete capped with
7.6 cm (3 in) of AC for color
delineation. In cases where darkcolored concrete was used in the traffic
lanes, plain concrete was used in the
top course of the paved shoulder strip
for color delineation. (3)

During the visit to a reconstruction site
on the A10, described below, a piece of
old concrete pavement was obtained
and submitted to the Construction
Technology Laboratories (CTL) for
analysis. The official petrographic
analysis is given in the Appendix and a
summary is provided here.
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Construction: Usually two lanes
formed at same time with a tied
weakened-plane longitudinal joint.
The concrete base for the shoulder strip
was constructed before the pavement
slab and was used as a base upon
which to mount the rails carrying the
heavy construction equipment used in
the mixing, placing, and finishing
operations. Tamping and some
vibration of the concrete was
performed. (3)
All placing, finishing, and preliminary
curing operations were completed
under sunshades that spanned the
entire pavement. Woven-reed curing
mats were left in place for 3 weeks and
were kept continuously wet during
that period.

The sample is a hard, dense,
good-quality concrete consisting
of siliceous and calcareous
aggregates in a portland cement
paste. The paste-aggregate bond
is tight and the concrete
fractures through coarse and fine
aggregate particles.

Surfaces were dense and compact, with
the coarse aggregate either just below
the top or actually exposed to some
degree. No thick layer of mortar
exists. (3)

2. Estimated water-cement ratio,
based on paste properties, is less
than 0.35. Large residual cement
particles (unhydrated portland
cement clinker, UPC's) are abundant.

3. The concrete is not air entrained.
Estimated air content is 1 to 2
percent. Most air voids are
small and lined or filled with
secondary deposits, mostly
ettringite.
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Some reasons for the good
performance of these pavements:
J Lower traffic loadings during early

life,

Current German Concrete Pavement
Design. Following World War 11, the
concrete pavement designs varied
considerably between West and East
Germany. Prior to 1970, the West
German design included jointed wire
mesh-reinforced pavement with a joint
spacing of 7.5 to 10 m (24.5 to 33 ft),
including expansion joints at 60- to
100-m (197- to 328-ft) spacing. (1) Due
to various problems, this design was
changed to a jointed plain concrete
pavement beginning in 1970. (1) This
design has been improved since that
time, evolving into the current
autobahn highway JPCP design crosssection shown in Figure 2.4. Some
details of this design are as follows.

J Relatively mild climate,

J Highly durable concrete (achieved

JPCP Slab:

22-26 cm (8.7-10.2 in) thick, depending
on truck traffic volume in design lane
(see design catalog, reference 2). Top
7-cm (2.8-in) layer contains highquality crushed aggregate for freezethaw durability and friction. The w/c
ratio for both layers must be equal.
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by care in proportioning uniform
gradation mixes; 3-cm (1.2in)
maximum size, high-quality, hard topcourse aggregate; consolidation by
vibration; dry mix with low
water/ cement ratio; 21-day water
curing and protection from sun and
wind with a cover; no deicing salts
used for many years),

J Thick granular layer between slab

and subgrade for frost protection and
some bottom drainage (sometimes this
layer included fine sand and was not
adequate),

J Backfilling with select material of

very soft soil,

J Ground water moisture control, and

J Dowelled joints.

The long joint spacing (12 m (39 ft) in

the Berlin area and especially when
steel mesh was not used) appears to be
the only major deficiency noted for this
design, and resulted in many
transverse cracks that spalled and
faulted in the truck lane.

0.5 m (1.6 ft) widening for both traffic
lanes.

Full 11-m (36-ft) width paving
thickness for future traffic control
during rehabilitation (four lanes of
traffic can be accommodated).

Shoulder: Tied concrete shoulders
both lanes (avoids differential frost
heave that occurred on AC shoulders).
(1)

Concrete: Exceeding 5.5 MPa (798 psi)
in center-point loading (about 10-15
percent greater than third-point
loading).

Base: 15-cm (&in) cement-treated or
lean concrete, exceeding 9 MPa (1305
psi), usually about 12 MPa (1740 psi)
compressive strength after three days
of wet curing, base bonded to slab,
joints (or notches) provided in base (35
percent thickness) just beneath joints in
slab. (Figure 2.5)

thickness greater than 0.3 mm
(0.012 in) covers center 20 cm (8 in).
Spacing of ties: three bars per 5 m
(16.5 ft) of slab at centerline joint, five
bars per 5 m (16.5 ft) of slab at
lane/ shoulder joint.
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Sealant: Compression seal.

Some use of 25-cm (10 in) cementtreated base with cement-stabilized
subgrade.

10-cm (4-in) bitumen-treated base also
used sometimes.
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Subbase: Granular blanket, 30 to 90
cm (1236 in) thick, depending on frost
penetration and bearing capacity, less
than 5 percent 0.063-mm (0.0025 in)
fines allowed before compaction (less
than 7 percent fines after compaction).

Subdrainage: Variations in subdrains
have been used. The latest crosssection (Figure 2.4) shows a porous
concrete layer beneath the shoulder
that provides a flow channel to a
longitudinal subdrain which then
empties at regular intervals into a
lateral pipe and finally into a larger
longitudinal pipe. The system
observed on the A10 project included
catch basins at regular intervals that
were connected to the longitudinal
subdrain (and were extended vertically
to the surface of the shoulder and a
catch basin with a surface grate to
collect surface water) as shown in
Figure 3.9. These catch basins were
connected to the deeper manhole
which was connected to a longitudinal
drain pipe.

Transverse Joint: 5.0-m (16.5-ft)
spacing.
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2.5-cm-diameter (1 in) dowels,
unevenly spaced across section as
shown in Figure 2.7, plastic coating
with thickness greater than 0.3 mm
(0.012 in) covers the total length of
dowels, no oil used.

Automatic dowel placement, no
baskets.

Porus concrete layer under shoulder: a
15-cm (6-in) layer of porous concrete is
being evaluated beneath the concrete
shoulder to promote drainage of the
treated base layer.

Saw depth: 0.25-0.30 slab thickness.
Sealant: Compression seal.

Longitudinal Joint: Saw depth: 0.400.45 slab thickness.
Tie: Deformed 20-mm-diameter (0.8
in) steel tie bar, plastic coating with

Surfaze: Textured by light longitudinal
brush @urlap drag) to produce lownoise surface with some macrotexture.
Hard aggregate provides friction.
Cross slope: 2.5 percent uniform
across lanes.
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Construction site on the A10 south of Berlin showing catch basins at edge
of slab that are connected to longitudinal pipe under the lean concrete base
and connected to the manhole shown on the left.
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Figure 3.9
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Bridge Ends: End lug is placed more
than 15 m (49 ft) from backwall of
structure and then an AC surface over
a CTB are placed to the backwall, as
shown in Figure 3.10.

A four-year warranty system exists for
concrete and asphalt pavements,
during which the contractor is
responsible for repair of any problems
that develop.

The government relies on the warranty
and on the contractor protecting his
reputation if problems develop. A
small amount of money is withheld
until final acceptance at the end of the
warranty period. If major problems
develop, the project is not accepted and

the contractor is warned that further
repairs may be needed. Originally this
occurred more often; now it seldom
occurs. If the project is not accepted it
affects the contractor's reputation and
it is considered in future contract
awards. Since performance on
previous contracts is considered in
awards, the contractor's reputation is
important.

The words "emergency lane" are used
to describe the shoulder because these
pavements are constructed to a full
11-m (3643) width so that during any
future rehabilitation, four lanes of
traffic can be carried on one side of the
divided highway.

>I5 m (50 ft)
-

1

5.0 m (17 ft)

PCP

1)
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bridge

Figure 3.10 Bridge approach design for JPCP in Germany.

the field. (2) There is now a new
catalog for rehabilitation alternatives
also. The Study Tour rode over several
sections of the design and also
observed a construction site. It was
observed and reported from various
sources that this design is performing
very well under heavy traffic.
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Projects constructed without dowel
bars have faulted significantly. Many
of these are in the former East
Germany where the government
prohibited dowels. Dowels are needed
in the German climate and traffic to
control faulting.

A plate load test in which pressure is

The catalog provides for a direct
comparison between concrete and
asphalt designs. The granular blanket
is the same for both concrete and
asphalt pavements to control frost
heave, provide uniform support and to
provide some bottom drainage. The
AC pavement layers are built on top of
this, as are the concrete base and slab.

The German pavement design catalog
is an excellent method to communicate
the details of the pavement design to

The pavement design used for the new
Munich II International Airport is
given under the description of projects
visited.
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repeatedly applied to and removed
from the soil in stages is conducted in
the field to ensure that a minimum
bearing elastic modulus is achieved on
top of the subgrade (minimum is 45
MPa (6,525 psi)) and on top of the
granular blanket layer (minimum is 120
MPa (17,400 psi)) for concrete
pavements. (8)

J Compressive strength is measured

Concrete Material and Construction

J It was stated that some AC can be

used in recycled concrete mixtures.
J Air void content and void system

quality control are specified in
reference 2. Tests are conducted the
first day of production and again if
there is any doubt as to air content.
The bubble spacing must be less than
0.2 mm (0.008 in) and the micropores
must be at least 1.8 percent.
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An extensive research program was
started in the 1930's into cements and
concrete mixtures that included the
construction of many test sections. A
detailed description of the old 1930's
autobahn concrete mixtures is given in
reference 3. Reasons for the excellent
durability of the old autobahn concrete
are previously given.

with a 3-cm cube. The minimum
strength is 35 MPa (5075 psi).

Current German concrete requirements
are as follows:
J 4 to.6 percent entrained air,
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including air void system
requirements.
J Water/cement ratio < 0.42 to
provide dense mixture.
J 340 kg/m3 (573 pounds/yd3))
cement.
J Mixing time is 45 seconds minimum.
J Graded aggregates.
J Aggregates must pass freeze-thaw
and alkali-silica reaction tests.
J Freeze-thaw tests are run on
aggregates for 300 cycles in aggressive
solution and loss cannot 0.2 percent
maximum.
J If reactive aggregates are present,
low-alkali cement (less than 0.6 percent
alkali) is specified. If problems still
exist, the aggregate is changed.
J No flyash is used in highway
pavement.
J Germany uses the center-point
loading flexural beam test, which they
found to be 10-15 percent higher than
the third-point loading test. A
minimum of 5.5 MPa (800 psi) for the
center-point loading flexural strength at
28 days, which corresponds to about
4.9 MPa (711 psi) in third-point
loading.

The air void system may be tested in
equipment viewed by the Study Tour
at the Cement Research Facility in
Dusseldorf. The equipment labelled
"DBT" costs about $20,000 and is
manufactured by a Danish company.
It relies on Bernoulli's principle that
larger air bubbles, representing air
voids, rise to the surface faster. A
small tube sample, 2.5 cm (1in) in
diameter, of fresh concrete is taken
from the newly placed slab, placed in
the equipment, and the amount of air
per time period is measured. This
equipment can produce results in
about 20 minutes on the air void
content and spacing and can be used
on the construction site. It reportedly
correlates well with linear traverse
results on hardened concrete.

Some ASR distress has recently
developed on the northern Berliner
Ring autobahn pavement due to highalkali cement used on project (in the
former East Germany). The East
German government dictated the
source of the aggregate and cement for
this project. No "D" cracking problems

were observed, probably due to the use
of only high-quality hard aggregates in
the slab surface.
Various construction items:

J Traffic restrictions during
reconstruction,
J Possibility of the use of recycled
materials,
J Adequate clearance for bridges,
J Required improvements of crossslope and other geometries,
J Required widening of the cross
section (lane or shoulder), and
J Economics.
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J The use of a "tent" to protect the
newly placed concrete from rain and
sun may provide a significant effect.
This procedure also would reduce the
temperature and thermal gradient of
the fresh concrete, which would reduce
detrimental curling of the slab. This is
still being done today as discussed
under the Munich airport project
description.

rehabilitation alternative depends on
the following criteria: (6)

The following types of rehabilitation
are currently being performed on the
German autobahn pavements. (6)

J Curing is done with either water

sprinkling or wax-based curing
compounds.

J The two-lift construction of the slab
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results in smoother profile as well as a
more economical mixture where highquality stone is expensive.

JPCP Overlay with Interlayer: The
existing concrete pavement is fractured
into pieces less than 0.5 m (1.6 in) in
size. Then a 10-cm (4-in) interlayer of
either lean concrete (notched) or AC
material is placed on top of the existing
concrete pavement. A JPCP overlay is
then placed to the same thickness as a
newly constructed pavement (i.e., 26
cm (10.2 in) for the heaviest traffic
class).

Cement-treated base compressive
strength requirement is a minimum of
9 MPa (1305 psi) to provide resistance
to erosion.
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Germany believes strongly in bonding
the lean concrete base or CTB to the
slab to reduce curling and erosion.
This is accomplished by notching the
base 35 percent of its thickness
immediately after placement exactly
beneath the transverse and longitudinal
joints of the concrete slab.
Rehabilitation

A new rehabilitation catalog is
available. Selection of the

JPCP Overlay with Thick Fabric
Interlayer: The existing concrete
pavement is fractured into pieces less
than 0.5 m (1.6 ft) in size. Then a
geotextile interlayer is placed on top of
the existing concrete pavement. A
slightly thicker JPCP overlay is then
placed on top of the fabric (i.e., 27 cm
(10.6 in) for the heaviest traffic class).
The debonding with the underlying
layer and the additional elasticity of
the geotextile fabric requires a thicker
slab. However, the softer fabric
material may also reduce curling
stresses in the P C P overlay.

burlap drag was used along with the
smaller top-size aggregates, the noise
level was about the same as a porous
AC surface. This change was recently
made in the construction specifications.
Germany has experimented with
various exposed aggregate surfaces but
believes that the longitudinal burlap
texture along with high-quality hard
aggregates in the upper slab will
provide low noise and good friction.
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Total Width Reconstruction: The
entire pavement is completely removed
and a new JPCP with untreated
crushed permeable base constructed.
This pavement type is new for
Germany; however, it makes it possible
to recycle up to 100 percent of the old
pavement. The JPCP thickness is
increased (i.e., 30 cm (12 in) for the
heaviest traffic class).

Project Sites Observed

New Munich I1 International Airport.
The Study Tour visited the newly
opened airport and observed some of
the 2 million square meters (2.4 million
square yards) of concrete pavernents as
well as having a presentation on the
construction of the pavements. Figure
3.11 shows a photo of a runway under
construction. The P C P constructed at
Munich I1 Airport is defined as
follows: (4, 5)
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Lane Reconstruction. A cross-section
is shown in Figure 2.10. A porous
concrete base is recommended having
a void content of more than 20 percent
and compressive strength exceeding 15
MPa for a thickness of 40 cm (15.7 in).
The permeability coefficient required
for this base is less than lop6m/s. The
new JPCP is placed directly on this
layer but is constructed thicker (i.e., 30
cm (12 in) for the heaviest traffic class).
The new lane is tied securely to the
adjacent slab by five corrosionprotected bars (2cm-diameter (0.8 in))
per 5-m (16.5-ft) slab).

AC Overlay: A 12cm (4.7-in) AC
overlay is sometimes placed where a
rehabilitation life of six to eight years is
desired.
Noise Pollution

A major concern about traffic noise

exists in Germany as in other European
countries. Until recently, most of the
concrete pavements were textured with
transverse tining, which was very good
for friction and hydroplaning but
caused considerable road noise and
vibrations. It was found that this
texture produced 3 dB(A) greater
rolling noise than AC pavements and
was not allowed to be used in urban
areas. If, however, a longitudinal

Slab: 36- to 40-cm (14.2 to 15.8-in)
JPCP constructed in two layers.
40 cm (15.8 in) on ramps only.

Top 14 cm (5.5 in) includes crushed
granite for better freeze-thaw resistance
and friction.

Bottom 2224 crn (8.7-9.5 in) used local
gravel aggregate.

Double course construction was
achieved in a single pass of a slipform
paver in 15 m (49 ft) width.

Runway cross-section varied, with
central 30 m (98 ft) being 36 cm (14.2
in) and outer 15 m (49 ft) on each side
thinning to 26 cm (10.2 in). The total
width is 60 m (197 ft).
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Figure 3.11 Photo of runway under construction at the new Munich International
Airport. (Note the "tent"coverings placed behind the paver to provide
curing protection to the surface for seven days.)

Dowels and tie bars were placed on
top of the lower layer.

Tie bars were placed automatically in
outer longitudinal joints.

Concrete: Contractor subcontracts to
testing lab that produces certified mix
design.

Neoprene compression seals were used
in joints.
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Concrete strength for both layers was
greater than 6 PvaPa (870 psi).
Specifications required the mean of
three center-point-loaded beams to be
greater than 6 MPa (870 psi) at 28 days.
Typically, the mean strength exceeded
7 MPa (1015 psi).

Base: 20-cm (8-in) cement-treated base
was constructed and immediately
notched through about 35 percent of its
thickness exactly beneath the joints in
the concrete slab.

Continuous two drum plant used to
achieve production of 200 cubic meters
(262 cubic yards) per hour.

An attempt was made to bond cementtreated base to concrete slab through
cleaning and wetting surface.

Subbase: A thick granular blanket was
placed between the subgrade and the
cement-treated base course.

Waterlcement ratio = 0.40 to 0.45.

340 kg/m3 (573 pounds/ yd3) cement.
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Air content measured once per hour in
laboratory.

Curing: The concrete was moist-cured
for seven days under a "tent" as shown
in Figure 3.11 and then curing
compound was placed.

Cores were taken and density was
measured (contractor specifies density).

Slab would be removed if strength or
density deficiency existed.

Paving width = up to 15 m (49 ft) for
three 5 m (16.5 ft) slabs.

Joints: 5 by 5 m (16.5 by 16.5 ft)
square slabs, transverse joints
dowelled, longitudinal joints tied and
shaped with a sinusoidal vertical
profile.
Dowels were placed automatically in
all transverse joints.

Joints were sawed within 8 to 10 hours.

Profile: A high-speed profilometer
was used to measure profile. Less than
3 mm (0.12 in) gap was permitted
beneath a 4-m (13-ft) leveling beam.

A10 Autobahn (Berliner Ring south of
Berlin). This project involved the
complete reconstruction of a four-lane
divided autobahn highway concrete
pavement, originally constructed in
1939, into a new JPCP. The following
items describe the design and
construction.

Traffic: Traffic was routed on to one
side where a 20-cm (8-in) unjointed
lean concrete strip about 4-m-wide (13
ft) was added to the original slab so
that four lanes of traffic could be
carried on one side. The lean concrete
is expected to last through the

eight-month construction duration and
then be recycled with the old concrete.
Very heavy truck traffic exists on this
highway.
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Pavement: The old concrete pavement
was fractured with a drop hammer.
Then a large back hoe was used to pick
up large pieces and load onto trucks to
haul to crusher. The concrete was
crushed and sized into stockpiles.

The first saw cut was 6.5 cm (2.6 in)
deep (one fourth of the slab thickness).
Observation of a section of completed
slab showed that all joint had cracked
through at joints giving good
uniformity of cracks. All joints were
placed above notches in the lean
concrete base.

Slab: 26-cm (10.3 in) JPCP constructed
in two layers.
Top 7 cm (2.75 in) contains crushed
granite for better freeze-thaw and
friction.

Bottom 19 crn (7.5 in) contains local
gravel aggregate.

Concrete: Contractor subcontracts to
testing lab that produces certified mix
design.

Concrete flexural strength for both
layers was greater than 5.5 MPa (798
psi) at 28 days (center-point loading).

Conventional paver was used for
slipforming pavement. An unusual
feature was "T" shape of the vibrators.
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Longitudinal burlap drag texture in the
hard aggregate surface for low noise.

Shoulder: Tied concrete shoulder on
outer lane.

Joints: 5-m (16.4 ft) slabs, transverse
joints dowelled, longitudinal joints tied.
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Plastic-coated dowels were placed
automatically in all transverse joints in
a nonuniform pattern (clustered in
wheel paths of the truck lane).
Compression seals were used in
transverse and longitudinal joints.

Reservoir saw-cutting: after the first
saw cut, an elastic band was placed to
fill the narrow cut across the two
traffic lanes, and a knot was tied in
each end to keep the band tight. This
was done to keep slurry from the
second saw cut from flowing into crack
and infiltrating the base and drainage
filter.

Base: 20-cm (7.9-in) lean concrete base
slipformed.

Notched within 20 minutes to about 35
percent of its thickness exactly beneath
the joints in the concrete slab as shown
in Figure 2.5.

The goal is to bond the lean concrete to
the concrete slab through cleaning and
wetting the surface. The base is
watered three to four times per day.
Dowels and tie bars were placed in the
lower layer.
Lanes were widened 0.5 m (1.6 ft).
The slab has a 2.5 percent cross-slope
for good drainage.
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Figure 3.12 Thick granular blanket placed beneath lean concrete base in Germany.

legal maximum single-axle load was 10
tons (22,000 pounds) up to 2989.
Today it is 11.5 tons (25,300 pounds)
and it will probably be 13 tons
(28,700 pounds) in 1993. A large
amount of truck traffic exists on both
east-west and north-south autobahn in
Germany.
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Subbase: A granular layer exceeding
30 cm (11.8 in) was placed directly on
the subgrade. Figure 3.12 shows the
thick granular layer placed beneath the
lean concrete base.
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Profile: The new two-layer pavement
rides very well.

Subdrains: The subdrainage system
was detailed under the description of
the current German cross-section.

Traffic Loadings

Traffic loadings are very heavy today
on the German autobahn. This
network is only 1.7 percent of
Germany's total highway length, but
carries 27 percent of its traffic. A
typical autobahn has an ADT of 40,000
with 25 percent heavy trucks. The

Summary for Germany
The performance of the post-1970
jointed plain concrete pavements in
Germany can only be described as
exceptionally good. There are very few
problems with the current design and
it is competing economically with
asphalt pavement.

J Variably spaced doweled joints,

J Bonding of the concrete slab to the

cement-treated base or lean concrete
base to reduce erosion and pumping at
the interface and to reduce curling,
J A high-quality base that is resistant

to erosion,

Eisenmann, J., D. Birmann and
G. Leykauf, "Research Results on
the Bond Between Cement
Treated Subbases and Concrete
Slabs," International Seminar on
Drainage and Erodibility at the
Concrete Slab-Subbase-Shoulder
Interfaces, Paris, France, March,
1983.
Beton, StraBenbau und Tragschichten, Bauberatung Zement,
1992. (Specifications for German
pavements.)
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J Good-quality aggregates in the
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The reasons for the good performance
include the following:

concrete, especially in the surface,

J The thick granular layer above the

subgrade,

J The concrete's resistance to freeze-

1948.
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thaw damage due to careful air void
control during construction, and
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J The two-pipe surface and subsurface

drainage system.
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3.4 The Netherlands

Concrete Pavements in the
Netherlands
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Concrete pavements have been
constructed in the Netherlands for
many years, mostly in the southern
portion of the country due to serious
settlements in the northern portion.
Concrete pavements have been built on
provincial highways, freeways, and
airports. Many bike paths were
observed to be constructed of concrete.
In addition, concrete block pavers have
been used extensively in the
Netherlands in urban areas.

The Netherlands utilizes concrete block
paving (CBP) extensively. Nearly 20
million square meters (23.9 million
square yards) of CBP are placed each
year. CBP blocks were introduced in
the early 1950's and are now used for a
wide range of applications from
domestic pavements to complicated
industrial pavements. (4)

Freeways and Highways. Some older
JPCP have been constructed in the
Netherlands. The Study Tour travelled
over a section of badly faulted
undowelled JPCP on a sand base
(N270) that was constructed in the
1951Ys and loaded with heavy truck
traffic. Dowels are required for
transverse joints of P C P in the
Netherlands.
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The Study Tour obsexved several
concrete pavements on both the
freeway system and provincial
highways located in the southern
portions of the country. The oldest
pavement observed was constructed in
the 1950's. Many of these concrete
pavements carry heavy traffic because
the Netherlands has some key truck
routes that carry cargo to and from the
port cities to the rest of Europe.

Designs

These pavements are nearly all jointed
plain concrete. A few sections of
CRCP have been constructed lately on
freeways. Many sections of prestressed
concrete pavements also exist at
Schiphol Airport near Amsterdam,

One district in the southern part of the
Netherlands prefers concrete
pavements, due to their low
maintenance and long life, and has
constructed many sections. The costs
of concrete and asphalt pavements are
about the same in this area. The twolane, two-way provincial highways
typically consist of a 21-cm (8.3-in)
P C P slab with dowels and lane
widening on each edge (the paint strip
is painted 20 cm (7.9 in) from each slab
edge).

The major area of current concern with
concrete pavements in the Netherlands
is tire/pavement noise characteristics.
Major laboratory and field studies are
underway in the development of lownoise surfaces that also have adequate
friction and service life.

The Netherlands adopted the German
JPCP design during the early 1980's.
This design included slabs 20 to 22 cm
(7.9 to 8.7 in) thick, variably spaced
dowels in joints, 5-m (16.4 ft) joint
spacing, I1 m (36.1 ft) total full
pavement width (two lanes 3.5 m

(11.5 ft) wide, a 1 m (3.3 ft) inner
shoulder and a 3 m (9.8 ft) outer
shoulder. Currently, the slab thickness
is 26 to 28 cm (10.3 to 11.0 in) and
dowels closely spaced (25 cm (9.8 in))
in the wheelpaths.
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Some CRCP on freeways was also
constructed in 1990 with a porous AC
surface for low noise and good friction.
The CRCP is advantageous because
there is no reflection cracking from
transverse joints through the porous
AC surface. Another CRCP is
currently under construction at this
time with both a porous AC surface
and a porous concrete surface being
placed.

Airport Prestressed Concrete
Pavements. The Schiphol Airport in
Amsterdam, which opened in 1967, is
one of the largest in the world and
carries a large amount of heavy aircraft
traffic. After a comprehensive study,
the airport chose to build prestressed
concrete pavements on runway ends,
all aprons and hanger floors. Since the
original construction, many additional
prestressed concrete pavements have
been built due to airport expansion, so
that now some 700,000 square meters
(837,000 square yards) of prestressed
pavement exists at the airport. Many
of these pavements are now 25 years
old and have shown excellent
performance with very low
maintenance. (1)
The pavement design is 18 cm (7.1 in)
of prestressed concrete pavement,
2 mm (0.08 in) asphalt sand, 60 cm
(23.6 in) of soil cement, and 20 cm (7.9
in) of sand over a clay subgrade that is
4 m (13.1 ft) below sea level. Slabs are
7.5 m (24.6 ft) wide by 30 to 120 m (98
to 394 ft) long. The original
prestressing consisted of high-strength
steel bars placed in tubes and then
grouted, laid in the longitudinal and
transverse directions to form a grid.
Improved methods have been used in
later years. (I)
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The base for the freeway pavements is
lean concrete over a sand subbase. The
lean concrete contains recycled rubble
from old concrete. Differing from the
German design, the Netherlands does
not make attempts to bond the slab to
the lean concrete base and does not
notch the base. However, it was stated
that the slab bonds to the base anyway
for 10 years or more. Some problems
with reflection cracking were reported.
The depth of the side ditches are about
I m (3.3 ft) below the base. Joints are
sealed to keep out incompressibles.

Concrete Bicycle Paths. The Study
Tour also observed many concrete bike
paths (JPCP with short joint spacing
and no dowels). Bicycles are a major
form of transportation in the
Netherlands. The paths were used
jointly by bikes and local farm
equipment.

Noise Pollution
The Netherlands has adopted
legislation to decrease noise pollution.
The law requires that a theoretical
calculation be made of the noise level
of a newly constructed highway before
the road is opened to traffic.

than 10 percent by weight of cement) is
needed to obtain frost and salt
resistance and a sufficiently high
flexural strength. Durability depends
on the polymer content. The porous
surface allows some of the air
compressed under the tire to escape
through the voids in the road surface,
reducing the roadside noise. A 4 cm
(1.6 in) layer having gap-graded
aggregate with 25 percent voids
produce the most noise reduction (see
details below for A 2 Weert site). For
new construction, the porous concrete
surface is placed two to three hours
after the slab is placed. It is cured by
covering it with plastic sheeting.
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Complaints have been received from
residents in this densely populated
country about the noise levels of
conventional asphalt and concrete
highway surfaces. Thus, extensive
research efforts have been devoted to
develop surfaces to reduce the noise
level.
Noise is generated by the engines of
vehicles and by the contact between
the tire and pavement surface. Policy
is directed to limiting the noise
emission at these sources and to
reducing the noise level by means of
measures like barriers or
embankments. Texture is the major
factor of concern in controlling
tire/ pavement noise emission. (2)
The following treatments are under
evaluation.
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Surface Layer of Porous
AsphaWAggregate Mixture. A thin
layer (4 cm (1.6 in)) of porous asphalt
has been determined to reduce the
noise level by over 3 dB(A) relative to
dense AC on the A 2 freeway at Weert
(see details below). There is concern
about the durability of a porous AC
layer on a concrete pavement,
especially with regard to deterioration
from reflection cracking. Some sections
have been sawed and sealed with
reportedly good results. The mild
winters in the Netherlands prevent
problems with icing of the permeable
layer.

Surface Layer of Exposed Dense
Concrete. The surface is exposed
during construction using the same
technique as in Belgium. Different
aggregate gradations were tested with
similar noise reductions. (2) The
washed concrete noise level was
comparable to dense AC and less than
the conventional transverse brushed
concrete surface.

Surface Layer of Porous Concrete.
At least three field sites have been
constructed with a porous concrete
layer of 3 to 10 cm (1.2 to 3.9 in)
thickness. A polymer additive (more

Surface Layer of Epoxy/Fine Grained
Aggregate. An epoxy resin binder was
applied to a hardened concrete surface
followed by a layer of crushed 3- to
4-mm (1.2to 1.6-in) chromium ore
slag (brand name Durop) and the
surface was then rolled to produce a
mosaic-like structure. The Durop
surface treatment gave a noise
reduction of 6 to 7 dB(A) relative to the
original brushed concrete surface. This
treatment is comparable to porous
asphalt. (2)

Surface Texture By Diamond
Grinding. This was performed on the
A28 freeway and showed a reduction
of over 3 dB(A) compared to the
original transverse brushed concrete
finish. However, this did not quite
meet the requirements by 1 dB(A). (5)
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Project Sites Observed
(All located near Eindhoven)

3.1 dB(A). The porous concrete gave a
noise reduction of 2.0 dB(A). It was
stated that the porous concrete would
have given a greater noise reduction if
its thickness was 4 cm (1.6 in) instead
of 3 cm (1.2 in) and various
construction problems (low ,
workability) could be avoided. (2) A
major problem with the porous asphalt
or concrete surfaces is that they fill up
with loose material and thus their
sound-absorbing characteristics
decrease within a few years.

N266 Highway, Uden and N279
Highway By-Pass Helmond. Several
test sections were observed having
exposed aggregate surfaces. The
surface of one exposed aggregate
surface is shown in Figure 3.13. Noise
measurements show that the exposed
aggregate surfaces produce a noise
level comparable to a dense AC surface
for passenger cars only. For traffic
with 20 percent trucks, exposed
concrete surfaces gave a noise emission
level of 2.5 dB(A) greater than dense
AC.
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A2 Freeway, Weert. This site consists
of an original JPCP resurfaced with a
4-cm (1.6-in) porous asphalt and 3 crn
(1.2in) porous concrete to reduce noise
levels. The Study Tour visit occurred
during a rainstorm and a major
difference in splash between a nearby
dense AC overlay and the porous
asphalt or porous concrete was
significant. Both the porous asphalt
and the porous concrete gave a very
smooth and quiet ride. Figure 2.14
shows the surface of the porous
concrete. Standing on the roadside of
the porous concrete or asphalt surface
shows that noise created from the
passing heavy traffic is definitely less
than the noise level near the dense AC
surface.
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Reflection cracks from the longitudinal
and transverse joints in the JPCP were
coming through the porous asphalt
surface and starting to spall. The
porous concrete was sawed directly
over the joints in the JPCP and were
not spalling.

Compared to the dense AC surface, the
porous asphalt surface gave a
reduction in the noise emission level of

Traffic Loadings

The legal single-axle load in the
Netherlands is 10 t (22,000 pounds)
which is expected to increase to 11.5 t
(25,300 pounds) or greater in 1993 with
the rest of the European Community.
A considerable number of overloads
occur on the highway system.
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Figure 3.13 Exposed aggregate surface in the Netherlands.
Summary for the Netherlands
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Concrete pavements in the Netherlands
are currently being constructed in
greater quantities than before. The
main problem that developed in the
1950's was joint faulting as a result of
not using dowels. The adoption of the
German dowelled JPCP design
eliminated this problem and has
produced low-maintenance long-term
performance. There is a strong
willingness to try new ideas in the
Netherlands.

The main concrete pavement concern
now is reducing tirelpavement noise.
Considerable research is underway and
several techniques are under
evaluation. It was stated that either
the porous (polymer) concrete surface
or the epoxy/ aggregate surface

treatment could produce noise levels
comparable to that achieved by porous
asphalt. (2) Experiments have shown
that it is possible to obtain a surface
layer of porous concrete which meets
the requirements of noise absorption,
durability and strength, but further
research is needed. (2)
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3.5 Belgium

Concrete Pavements in Belgium
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Belgium has constructed concrete for
many years. A 67-year-old jointed
concrete pavement constructed in 1925
in south Brussels (Dreve-de-Lorrine) is
still in good condition, as shown in
Figure 3.14. Approximately 40 percent
of freeways are constructed with
concrete pavement (645 km (400 miles)
out of 1631 km (1023 miles) total)
which are mostly CRCP, but a lot of
jointed plain concrete pavement exists
also. For example, a 35-year-old
dowelled jointed plain concrete
pavement in good condition was
driven over on the freeway between

Einhoven and Brussels. The pavement
had a 20-cm (7.9-in) concrete slab on
15 cm (5.9 in) of cement-treated sand
and 15 cm (5.9 in) of untreated sand.
Several sections of even older jointed
concrete pavement were also observed
during the tour. The Belgian
government favors CRCP due to its
low maintenance requirements and has
built this pavement extensively since
1970 as new pavement and as overlays
of old concrete and asphalt pavements.
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Belgium is well known for its
development and extensive use since
the early 1980's of the exposed
aggregate technique that provides
reduced rolling noise and vehicle
vibration levels but also a high-friction
surface.

Figure 3.14 Dreve-de-Lorraine highway, Brussels, a 67-year-old jointed concrete
pavement constructed in 1925 with no longitudinal joints.

Designs
Both jointed plain (with dowels) and
CRC pavements have been constructed.
The original and current CRCP designs
are as follows (1):

Item

Original (1970-1978)

CRC Slab

20 cm (7.9 in) (high strength)

Same

Reinforcement

0.85 percent

0.67 percent

Reinforcement Depth

6 cm (2.4 in)

9 cm (3.6 in)

AC Interlayer

6 cm (2.4 in)

we

Lean Concrete Base

20 cm (7.9 in)

Same

Granular Mat

20 cm (7.9 in) minimum

Same
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Current (1979-1992)

Longitudinal
Joint Depth

< 0.33 Slab

0.33 Slab

*** This layer was eliminated for several years but is now included.
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Over 100 km (62 miles) of the original
CRCP design was built on freeways
which carry heavy trucks. It has
shown exceptional performance: no
punchouts have occurred over the past
20 years under very heavy traffic. One
of these 20-year-old CRCPs is shown in
Figure 3.15. This pavement has
recently been diamond ground to
reduce noise from the original harsh
cross thing.

However, in about 1978, the pavements
had very tight closely spaced cracks
(crack spacing was 0.5 m (1.6 ft)), and
the government became concerned that
the pavement would break up. On
subsequent projects the reinforcement
was reduced to 0.67 percent and the
AC interlayer was eliminated, which
resulted in a larger crack spacing.
Some of these newer pavements are
starting to show crack spalling and a
few punchouts. Typical crack spacings
are as follows.
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Figure 3.15 20-year-old CRCP in Belgium containing 0.85 percent reinforcement, AC
interlayer, lean concrete base and a granular subbase. (Note that a portion
was diamond ground to reduce noise emission of the original transverse
tining).

Construction
Season

Percent
Reinforcement

Mean Crack
Spacing, rn (ft)

Summer

0.85 (original)
0.67 (newer w/ o AC)

0.40 (1.31)
1.00 (3.28)

Winter

0.85 (original)
0.67 (newer w / o AC)

0.75 (2.46)
1.60 (5.25)

CRCP Overlays

A number of CRCP overlays have been
placed on old concrete pavements and
on old asphalt pavements.
Performance of these overlays has
generally been good.
Concrete Material

The concrete has not contained air
entraining agent. However, a high
cement content (400 kg/m3 (674
pounds /yd3)) produces a strong, dense
concrete with a compressive strength
minimum of 55 MPa (7,860 psi) and a
mean of about 70 MPa (10,000 psi) at
90 days. The water/cement ratio is
low, at 0.40 originally and 0.45 now.
No freeze-thaw or any other durability
problems exist and no joint
deterioration problems exist. The high
cement content helps reduce surface
wear also.
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At about the same time, the depth of
steel was changed from 6 cm (2.4 in) to
the 9-crn (3.6 in) depth used now
because of some problems with
construction. On a sunny day one may
see the bar pattern due to an effect of
vibration near the longitudinal bars:
the concrete vibrates more under the
bar, causing unevenness of the surface.
However, Belgium still believes that it
is best to place steel above middepth to
keep the cracks tight.

and current sections, does not exceed 5
percent for either design. (2)

d

This close crack spacing for the 0.85
percent CRCP is also the result of the 6
crn (2.4 in) of AC interlayer tightly
bonded to the CRCP for the original
design. The bonding of the CRCP to
the AC interlayer is believed by the
Belgian engineers to provide a
structural equivalent of 2 cm (0.8 in) of
concrete.

Several CRCP sections constructed
since 1978 with no AC interlayer and
0.67 percent steel at a depth of 9 cm
(3.6 in) have had larger crack spacings,
wider cracks, erosion of the lean
concrete base, and some punchouts,
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When the shoulders include an AC
surface with a granular base, water can
drain laterally. However, when fulldepth AC is placed as a shoulder, a
bathtub exists and significant erosion
occurs, followed by punchouts.

A corrosion study was recently
conducted, in which cores at CRCP
cracks were examined. Only minimal
corrosion was observed, particularly
for the original (0.85 percent steel)
sections. The loss in cross-sectional
area of reinforcing bars, as measured in
the most severe cracks in the original

Concrete pavements have been
recycled back into lean concrete base,
but not surface concrete because
Belgium has an abundant supply of
very good aggregates.
* Noise Pollution

A major concern about traffic noise
exists in Belgium. This is largely due
to the dense population, especially near
highways. Between 1965 and 1975 a
large amount of highway construction
occurred in Belgium and most of the
concrete pavements were textured by
transverse coarse tining. This was very
good for friction and hydroplaning but

caused considerable road noise and
vibrations, which precipitated many
complaints.

After
Grinding

1

87.9-90.3

83.4-86.8
dB@)

2

90.2-91.3

86.287.5
WA)
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In 1980, Belgium began using an
exposed aggregate technique which is
described below for the E40 project. In
Belgium, however, the slab is placed in
one layer only with high-quality hard
aggregate throughout, not in two layers
as in Austria. This patented exposed
aggregate technique has been used
extensively and provides a durable
surface that has about 4 dB(A) less
rolling noise than cross tining. (Rolling
noise is the noise produced by the
contact of the tire with the pavement.)
This is about the same rolling noise
level as porous asphalt exhibits after
one year (porous asphalt becomes
clogged with fines and the noise level
increases with time). Porous asphalt
overlays of concrete pavements only
last 5 to 10 years and then need to be
replaced due to deterioration.

Lane Before
Grinding

The vibration level in the tour bus was
significantly lower riding over the
ground pavement than over the
original cross-tined surface. Measured
friction numbers increase significantly
after grinding also.
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E40 Bertem Widening Construction
Site (near the grinding site). The
existing 21-year-old, 20-cm (7.9 in)
CRCP with 0.85 percent steel was
being widened with an additional
CRCP traffic lane. An added objective
was to provide a low-noise surface
texture.

Project Sites Observed
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E40 Freeway near Bierbeek.
Longitudinal diamond grinding was
recently completed on this 20-year-old
CRCP as a solution to noise caused by
a fairly coarse surface transverse
texture (6 mm (0.24 in) depth and 25
mm (1 in) spacing), as shown in Figure
3.15. About 4 to 6 mm (0.16 to 0.24 in)
of surface was ground off and the
bottom of the transverse tining was
still present after grinding. This CRCP
carries 63,000 ADT with 20 percent
heavy trucks and is in excellent
structural condition with no punchouts
and close crack spacing. The measured
rolling noise levels in dB(A) are shown
below. The grinding reduced the noise
level by an average of 4 dB(A).

J The low-noise surface texture was
produced by chemically exposed
aggregate. The slab is placed in one
layer (the steel was placed on chairs)
with the same aggregate throughout its
depth>(2cm (0.8 in) maximum size).
After the paver passes, the surface is
immediately sprayed with a retarder
which penetrates several millimeters
into the mortar. A polyethylene sheet
is then placed over the surface as
shown in Figure 3.16. This serves to
protect the retarder from the effects of
inclement weather and to provide for
curing when the retarded surface
mortar is removed through special
wire brushing after 24 to 72 hours.
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Figure 3.16 Polyethylene sheeting placed over concrete surface after retarder has been
sprayed (Robuco process). (4)
The surface aggregate is exposed to
achieve the desired texture using a
rotating brush shown in Figure 3.17.
Either a sugar-based retarder which
provides a 2 mm (0.8 in) texture (used
on the E40 project), or a chemical
retarder which provides a finer 1 mm
(0.4 in) texture (as used in Austria)
may be used. (4)

The transverse steel reinforcement
was skewed to avoid the potential for
causing transverse cracks and has been
standard for many years.

J

E40 Freeway CRCP. Traffic on this
route is very heavy and similar to the
E40 project at Bierbeek This pavement
is 20 years old. It has 0.85 percent steel
at a depth of 6 crn (2.4 in), a 20-cm
(7.9-in) CRC slab, 6 cm (2.4 in) of AC,

20 cm (7.9 in) of lean concrete and
about 30 cm (11.8 in) of gravel. Cracks
are spaced about 0.5 m (1.6 ft) and are
very tight, with no failures. This
project is an example of the original
Belgian design that has provided
excellent service.

A12 Freeway CRCP Overlay. This
pavement is 12 years old. It has 0.67
percent steel at a depth of 9 cm (3.6 in),
and a 20-cm (7.9 in) CRC slab placed
over a badly rutted AC pavement.
Cracks are spaced about 1 m (3.3 ft)
apart and a few are spalling, with
pumping and a few punchouts
occurring.

N45 Aalst Whitetopping with Fibrous
Concrete. This project has an ADT of
12,000 with 15 percent trucks.
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Figure 3.17 Rotary brush removing thin surface layer of mortar to provide the exposed
aggregate surface after polyethylene sheeting has been removed.
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It consists of a 3-year-old thin steelfiber-reinforced concrete overlay (30
kg/m3 (50 pounds/ yd3), 5 cm (2 in)
long) placed over a badly rutted AC
pavement. The overlay was 12 cm (4.7
in) thick with a 10-m (32.8-ft)
undowelled joint spacing. A transverse
joint is shown in Figure 3.18. The
existing 22cm (8.7-in) AC pavement
was milled 12 cm (4.7 in) prior to
placement of the 12-cm (4.7-in)
fiberized concrete overlay. The
pavement was in excellent condition.
Belgium has constructed over 130,000
square meters (155,500 square yards) of
this type of overlay. This pavement
has performed best when placed over
existing AC pavement or when a 4.5to 6-cm (1.8 to 2.4 in) layer of AC was
placed over an existing concrete

pavement prior to the fibrous concrete.
No cracking or other distress was
observed. A 12cm (4.7 in) thickness is
considered a minimum for design and
a 5 m (16.4 ft) joint spacing has worked
the best. It was stated that there are
actually few fibers at the surface (less
than 1 percent) so that if they corrode
it would not affect performance.

The design assumes that the fibrous
overlay bonds to AC. Normal concrete
overlays of AC pavement would be
18 cm: Belgium assumes that two
thirds of this normal thickness may be
used with steel fiber reinforcement. (3)
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Figure 3.18 Surface and transverse tining of fiber-reinforced concrete overlay of an AC
pavment in Belgium.
Traffic Loadings

Traffic loadings in Belgium are very
heavy. Figure 3.19 shows axle load
distribution data for 1965 and 1991,
obtained from Belgium. Note the
heavy loads and the significant
increase over time. The annual
number of axles over the current U.S.
limit of 8.9 t (20,000 pounds) is 13
percent. There is very little
enforcement of load limits in Belgium.

J The previously used 0.85 percent

reinforcement placed 6 cm (2.4 in) from
the top of the CRCP slab,

J High cement content (400 kg/m3

(674 pounds / yd3)) for good wear,

J The 6-cm (2.4-in) AC interlayer
providing good bond between the CRC
and the lean concrete layer to reduce
erosion,

J The thick granular layer above the

Summary for Belgium

The performance of concrete
pavements in Belgium can only be
described as exceptionally good,
especially the original CRCP. The
primary reasons include the following
for the original design:

subgrade, and

J The high-strength concrete and its

complete resistance to freeze-thaw
damage.
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Figure 3.19 Axle-load distribution in Belgium in 1965 and 1991.

A design life of 30 years or more
design life with low maintenance is
expected due to the tight closely
spaced cracks and absence of erosion.

Several recent designs included
reduction in steel content to 0.67
percent, placement of the steel 9 cm
(3.6 in) deep and elimination of the AC
interlayer. This pavement design has
not performed as well as the original
CRCP design: the cracks are wider
and erosion has occurred between the
slab and the lean concrete base. It has
been reported that the AC layer is now
being used again.
CRCP has been built as both new
pavement as well as overlays. The
CRCP pavement is paved directly over
bridge decks. Bridges are designed to
carry this increased dead weight.
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3.6 Other Countries (Spain, Portugal,

Switzerland, Italy)
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Spain

California JPCP Design. In 1971,
extensive construction began using
slipform pavers and the "California"
JPCP undowelled pavement was
adopted by the toll roads. Over 700
km (440 miles) of two-lane onedirection freeways of this pavement
had been constructed up to 1985,
mostly by toll roads. These pavements
were generally 25 cm (9.8 in) thick, had
skewed joints, and 15 cm (5.9 in) of
CTB. A nonplastic granular material
was placed under this layer in areas of
poor subgrade. No subdrainage pipes
were placed. AC shoulders had a
granular base. Heavy traffic on these
pavements resulted in pumping and
faulting, followed by cracking which
has caused considerable roughness.
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Due to travel and time constraints the
US TECH Study Tour could not visit
all of the countries in Europe that are
building concrete pavements. The
countries of Spain, Portugal,
Switzerland and Italy, among others,
have built concrete pavements to
varying degrees. A representative
from each of these countries graciously
agreed to make a presentation to the
Study Tour in Dusseldorf, Germany.
In addition, a representative of
CEMBUREAU, a cement industry
association which represents 19
countries, gave a presentation on the
use of cement and concrete pavements
in Europe. A summary of only the key
points of their brief presentations
follows.

neoprene compression seals. The
traffic level is now about 5000 trucks
per day in each direction and the ADT
is 80,000. This section is still in good
condition, having carried over 30
million trucks in each direction with no
significant structural distress.

Early Concrete Pavements. The first
concrete pavement in Spain was built
in 1915. A few concrete pavements
were built thereafter until the 1960's
when a few dowelled JPCP pavements
were constructed. The first was a
section of dowelled JPCP near Madrid
in 1963 having a 25-cm (9.8 in) slab
thickness, a sand base and 5 and 6 m
(16.4 and 19.7 ft) joint spacing. This
pavement gave good performance for
many years until it was widened and
overlaid in 1981. (1)

In 1968 the first freeway JPCP was
constructed near the 1963 project with
doweled joints spaced at 6 m (19.7 ft),
a 25-cm (9.8 in) slab thickness, a 15-cm
(5.9-in) CTB and a 10-cm (3.9-in) sand
cement subbase. The shoulders were
AC. All joints were sealed with

Design modifications made in the late
1970's included thicker slabs,
trapezoidal sections (24 to 28 cm (9.4 to
11.0 in)), reduction of joint spacing (3.74.6-4.0-4.3 m (12.1-15.1-13.1-14.1ft)),
lean concrete base, cement-stabilized
granular base for the AC shoulder, and
slotted longitudinal pipe for
subdrainage. This pavement design
has performed well and faulting is not
significant.

Current Design Catalog. For heavy
truck highways (800 trucks per day in
the design lane), due to the availability
of automatic dowel inserters, and to
provide more reliability against
faulting, the conclusion has been

First Year
Trucks per lane
per day
> 2,000

Trapezoidal
Slab
Thickness

26-30 cm
(10.2-11.8 in)
23-27 cm
(9.1-10.6 in)
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< 2,000

Concrete for Slab and Base. Concrete
containing crushed limestone as the
coarse aggregate has proven to yield
low shrinkage and good flexural
strength, and facilitates joint sawing.
The requirement that at least 30
percent of the fine aggregate be
composed of siliceous particles has
resulted in pavements without friction
problems associated with texture wear.
Concrete must attain a flexural strength
at 28 days of 4.5 MPa (640 psi) in thirdpoint loading. Lower-strength concrete
can be used but the slab thickness
must be increased. Blended cements
containing flyash are used in the
concrete (38 percent) and lean concrete
base (50 percent). A large cost
reduction was obtained by the
government for these blended cements.
The water/ cement ratio is between 0.44
and 0.50, slump is between 2 and 4 cm
(0.8 and 1.6 in), and plasticizers are
used in drier mixes.
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reached that dowels must be used.
This is now standard practice in Spain.
Contractors are now equipped with
automatic dowel insertion equipment.
The cross-section is trapezoidal and the
thickness depends on the truck traffic
and subgrade support. A design
catalog is available that specifies the
following slab thicknesses:
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A 15-cm (6-in) base, usually lean
concrete, is specified for either case. If
the subgrade CBR exceeds 20 percent
no granular subbase is required. If the
subgrade CBR is between 10 and 20
percent, a 20-cm (7.9 in) granular
subbase layer is required. If the
subgrade CBR is less than 10 percent
the soil is unacceptable and must be
replaced. (1)

Dowels (2.5-cm (1-in) diameter) in a
plastic tube are clustered in each wheel
path (18 dowels spaced over two traffic
lanes with six dowels in the outer
wheel path spaced every 30 cm (11.8
in)). Transverse joint spacing is 5 m
(16.4 ft), perpendicular to the
centerline, and sealed in wet areas but
not sealed in dry areas. Longitudinal
joints are sealed in all pavements and
include tie bars. (1)

The lean concrete or cement-treated
bases must have a minimum
compressive strength of 8 MPa (1143
psi) at seven days; or alternatively not
less than 12 MPa (1714 psi) at 90 days
for slower-strength-gaining mixtures.
To prevent reflection cracks from the
base to the slab, a plastic sheet is laid
on top of the base.
Curing Compounds. The high
temperatures and low relative
humidity in Spain have made it
necessary to use high-quality curing
compounds based on organic resin
solutions.

Joint Sawing. The extreme
temperature gradients prevalent during
construction produce high curling
stresses. It is necessary to saw the

longitudinal joint at the same time as
the transverse ones instead of delaying
its cutting which is the usual practice.
All of the joints need to be cut the
same day the concrete is placed.

Roller-Compacted Concrete. This
material is defined as a homogenous
mixture of aggregate, water and
cement which is laid in similar fashion
to CTB, although its cement content is
similar to that of regular concrete
pavements. Over 4 million square
meters (4.78 million square yards) of
roller-compacted concrete pavement
have been constructed in Spain since
1970 on low- and high-volume roads,
widening, and overlays.
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More than 800 km (500 miles) of twolane, on-direction freeways have been
constructed with this general design.
These pavements are performing very
well in Spain.

several years of operation
demonstrated that these procedures
have given excellent results. (1)

Roller-compacted concrete requires no
specialized equipment and enables the
road to be immediately opened to
traffic after compaction. This is
particularly beneficial for overlays.
Surface unevenness problems require
an 8- to 10-cm (3.1- to 3.9-in) AC
overlay for higher-speed pavements.
The RCC ranges from 22 to 25 cm (8.7
to 9.8 in) and the soil cement base is 20
cm (7.9 in) thick. Lighter roads require
thinner layers.
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CRCP Design. CRCP was constructed
on one longsection in northern Spain
in 1975. This section has carried very
heavy traffic (ADTT exceeding 5,000).
Two traffic lanes are 7.5 m (24.6 ft)
wide, 22 cm (8.7 in) thick, with a 16-cm
(6.3-in) CTB, and a 22cm (8.7-in)
granular subbase. The amount of
reinforcement was 0.85 percent. One
test section had 0.73 percent with no
change in the
of cracking. The
steel was placed on chairs. The
performance of the CRCP has been
excellent and has required very little
maintenance work Recently, other
CRC pavements have been constructed.
The design catalog allows a thickness
reduction of 4 cm (1.6 in) from
PCP. (1)

Surface Texture. Many surface
texturing techniques have been used in
Spain, ranging from burlap to tining.
Longitudinal texturing produced by a
combination of brush and comb
achieves both a microtexture (with the
brush) and a macrotexture (with the
comb), whose initial grooves are about
1.5 mm (0.06 in) deep. However, in
the latest construction project a less
rough texture is sought: 0.7 to I mm
(0.03 to 0.04 in). Measurements of
friction and rolling noise taken after

Joints are now provided at 7- to 10-m
(23- to 3 3 4 intervals to try to reduce
reflection cracking through the AC
layer. One section recently constructed
near Madrid had a joint spacing of 2.5
to 3.5 m (8.2 to 11.5 ft). After two
years and over 1 million trucks, only
0.5 percent of the cracks have reflected
through. (1)

Traffic. Truck traffic in Spain on
freeways ranges from 1000 to over 5000
ADTT in one direction. The legal axle
load limit in Spain is among the
highest in the world: 13 t (28,600
pounds) for a single axle and 21 t

(46,300 pounds) for a tandem axle. The
most recent weigh-in-motion data have
shown 4 percent of axles above the
legal limit, with some loadings of 20 t
(44,000 pounds) on a single axle and
30 t (66,000 pounds) on tandem axles.

1.

Jofre, C., "Spanish Practice and
Experience With Concrete
Pavements," paper presented to
the US TECH Study Tour in
June, 1992.

Portugal

The current JPCP design used in
Portugal is a 23-cm (9.1 in) slab with 15
cm (5.9 in) of CTB. The current JRCP
design is a 20-cm (7.9 in) slab and a 15cm (5.9-in) CTB. The longitudinal
reinforcement is 0.06 percent area.
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Spain Reference

It is expected that about 20 percent of
the major highways will be constructed
of concrete.

Concrete pavements were constructed
in Portugal during three time periods:

The past (that brought about the
present): Ancient Rome was the center
of an extensive 80,000 km (50,000 mi)
network of roads that crossed many
countries. The first link to the south
was the ancient Via Appia (or Appian
Way) that radiates out from the center
of Rome. Construction of the Via
Appia began in 312 B.C., and it is still
being used today after 2,000 years, as
shown in Figure 3.20. The Via Appia
has been called the "most famous road
ever built in any age or any clirne."(3)
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J 1935-1945, when 70 km (43 miles) of

* Italy

heavily trafficked routes were
constructed with concrete. These are
are all still in service.

J 1945-1965, when some concrete

Ar

pavements were constructed on
military bases. In 1965 the first
prestressed pavement in the world was
constructed at Beja NATO airfield.

"The prestige of the Via Appia has
continued to grow with each
succeeding century because of the
excellence and durability of its
construction." (3)

J 1965 on, when construction of the

national network of highways began.
Because of increased axle loads and
increased traffic, concrete pavements
are very competitive with asphalt
pavements. The design life used in
Portugal is 30 to 40 years. From 1986
to 1992 about 130 km (80 miles) of
concrete pavements (mostly JPCP)
were constructed. This was 10 percent
of the total highway mileage
constructed, and included the first
JRCP and CRCP. Concrete paving
blocks are also used in Portugal.

Grooves from ancient wheels were
observed on some of the stones. The
original surfacing layers are gone, and
the existing surfacing consists of fairly
large stones imbedded in the
foundation. This pavement is up to
10.7 m (35 ft) wide with curbs on both
sides.
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Figure 3.20 Via Appia Roman road, built 312 B.C., south of Rome (note that the truck
is parked off the main road).

"In the most advanced stage of its
improvement, Via Appia was built by
first excavating a trench in the natural
soil down to a solid foundation. The
earth was tamped with beetles and
covered with a light bedding of sand
or mortar upon which were laid four
main courses:

(I) The 'statumen' layer of large, flat
stones 25 to 60 cm (10 to 24 in) in
thickness;

(2) Next the 'rudus' course of smaller
stones mixed with lime, some 23 cm (9
in) thick;

(3) The 'nucleus' layer, about 30 cm (12
in) thick, consisting of small gravel and
coarse sand mixed with hot lime; and

(4) On this fresh mortar was placed the
'summa crusta,' or wearing surface, of
flint-like lava, about 15 cm (6 in) deep.

The total thickness of the four courses
described above varied from 0.9 to
1.5 m (3 to 5 ft). The massive solidity
of this thick roman cross-section was
standard practice for more than 2,000
years until superseded by Macadam's
light wearing surface in the nineteenth
century." (3)
Although these roads were built
primarily for military purposes, it is
hard to imagine the long-term thinking
that went into building such incredibly
thick and durable pavements to carry
the traffic that existed at the time.

Some interesting axle weights:
J Maximum Roman axle load for slow

freight wagons: 0.7 t (1,436
pounds) (3)
J Recommended wagon axle load by

J Current legal axle load in USA 9.1 t

(20,000 pounds)

Traffic. On Italian highways, trucks
are typically 25 to 30 percent of ADT.
Axle load distributions from the weighin-motion scale on the A1 freeway near
Rome for singles and tandems are
given in Figure 3.21. The measured
maximum single axle load is 14 t
(30,900 pounds), the tandem axle limit
is 29 t (63,900 pounds), and the triple
axle limit is 39 t (86,000 pounds).
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Telford in 1819 (England): 1.8 t (4,000
pounds) (3)

deteriorated transverse cracks. Some
joints had been repaired with concrete.
The concrete is very dark because it
contains a dark igneous rock.
Expansion joints had been cut in the
pavement which allowed nearby cracks
and joints to open up and deteriorate.

J Current legal axle load in some

European countries: 13 t (28,652
pounds)

The Autostrade toll road company has
recently developed a design called
Polyfunctional Composite Pavements
(PCP). (1) This design consists of the
following:
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One historian stated that "As early as
the eulogy of Appius Claudius the
building of the Via Appia was put on
the same plane as military victories or
political deeds." Another historian
stated, "The Roman engineers had a
clear idea of the true value of the road
and of false economy in materials and
labor, and their technique has not been
excelled until quite recent years."

J 4 cm (1.6 in) porous asphalt surface
J 22 cm (8.7 in) CRCP (12.8 m (39 ft)

wide with two longitudinal joints)
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These ancient Roman roads that were
built over many parts of Europe must
have had an influence on modern day
Europeans as to the value of making a
substantial investment in a quality
highway infrastructure that will
provide service for long time periods
without disruption.

The present: JFCP without dowels
and JRCP were built in Italy from 1950
to 1975. One heavily trafficked JRCP
was observed in Rome by a Study Tour
member, a four-lane highway (the
modern Via Appia) constructed in 1950
(42 years old). The pavement has a 20cm (7.9-in) thick slab, 12 m (39 ft) joint
spacing, and was observed to be in fair
condition with joint spalling and some

J 20 cm (7.9 in) CTB
J 20 cm (7.9 in) granular layer

PCP A1 Project. Two major PCP
projects were constructed in 1988 on
the A1 and the A12 near Rome, both of
which have very heavy truck traffic
(approximately 5,000 trucks in one
direction). The crack spacing in the
CRCP was reported to be 1.2 to 2.5 m
(3.9 to 8.2 ft). This section has three
lanes in one direction and the CRCP
slab is 12.8 m (42 ft) wide with two
longitudinal joints. One key aspect is
that the two longitudinal joints are
spaced so as not to be in the wheel
paths of trucks, so that truck wheels
usually produce interior loads.

Percentage

20

Percentage
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Figure 3.21 Italian axle load distributions measured near Rome on freeway system.
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J Mean compressive strength at 28

Also, the CRCP continues on 1.8 m (5.9
ft) beyond the painted edge stripe to
eliminate any edge loading. At this
point, a porous concrete base begins to
provide for drainage. This pavement
has a 2.5 percent cross-slope. No
cracks or any other distress were
observed after four years of service.
The porous asphalt surfacing provides
a very quiet ride. There is a noticeable
difference (about 3-4 dB) between this
surface and a conventional AC surface
that exists on the next section of the
Al.
Concrete properties measured on the
A1 CRCP project are as follows: (2)

J Mean flexural strength at 28 days:

8.3 MPa (1186 psi)

days: 56.5 MPa (8072 psi)

J Water/ cement ratio: 0.42

This design has the following
advantages: (I)

J
J
J
J
J
J
J

J

Eliminates hydroplaning,
Eliminates tire spray,
Good friction resistance,
Low emission of tire/ pavement
noise,
Smooth ride,
Waterproofing of cracks in CRCP,
Resistance to fatigue due to interior
loadings, and
Easier maintenance (surface replaced
at seven years)

It is expected that about every seven
years the porous AC will need to be
milled off and replaced due to clogging
from fines or other problems. The total
structural design life is 40 years.

3.

Rose, A. C., "Public Roads of the
Past - 3500 B.C. to 1800 A.D.,"
AASHTO, Washington, D.C.,
USA, 1952.
Switzerland

Item

R

1.30
0.30
0.55
0.87
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Construction
Maintenance
User costs
Total life-cycle costs

Switzerland has a 70-year tradition in
building concrete pavements. Several
existing concrete pavements were
shown to the Study Tour. A design
catalog is available that was developed
using the AASHTO design procedure
and varying the subgrade and traffic
level. A manual for concrete pavement
design and construction practices dated
1992 will soon be available. It was
reported that concrete pavements
require about 20 percent less electrical
energy for lighting than AC pavements
due to the lighter surface. JPCP, CRCP
and prestressed pavements have been
constructed in Switzerland.
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Cost Comparison. A cost comparison
of the PCP versus the conventional
semi-rigid pavement that has an AC
surface over lean concrete or CTB was
given as follows, where R equals the
ratio of the cost of the PCP divided by
the cost of the semi-rigid pavement:

Italy References

Carnomilla, G. and A.
Marchionna, "P.C.P.
Polyfunctional Composite
Pavements," Technical Report,
Autostrade Central ~aintenance
and Research Division, Rome,
Italy, 1991.
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1.

2.

Marchionna, A., et al., "Cement
Concrete Characteristics for
Road Pavements, Practical
Experience with the
Polyfunctional Composite
Pavement," Proceedings: 6th
International Symposium on
Concrete Roads, Madrid, Spain,
1990.

Example Project. The main runway at
Basal airport was built in 1956 and was
rehabilitated in 1986. Slabs were
replaced during the night and opened
to traffic at 5 A.M. with about 4.5
hours of curing time. The central keel
section (24 m ((79 ft) wide by 2600 m
(8530 ft) long) was completely replaced
over a three-week period, This
required only one week of complete
closure for all traffic and then night
work for two weeks where some
heavier aircraft were restricted from
using the runway during the day.

Concrete Durability. The key aspect
of the Switzerland presentation was
their quality control program to
achieve high durability. Since 1965,
highways in Switzerland have been
deiced using large amounts of chemical
deicing salts. This has increased the

durability requirements for concrete
pavement. Existing pavements at that
time suddenly developed damage from
scaling as well as concentrated
disintegration of the concrete paste
structure.
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The durability of the concrete was
improved by increasing the quantity of
air voids, graded according to size and
uniform distribution in the cement
paste. The measurement of the total
content of air voids of the fresh
concrete was not sufficient for the
evaluation of frost and salt durability.
They believe that only an appropriate
testing method applied to the hardened
concrete can give valid information. (1)

checked. Attention is paid to the bond
quality between aggregates and cement
paste. The suitability of the selected
air-entrainment agent is checked and
the proper dosage determined. The air
void system, size, quantity and
distribution in the cement paste are
measured. (1)
three weeks before construction to
evaluate the hatching, mixing plant and
placement equipment to test the
suitability of the mix design from the
laboratory under in situ working
conditions. The concrete is mixed,
hauled and placed in two or three trial
slabs that are constructed on site.
Several test cores are obtained as soon
as possible and tested in the laboratory.
These results are compared to those
obtained from the previous laboratory
results and any adjustments needed are
made to the mix or construction
process. (1)
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The total air content should never be
less than 4.5 percent of total mix
volume. However, during placing,
consolidating and finishing of concrete
the total pore fraction, pore
distribution, and pore size in the
hardened concrete may be affected.
Therefore, rapid and practical
procedures were developed to examine
these in the hardened concrete for
construction projects. The microscopic
control of concrete is carried out on
thin sections made from a concrete core
specimen impregnated with a special
fluorescent dye and examined under
the microscope in transmitted
ultraviolet light. The complete quality
control process is as follows:

J Trial run tests take place two or

J Laboratory tests are conducted a
few months before the project begins.
Several concrete mixes are prepared to
develop a mix design of high
durability. The aggregates are
submitted to quality control: grain
shape, repartition, porosity, cracks,
content of mica and impurities are

J During the first few days of

construction, cores are taken from the
pavement and tested in the laboratory.
A microscopic analysis is again
conducted to ensure the hardened
concrete maintains the proper air void
system, These results are available
within 36 hours after the concrete is
placed. If the air void system is
inadequate, a rapid-cycle freeze-thaw
test is conducted on one of the cores
(Dobrolubov-Romer method). (2)

If the air void system is inadequate, the
surface of the concrete is impregnated
with an agent (3). These quality
confrol procedures have led to the
elimination of frost-salt durability
problems in concrete pavements in
Switzerland.

Switzerland References
Wilk, W. and G. Dobrolubov,
"Microscopic Quality Control of
Concrete during Construction,"
Bulletin of Betonstrassen AG,
Concrete Roads Ltd., Wildegg,
Switzerland, July/ September
1981.

2.

Dobrolubov, G. and B. Romer,
"Guidelines for determining and
testing the frost as well as frostsalt resistance of cementconcrete," Bulletin of
Betonstrassen AG, Concrete
Roads Ltd., Wildegg,
Switzerland, June 1985.

3.

Wilk, W., "The development of
quantitative and qualitative
microscopic control of concrete
quality and durability," paper
presented at the 6th
International Conference on
Cement Microscopy, March 2629, 1984, Albuquerque, New
Mexico, USA.
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1.

4 ACRONYMS, DEFINITIONS,
AND TECHNICAL TERMS
Defini tionsflechnical Terms
PCC - Portland cement concrete
AC - Hot-mixed asphalt concrete
RAP - recycled asphalt concrete (used
in recycled concrete)
LCB - lean concrete base
CTB - cement-treated base
JPCP - jointed plain concrete
pavements (with or without dowels)
JRCP - jointed reinforced concrete
pavements
CRCP - continuously reinforced
concrete pavements
dB(A) - noise emission level in decibels
US TECH - U.S. Tour of European
Concrete Highways
NCHRP National Cooperative
Highway Research Program (USA)
LCPC - Laboratoire Central des Ponts
et Chaussees Central Laboratory of
Bridges and Roads in France
CEMBUREAU - European cement
association
BAST - Bundesanstalt fur
Strassenwesen (Federal Highway
Research Center in Germany)
ISTEA - Intermodal Surface
Transportation and Efficiency Act of
1991 (USA highway legislation)
R & D - research and development
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AASHTO
American Association of State
Transportation Officials
444 North Capitol Street, N.W.
Suite 225
Washington, D.C. 20001
Phone (202) 624-5800

ACPA
American Concrete Pavement
Association
3800 North Wilke Road, Suite 490
Arlington Heights, Illinois 60004
Phone (708) 3945577

-
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FHWA
Federal Highway Administration
400 Seventh Street, S.W.
Washington, D.C. 20590
Phone (202) 366-0660
PCA
Portland Cement Association
5420 Old Orchard Road
Skokie, Illinois 6007-1083
Phone (708)966-6200

SHRP
Strategic Highway Research Program
818 Connecticut Avenue, N.W.
Suite 400
Washington, D.C. 20006
Phone (202) 3343774

TRB
Transportation Research Board
2101 Constitution Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20418
Phone (202) 334-2989

-

Common SI (modern metric)
conversion units used in this report:

t - metric ton (1 t = 2204.62 pounds)
MPa - megapascal (1 MPa = 145 psi)
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5 Appendix

Petrographic Report

on German Autobahn Concrete Pavement
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and

Synoptic Table on Standards and Practices
for Concrete Roads in Europe

CTL

5420 Old Orchard Road, Skokie, Illinois 60077-1030
Phone: 7061965-7500 Fax: 708/965-6541

PETROGRAPHIC SERVICES REPORT

Date: July 30, 1992

CTL ProjectNo.: 154115
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Re: Microscopical Examination of a Concrete Fragment from the Autobahn near Berlin,
Germany

One concrete fragment (Fig. 1) was received on July 13, 1992 from Mr. Lawrence Cole,
Portland Cement Association. The fragment was reportedly taken from a section of the
Autobahn concrete pavement near Berlin, Germany. The concrete is believed to have been
placed in 1938. Petrographic examination of the sample was requested by Mr. Cole to
determine the quality of the concrete.
FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS
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Based on the results of the tests performed, the following findings and conclusions are
presented:
1.

The sample is a hard, dense, good quality concrete consisting of siliceous and
calcareous aggregates in a portland cement paste. The paste-aggregate bond is tight
and the concrete fractures through coarse and fine aggregate particles.

2.

Estimated water-cement ratio, based on paste properties, is less than 0.35. Large
residual cement particles (unhydrated portland cement clinker, UPC's) are abundant.

3.

The concrete is not air entrained. Estimated air content is 1 to 2%. Most air voids
are small and lined or filled with secondary deposits, mostly ettringite.

4.

One major crack, parallel to a fractured surface, is present. This crack may have

been produced during sampling. Microcracks are not observed.

Additional data from the petrographic examination are contained in the attached form.
METHODS OF TEST

Petrographic examination of the concrete fragment was performed in accordance with
ASTM C 856-83, "Standard Practice for Petrographic Examination of Hardened Concrete."

Construction Technology Laboratories, Inc.

Skokle

Los Angeles

SeattlelTacoma
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FIG. 1 CONCRETE FRAGMENT FROM AUTOBAHN NEAR BERLIN, GERMANY. BROWN
SURFACE IS PROBABLY A MOISTURE BARRIER IMPRESSION. ARROWS SHOW
LOCATION OF SAWCUT. PORTION OF SAMPLE ON LEFT IS SHOWN IN FIG. 2.
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FIG. 2 LAPPED SURFACE OF AUTOBAHN CONCRETE FRAGMENT ORIENTED WITH
BARRIER IMPRESSION AT TOP OF PHOTOGRAPH.

CTL
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The fragment was cut perpendicular to the formed surface and one portion was lapped. Lapped
and freshly broken surfaces were studied using a stereomicroscope at magnifications up to 45X.
A rectangular block, approximately 1-in. wide and 2-in. long, was cut from the sample, placed
on a glass microscope slide with epoxy resin, and reduced to a thickness of approximately
20 micrometers (0.0008 in.). The thin section was examined using a polarized-light
microscope at magnifications up to 400X to determine aggregate and paste mineralogy and
microstructure.
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L. J. Powers-~ouche
Associate Petrographer
Petrographic Services

CTL
PETROGRAPHIC EXAMINATION OF HARDENED CONCRETE, ASTM C 856

CTL PROJECT NO.: 154115

DATE: JULY 30, 1992

CLIENT: PCA Public Works Dept. #322

PROBLEM: Quality Evaluation

STRUCTURE: Concrete Pavement

EXAMINED BE L. Powers-Couche
Page 1 of 2
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LOCATION: Autobahn near Berlin, Germany

SAMPLE:

Identification: None stated.

Dimensions: The sample is a broken fragment approximately 2.5-in. wide, 3.5411. long, and 1.7411. thick. All
surfaces but one are broken surfaces passing through coarse aggregates. One surface appears to be a formed surface,
perhaps formed against a flexible barrier. The surface is smooth, undulating, dark brown, with abundant, irregularlyshaped, entrapped air voids up to 0.3411. diameter.

-

Cracks, Joints, Large Voids: One crack, 0.6-in. long, is parallel to a fractured surface.

Reinforcement: None present.

Coarse (C): Siliceous and calcareous gravel mainly consisting of basalt, fossiliferous limestone, granite, schist,
and graywacke.

Fine (F): Siliceous and calcareous sand consisting of quartz, quartzite, limestone, feldspar, and a small amount of
mica, iron oxides, and hornblende.
Gradation & Top Size: The aggregate appears to be evenly graded to a top size of 0.6 in.
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Shape & Distribution: Both CA and FA are rounded to angular, and appear to be uniformly distributed. FA
particles are equant to oblong. CA are oblong to elongated.

Color: Medium to dark gray.
Hardness: Hard.

Luster: Subvitreous.

Calcium Hydroxide*: 5 to 7% uniformly distributed, small crystals, patches, and partial coatings on aggregates.

Unhydrated Portland Cement Clinker Particles (UPCVs)*: 15 to 18% uniformly distributed large UPCs.
Few relicts observed.

Depth of Carbonation:

0.03 in. carbonation measured from the smooth, formed surface.

Air Content: The concrete is not air entrained. 1 to 2% oval air voids up to 0.06-in. diameter are nonuniformly
distributed in the paste. Most voids occur adjacent to aggregate parlicles.

Fly Ash*: None present.

Paste-Aggregate Bond: Tight. The concrete fraclurcs through coarse and fine aggregate.

Secondary Deposits: Voids are lincd and/or filled with calcium hydroxide and ettringite. Ettringite occurs in
clusters or clumps of long needles.
Microcracking: No significant microcracks observed.

: Less than 0.35.

jMISCELL&!EOUS:

The portland cement was coarsely ground. One large clinker particle is 400 micrometers-long
and 150 micrometers-wide.
*percent by volume of paste
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6th INTERNATIONAL SYMPOSIUM ON CONCRETE ROADS
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Madrid, 8-10 October 1990
PIARC/Cembureau/Oficemen
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SYNOPTIC TABLE
on standards and practices for concrete roads in Europe

Carlos Jof re
lnstituto EspaRol del Cennento
y sus Aplicaciones, Madrid
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Carlos Kraemer
Universidad Politknica de Madrid

with kind assistance from members and experts of the
PlARC Technical Committee on Concrete Roads
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Grateful acknowledgement is given t o the following members and experts from the PlARC
Technical Committee on Concrete Roads for furnishing the authors with the information about their
respective countries:

H. Sommer (Austria)
P. Sion (Belgium)
E. Slachta (Czechoslovakia}
P. Nepper-Christensen (Denmark)
K. Lundstrom (Finland)
J. L. Nissoux (France)
K. Rossberg (German Democratic Republic)
A. Vollpracht (Federal Republic of Germany)
G. D. S. Northcott (Great Britain)
L. Domenichini (Italy)
M. Leewis (The Netherlands)
H. M a g e r ~ y(Norway)
A. Pinelo (Portugal)
0.Petersson (Sweden)
G. Tsohos (Switzerland)

Glossary of symbols used
Definitely required by specifications or
regulations
Permitted by specifications under certain
conditions or requirements
Specifically prohibited
Optional with contractor
Not included in specifications
As shown on plans
Where directed or authorised by engineer
Motorways
Main roads
Secondary roads
Symbolellnterpretation

iv
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Signification des symboles

Formellement exig6 par les prescriptions
ou par la reglernentation
Permis para les prescriptions dans
certaines conditions ou pour faire face B
certaines exigences
Formellement interdit
A la discretion de I'entrepreneur
Non inclus dans les prescriptions
communes ou speciales
Conformement aux plans
Conform6ment aux instructions ou avec
I'autorisation de 11ing6nieur
Autoroutes
Routes principales
Routes secondaires

ch

Zeichnerklarung

R

Definitiv i n Vorschriften oder
Bestimmungen gefordert

P

Gestattet nach Vorschrift unter
bestimmten Bedingungen oder
zusatzlichen Forderungen
Definitiv verboten
Dem Unternehmer f reigestellt

Ar

Nicht in Bestimmungen enthalten
Nach Zeichnung
Wenn von der Bauleitung angeordnet oder
zugelassen
Autobahnen
Hauptstrassen
Nebenstrassen

Significado de 10s simbolos

SimbololSigniflcado
Exigido por las prescripciones tecnicas
Permitido por las prescripciones bajo
ciertas condiciones
Ptohibido por las prescripciones
A eleccion del contratista
No incluido en las prescripciones
Seglin lo indicado en 10s planos
De acuerdo con \as instrucciones del
Director de obra o con su autorizaci6n
Autopistas
Carreteras principales
Carreteras secundarias

COUNTRY AND NUMBER CODE

Austria
Belgium

iv
ed

Czechoslovakia
Denmark
Finland
France

Germany (Democratic Republic)
Germany (Federal Republic)

ch

Great Britain
Italy

Netherlands
Norway

Ar

Portugal
Spain

Sweden

Switzerland

BASIC DESIGN REQUIREMENTS iPRESCRIPTIONS POUR LE PROJET iALLGEMEINE BAURlCHTLlNlEN IPARAMETROS BASICOS DE PROYECTO

Width of carriageway elernentr ILargeur des voles IStreifenbmlten I Ancho da b s elemmlos da la calzada
Maximun axie w when1
load prmltted

Derlgn sallic lcommerclal
vehiolaa per day1

Slab thickness

Charge mexirnale psrmba
par assieu ou par roue

Trallc de prolet Inombre
dn camions par b u r l

Epaiseeur dn la dalie

Hkhstzuliissige Achsodar
Aadlast

Verkehrsbelastung
ILKWITagl

Plattendlcke

Cerga mbxirna por ole
o por meda autorizada

Tdfico dn proyacto
lvshlculos pasador par dial

Erpaor dei pavrnanto

Motorways IAutoroutas iAutobahnan IAutoplsus
TraHlc lanes
Voies pour In traVic
Fshtrualfen
CarrEnt para clrculaclbn
mm

1

10 t single axle

11

1

Depending on design traffic
I150.2501

Equivalent number of 10 t
single axks for 30 years

Lane lor slow tralflc

Marginal saips

Hard rhouldsrs

Svtiarpwrs

Bandes d'an6i d'wgence

Randstreifen

StmdatwHen

KrlmAruaifm

Arcdnnr

Canil para vahlculos lentor

rn

rn

6

7

SobraanchOs

Vds-mnnp

0 , N outside

iv
ed

CRC 20 cm
Plain concrete 23 cm

4

10 t smgle axle
From 1992: 11.5 t
on driving axle
Soecial rules for low
loade,s, cflen ~eadug
to aria Icaos cf 12 '

5

Smgle axle load 10 l

Not SDeCilied

Not specil~ed
IMin. 200 when provision
lor grinding is includedl

Single axle 13 t

On design iane:
TO 750.2000
T I 300-750
T2 150-300
T3 50-150

Related to design traffic
and subgrade
URC 260-220
URC, dowelled joints 230.180
CRC 220-170
Thick sieb hot f a TO1 370303

Tra'fc classhca. on
cepend nS on n.mDer of
equwalenl 10 1 axle
passages

140-260 depending on
- axle passages
- strength of conclete
- dowelled or undowelied
pnts

I
Outside = 0.75-0.25
according to traffic
Inside = 0.25

Ar
ch

6

8

9

Single HRxie 14 t
(from 1992 11.5 t i
Tandem axie 18.0 t
Illom 1992 19.0 t l
Single axle 10 t

M: >3200
MR: 1800-3200
300.1800
SR:
60.300

I

M: 280
MR: 240-220
SR: 200.180.160
depending on the Isub-1base

M
MR
SR
Single axle 1 1.5 t

12

single

LI~10 t

10 000
10 000
1OOW
1OOW

Rell1.d l a m l R c
150 to 310

UAC

JRC 150 to 320
CAC zwto 260
CRCR 150 to 250

mm tAturnmou.

~OEinpl

220 240
depending on type of pavernem
ICRC-JPCl

Itandem= 2 singles
tridem.3 singles1

Number of equivalent
standard 10 t axles along
deslgn period

15

singla L e 13 t
Tandem axle 21 t

Single ade 10 t
111.51:+15mml
113.0 1: + 25 mml

0.12Q20
White painted mark

160.250

lnfral and urban1

AOT

<%OW

8.00
15.00
50.m
Normally

A

Mln. llrr*neu

130
140
180
2M1 I1 1bn.si
10%220

single :xie 12 t
Tandem aale 20 1
Tridem axle 24 t

14

Inside
Outside
0.50 0.50
or 1.00

--t1
URC 200 to
JRC 300 to
CRC 1600 to
CRCRgMlto

L u l 102
.

Single l i e : 12 t
Tandem axle: 19 t

3.75 lpreferredl

R
Design based on number of
cmmerciel vehicles M the
design iane in the year of
opening to traflic
Depending on concrete strength
4,8
6
7
Nlmm2
220 2 W 190 mm

I50.i30
Depnding on the base or sub.bs8.n
bearing cspacity

R
1 . 5 0 ~3.00
ldepending a,
mnorway class1

BASIC DESIGN REQUIREMENTSIPRESCRIPTIONSPOUR LE PROJET IALLGEMEINE BAURlCHTllNlEN IPARAMETROS 0ASlCOS DE PROYECTO

Width of carriageway elemmu ILergeur des woks IStreifenbleitm IAncho de 10s elementos de la callada

Main roads IRoutsr plnciples I HaupmaBen ICarlsloraa pincipalss

Secondary loads IRoules secondainr INebenmaflen ICarrttnar rscundarlas
I

Traflh lansr

Mrpinal strips

Hwd shoulders

Lane f a slow vaftic

Traffic lanes

Marginal s s i p

Hard shmiklas

vobs pcur b t r a m

Suiargaun

Bander d ' a ~ d d'urpsnce
t

Vole ~vpplbmemalraen r a m p

Voles pour la lrafic

h d e s da guMage

Bandm 6mret d'wgenca

Fahntrdfen

Randstrdfen

Standsbailen

Carrilna para clrculaci6n

Sobeanchos

Arcenes

m

m

m

Outside = 0.75-0.25
according to UaMic
Inside = 0.25

None

I

m

3.50

When used.
2.50-3.00

I

Rmdstrelfen

Slandslrlan

Sobnanchw

Arcener

m

m

m

13

14

None

None

3.W to 3.50

I
When used. 3.50

Ar
ch

7

3.003.75
depending on
tram

.

Fehrsbsilen
Carrites p r a ckculacibn

iv
ed

None

Ktischstreifen
Cwdl para veldcubs lentos

R

0,12-0.20
Whiia minted mark

2.50-3.50

R
1.50

of
no hard shoulder

R
0,100.15
WMte painted mark

o:i5
lif lane width=3,10 ml
0.20
Irf lane width=2,75 m i

no hard shoulder

R
0.100.15
White painted mark

Normaly not used
3.00

Seldom used

SUB-BASE MATERIALSICOUCHES DE FONDATlONlTRAGSCHlCHTIMATERIALES PARA CAPAS DE BASE

Cement treated 1 Traithas nu chent Imil hydra4 ischm Bindemineln ITrstados con cemsnto
Surface regularity

Requirements for other materials
Rsquirements IErigences IAnlordsrungen I Prescripciones

Motorwayt and man mads

Secondary mads

Autmwles at routes windpalas

Routes secomlaires

Aumbahnen und HauptsiraPen
Pumpistar y carrateras principalas

Caneteras sacundmias

I
I
I

Cement content
Tonew en ciment
Bindemilldngehsll
Contenido do cement0

sislmca L h comprersh ou awe1

Otras prescripciones

Anlorderungen an andera
Bauatofle

Obsrfllchenebenheit

Pnwlpciones para ouos
tipos de mstwiales

R6qularldad superficial

I

t
--r
21

5 mm under 4 rn stlaightedge

ost-thaw durability lior materials
rith porous particles or cohesive
constituentsl

Swface regularity: TO mm
under 3 m straightedge

5 mm under 3 rn straightedge

Unbound crushed stone: 200 m n
Plate bearing test: 110 ~ l m r n '

iv
ed

6 Nlmm2 + 2 x standard
dewatlon

I

Weitere Anforderungsn

ristencla a conprsslbn o de o m ti1
18

Lean concrete: 4 to 6%

AuWes sxigences

Drucklestigkeit oder mdere

7 day compressive
strength: 23.0 N1mm2
lmir destgnl

Lean concrete: 200

Other requirements

:ompreJJivo shength or oher

17

2

Uni

Exigetues pow autres mal6rirun

m

---

M
Campresswe strength e l
7 days
r 1.8 3.5 Nimm2

R
M
Frost res~stanceafter 28 days

R

Companion

M
Unevenness max 20 mln
t 2 O mm from true level

--

4

Cement-treated gravel:
150

Cement.treated grave or
sand: 150

irmgulanly.?
D lnm
7.5 n m
e mm
5 mm

Min. 120

---

Seldom used

Related l o design traffic, subgrade
end type of pavement.
6Vibrated lean concrete: 120-220
Hydraulic binder treated base:
150-220

etermined by laboratory lests
lnwmally m m 4%)

OC

4 N1mm2 at 7 days

;ravel: Dmax = 64 mm I45 mmi
iumus content must be checked
Mixng a place and in plant is
allowed

5 to 8 8 accordmg l o req~aed liblaled lean concrete: splitting
charactdsttc stlength:
:ngth an0 cmstr.c:lon process
2 2 Nlmm2 at 28 davs
YdraukEbinder treated bare: tel
sile strength:
L 1.5 N/mm2 at 360 days

Ground blast furnace slag can
be used as binder up to 70%

Ar
ch
R
Bitomnwr' 80
wthoul l u b b n a man
.n,irrmt-byn
Csmenl b m d or trsated Ii thae
.1 t
m mitrem l a w
1M)-2W

9

A
Cement bound: 150
Ion granulw capping: 150 to 6001

MR

12

M Lean c o n c k 150-200
Send.cement w lean concrete
150-2OU

Gravel w sand: 150-180

Sand and gravel treated with
cemant: 150

N

R

Isand or granuiar material usedl

Lean concrete: 75-125 kglm3

H

Smd-cement

R
Denr~ty95% of density of cubes
compacled to refusal
Granulated slag biands:
slag ~ 6 5 %
Pla blends: pfa <M%

4.0-7.0 Nlmm2
at 7 days

Dry density
Optirnun moisture content

Lean c o n k : 1SO

Vlbrated Iean!oncrete:
1SO
Cement treated base
lerwion.resistantl: 150

A
Cement b u n d granuiar
mater~al~nciudurg
so11cement

About 4.5%

-

Upwards 10 mm
Downwards 20 mm
!O mm under 5 m straightedge

A
Sand-gravei or pozzolana:
thlcknesr. 150-200 mm

-

A
SR

+ I 0 mm under 3 m straightedge

Granular material: 150-200 mr

R
R
Vibrated lean concrete: fvaclion
SR
Unbound granular subbase.
passing through 0.016 mm sieve
2CQ mm, if CBR of subgrade <
>250 kglm3
wlc = 0.75 1.50
Use 01 as-entramingagents cwnpulsoly

R
E~ther8 Nlmm2 st 7 days
w 12 Nlmm2 at 90 days

15 mm under 3 m straightedge

10 mm under 3 m straightedge
t 20 mm from true level

R

A
M. MR
Min. cement content: 110 kglrn3
Max dry density 1iab.l 8S 1924.Test 5
Field denslty: 9 9 8 % dmax
Thickness: t 15 mm

, .....

Mean CMP. strenghl
Cylinders 0 150x 300 mm
7 days 2 6 Nirnm2
28 days 2 8 Nimrn2

R
Vibrated lean concrete:
min. 140 kglm3
Cement treated base: rnin 5%

R

Freezelthaw testlng
100% Mod. Proctor
Mex. particle sire: 37.5 mm
Materials c 75 pm icemen1 t fiilerl:
mu). 10%

~in:'3%
Normaiy 5 7%
Mix proponioning required

5

10

t 10-30 mm from true level

Lean concrete: ratio sandlcoarse
R
Granular mstecmls lag slags. Crush
aggregme 1:1.1:3
consratsl: see "RAW Standard 199
A
tgmdmg, <crushingus1W.l
Lean concrete: ratio fly asNcement
Non-nodebk;
Is
61
crushed masonry > 4 mrn
~ r o d n b bmmtar~als

Lean concrete: cube strength i
7 days 2 3 N1mm2
Sand-cernenc cylinder
(Proctorl strength at
28 days r 5 N/mm2

Gravel or sand 2 1 2 0

'

R
:emen! bound or Ilealed: 6 15 rmn
Bilummous: t 1D mm
Sravei and crushed slone 6 20 mm
undar 4 m straighladge

A
>10 ~ / m r nat
l 7 days

R

(Eruehed stone,land and gravel
treated with cement: 2(W

1

3

6
15

SR

Max. 15 mm llrarlsversel
Max. 10 mm ilongitudmell
under 4 rn stlaightedge

Cement bound: >3.0%
Cement treated accotding
qualibcation test

A
Cement bound 150
In granuiar capping: 150 to 6001

M mnd MA

r 3% air content

1W freezing and thawing cycles
esting also in NaCl solution (1%)

or

.

-

M.x."umber ol i,,*gulan*,el .I
random samnn 100 m longsira of
Max nvmtlar

Compressive strength:
5-10 Nlmm2

Vibrated l a m canciarw brlween 0
and 30 m lrvm true level
J mm under 3 m stialphledgs
Camrnt trermd barn: b e l r a l n 0
a d . 115 ltuickne.3 lrlm !rue lhvsl
10 mm under 3 m srramghledge

.

10 ~ l m m ~
(Modified Proctorl

I
16

R
1 5 o k
ldepmding on soil
bearlng cepaciD.1

3.9% according to soil type
Min. 60 kg/m3

7 davs: 2-4 Nlmm2

Max. dilference from true level:
20 mm
15 mm under 4 rn straightedge

ch

Ar
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INE AGGREGATE IGRANULAT FIN IFElNE ZUSCHLAGE I
ARID0 FINO

CONCRETE i BETON 1 BETON I HORMIGON
Max. water icement

Minimum cement content
specified

Workability Itart method
and frequency1

Mix proportions
Iby weight)

Man. aau iciment

lmeul minimale en ciment
preBcrile

ManiabilitB lmbthode d'essai
st fi8qucncal

Composition du melange
(en noidsl

Max. Wasaarzementwert

Max, agua icementa

Vorgeschriebener
Mindsstzementgehait

CDntenido minimo
da mmento especificedo

terarbeiikarkeit 1Pv"fverfahrel
und -hluglgkeitl

- -t

Mischungsverhaltnis
(nach Gewicht)

Trabapbilidad (m6todo
de ensayo y frecuencial

I
I

Air entrained concrete IBbton L air occlus I
Luhwrmbeton iHormigbn con aire ocluido

Grading, if specified:
lercent by weight passlng
each sieve

Notes on tine aggregate,
types, frequency of testlng.
etc.

granulom4tlie si csile-ci ssl
pescrile en % passant B
travers chaque famis

iotes rslalives aux grsnulals.
alure, frbquencs des essair.
etc.

% air entrained
lminimum and maximvml

Method of determining air
content snd frequency

% sir occtus
(min. et mar 1

blhode de determination de
I teneur en air el frlquence
des essia

gefwde~terLuftgehalt
in % (min. und max.)

erlahrm und Hiufigkeit der
Lvftporenpllilung

Wenn vorgeschrieben,
nngr6/3envertellung: Durch.
gang durch Siebe in Gew
% iMasse %

Bemelkungen r u feinnn
ZuschlCgan. Art. Hliufigkelt
dar Priifungen usw.

% airs ocluido
__y
m*ximd

Metodo de determinac&5n
al conlenido ds airs ocluido
y frecuencia

irsnulomatda espacificada:
rncentaje en peso pasando
por cada tsmir

ltrss prescripciones sobre el
rido fino, tipo, frscusncia de
enssyos. etc

54

1

Usually ~ 0 . 4 3

4ir.pressure meter, min. 3
timealday
icroscopic determination of
spacing factor at start
of work

Veidtchtungsmass.
Icompactlm degreel.
dally

1

None

None
'ercent passing 0,080 mm
sueve. < 5%

iv
ed

None

011 and 114 01 014 with
guamteed grading
Greding daily
Sand for upper concrete
must contaln at ieast 113
siliceous constituents

M

R

Grading: 1 test every
1000 m3

M
Pressure type air meter.
min. 1 every 2 hours

0.40
Alternatively 0.25 with
superpianticizel, incleared
amount of m~croslica,and
no air enlrarnment

325 kg/m3
Alternatively fly ash,
and reduced cement
wntent

Micmcopicai evaluation
o l hardened mncrete

Slump tern and German
flow table, mln. 1 per day

R

Max. 0.45 wlthwt alr
entra~ningagent
Max. 0.55 with air
entraining agent
Variable, depending on
specilied compressive
strength

R
Min. 300 kgim3

Pressure type air meter
INF 18 353 Standardl
Usually. 1 test every
5W m3, min. 1 test per day
:inforced control: 1 test eve1
W m3. mln. 4 tens w day

Accordlng to NFP 18 101
Standard

A
Walz test, min 12 times
per day

ressure alr meter every 100
batches
Min. 1 per day

andard gradlcq curve 10 4 mml
0.25 mm 5 8
0,50 mm 9-18
1.00mm 1 8 2 8
2.00 mm 25-37
4.00 mm 35-47

ihauiow's drop table concreti
fester and slump test at least
mce per day

R
Slump test. 1 every 200 m3.
min. 2 per day
Vebe

1
I

4ccording to DIN 1045 and
ZTV Beton, based on
prei~mina~y
tests

N

R

5 1 1 5 for 20 mm
aggregate
4 i l - 5 lor 40 mm
aggregate

I

A

Slump test: every 100 batch'
Compacting factor test:
every day

Wlthoul plasticners: average
4.0. Min. 3.5
Wlth plarttizerr:
average 5.0. Min. 4.5

Based on trial mixes

Based on prellmlnary tests
ement Iwater Iaggregates
1 10.45 1 6

M, M l : 0,45
SR: 0.50
Alrport runways: 0.42

A
Reiim~narytests
accord~ngto NEN 5950

I

R
Consistency: Walz campactio
ten, once e day

A
Generally. 3-5

14

A

Based on pelinunary
tests
0.424.45

Air meter lpressure
compensat~mmethodl
R

Once an hour

R

Grading frequency:
every 400 t
Imin. 1 per week1

R

Accordng to DIN 1045
M. MR. 1 mm ~ 2 7 %
2 mm <30%

~ m d h gol f m appragarsr
r 2 mm: anea I day

lot more then 25% of CaCO3
in lop 50 mm of slab

Pressure type all meter.
min. 5 per day IBS 1881
Part 1061

Pressure type air meter
IASTM C231. UNi 63851.
1 per hour

Fineness modulus .t 0.3
Fiib~iity< 15 INFP 18 576
Standard)
Cleanliness 50.10
lmethylene blue test.
NFP I 8 592 Standardl

N
Based on prel~minarytests

,and equivalent > 80. 2 tests
pel day
Passing 0.075 mm ~ 2 % .
2 tests per day
Moisture content: every
360 m3
A
River sand

R

R

Accordlng to NEN 5961
displacement method) a NEi
962 lpressure type air metel
1 lest every 40 m3.
3 pel day

According to NEN 5905

Air meter pressure method
At ieast 2 times per day

Not specified, but approval
is required for each project

Au not specilied for hylh
strength concrete >65 MPa

R

R

Air meter presswe method.
I test every 200 m3, mi". 2
tests per day

Grading. 1.2 tests every
8x1m3
iand equWalent: 2 4 tesa every
500 m3
Water content: 1 teat per day

?ressur? type a r - e m
wry i m e a ser es of beam
DI ccctloi of srength IS mad

Siliceous fractlw rnin 30%
Sand equivalent: min. 75
Imin. 80 in frost areas1
tariation of fineness modulus
max. 5%

Depending on concrete
strength
4.8 ~ l m m 5.5
~:
6.0 ~ l m m 4.0
~:
7.0 Nlmm2: 3.5

Pressure type air meter:
2 tests per day
2 cores every 3000 m 2 for
ost salt test and microscop
quality control

N

4-6

Pressure type air meter.
5-8 times per day

R

320 kglm3 f w OPC
2 4 kgim3 la OPClggbs
w OPCQfa

Grading curve
;pecihcations on content o l
organlc matter, slit

41, meter pressure method
(IS0 48481

Laboratory Drevioul ,arts:
~orkabilillmeter LCL. 1 5 50 rec
INPF 18 452 Standeldl
C~nfmlfeltv ,Lmp test
s6 cm 1NFP I 8 451 Standard,
Usulll* 1 I.,, avary 5 0 0 m3.
m r 2 tests mr day
Retnlscred cenrral 1 resl every
100 m3, "98" 4 tart. per d".

Ar
ch

7

24
No specfied for wear
resistant concrete

Cmpactlng fsdn IBS 1881
Part 1031:
1 per 303 m2 a 6 per day

:ont~nuwsly graded 0 I 37.5
Accordng to laboratory
prebminay teEtr

R
UNI 7163, 1 per hour

N
Based on preliminary tests
Fractlon passing through
0 016 mm sieve
2450 kglm3 IRI

R
Max. 6
in frost areas, min. 4

1

Accwding to Swiss
speciflcat~onSIA 16211989

R

According to Swiss
specification
SiA 16211989

According to Swiss
spec~fication
SIA 16211989

CONCRETE MlXiNG I FABRICATION OU BETON !
HERSTELLUNG DES BETOMMiSCHGUTES :FIBRCACION DEL HORMiGON

COARSE AGGREGATE IGROS GRANULAT IGROBE Z U S C H ~ G EIARID0 QRUESO

I

PAVING I\ND FINISHING IMiSE EN PLACE ET
FiNiTON :EINBAU IPUESTA EN OBRA Y ACABADO

I

rading. If specifid prccnt
r weight passlng wch rleve

totes on coarse aggregate.
ypes, hequancy of tesling.
ttc.

Difl4rentes dimensions u t i l i i ~ a granulomeetris si celle.ci
11pasnita en % parsant 6
travels Chaqu) lamb

ltas relatives aux granukt!
~twa,hdqusncs des assah

Tamarios utilizados

1

Plant mixing. If spcilkd.
nixing time Isscmdsl, type
Imixer and minimum Wput
Dur4~du rnaiaxage

Prescriptions
malaxwr st ddbit minimal

Wenn vctgeschrisbsn.
Korngr6Benvsrteilung:
Dulchgang durch Siaba
in Osw. % I Maessa . %

Bamsrkungen zu grobsn
:uschl$gen. Art. Hlufigkait
dm RCfugen uaw.

Mischanlaga. Wenn vwgsaP~escrltou sutoris4
hiabfn: Mhchzeti In Sakun.
den. Mischabauart und
Mlndenirinung
Vwgeschrieben oder gestlatat

;rsnuLametrla espacifkada:
mrcmtaie sn peso parando
pw cada tamiz

3tras pnacripcionas sobto
sl Arido prueso, tipos.
rscuenda de enrayos. etc.

lants ds Isbricacibn. Tiem~o
e emasado sspscilicado ISMundosl. t i p de horrnigoners
v mndhienm m b h m

418. 811 6 and 16122

I

I

ESpcincadr

PSV: 2050

M
Crushed
,adrig: 1 test e v y 1OOO n

'

Rosctiocionas

to DIN 1045

Natural gravel, crushed
rock to BS 822
or biastiurnace slag to
BS 1047
O' C I U W ~ C concrete
m
imitr reg,r?r.eills ol 95 I

*

N
Based on preliminsry tests

12

13

According

Po

NEN 5905

R
Acwrding to NEN 5905 and
the 'RAW Standaard 1990'

I

l-70 5 with protection

N

Wnh5-25
pmtecltm,
withoutsirprotectlm
tmperature~

3 days
Max. t30 when paved

in plant concrete

E
Accordng to NEN 3502

a 30

up to -5 or over 25 can be
allowed, but concrete
temperature must be aiways
under 30

+
N

Max. 30 after caning

Ma~nslabs

Kerbs and channels

I

1

NEN 3502

I
When 2-5, mixing water
heated

1

R

N

Minimum t 4 (mean daily
temperaturel
A
lin general: no concreting
rn winter months)

Not specified, but approval
requ~redfor eech project

R
M. MR
According to pretended grad
Min 3 seearate sizes

.

L.A.
Max az.
otganic cantem
% osrs n ' 200.
sand equivalent

-37.5

According to Swiss
specification
SiA 16211989

R
M. MR
5.30
depending on humidiy end
wind

H

Msx. drum f~liing:213 total
volume

Depending on air temperature

10 30

m

~0.5%
41%
>so%

R

According to Swiss
specification SIA 1621198

N

530rnm

darimum slze 40 mm or
layer thickness
Los Angeles: max. 35

Min. 2 ?actions

16

X

Mtn, output 120 rn31hour

Ar

'

I

19171' mln 45 s

OC

I

Min. t 5

ch
i

According
requlrei
M.

Normally 40-20 mm
or 20 10 mm
or 10.5 mm (for repairs1

I

rnin. i 5 . 10 st eir
temperature of - 3
mar. 25 in warm weather

Minimum: t 5
Maxlmum temperawe will not
be included in wcificalions.
but planning will demand spriq
a autum work. avoidma bDth
sumer and winter

Not pennitted

(mn. 1 per day

MR: Oi2.
218, >8 mm
or 014. 418, > 8 mm
SA: 014. >4 mm
Max size: 16. 22 or 32 mn

9

P: -3

ve
OC

Type of mixer. N
Mixing m e : >30 ~ e c
{NFP I 8 305 Standard1
eriilied rnixmg plants included
in aptitude relation

Mln.

R: + 5

I

X

Conaete mixed until uniform
mtx is obtained

ost resstant Cwse d.laol
es:aq -4 .aLe bw: m?3s
mde shape, lracturo vamu,
and grating wrve

4W t

Cmcreta temperature

Vo~rchrlRm

I

:very

(

Prohibited

N

Standard glding curve:
8 mm
50-82
16 mm
72-80
32 mm
100

Air lampwature

I

M

> max. 10%
< max. 15%

(

Prsscriplht

Grading daily
Los Angeles: max. 20
PSV: 20.50

None

Placing tsmperatula minimum or maximun
Temp4rature au momant de la mine an place (max. o.min.1
Einbauternpsrahlr mi". undloder ma^. ITemwatura mlxlma
Ternperatma mlxima ylo mlnlma ds pusata en obra

Truck mixing 1 Malaxage en camion IT~anspwtbstonI
Fabricacibn en camitm hamigomra

d

Separate sizes used

Accordmq to Swiss
specification SIA 1621191

R
R
Only in SR or when pavemen
Miring time' N
Typa ol mixer, batching piant
surface 55000 mZ
Min. output to allow a paver
advance of 60 m per hour

Various types of mixers
Min. output depending on Ihe
mix109type. IN1

Seldom used

and humid~ty.precaulions
must bs adopted {El

PAVING AN0 FINISHING IMlSE EN PLACE ET FINITION IElNBAU i PUESTA EN OBRA Y ACABAOO
Swlacs tolerance !Tolbnnce de su~faceI
Obstfl~chentcloanrsn!Tolerancia da ecabado

Restrictionson time
la finishlng

lethod of dowel placement

LimAe de temps pour
I'exlcution des travaux
definition

Mbthode de piacemenl
des gouions

Zaitbeschrinkungfur dim
Fertigstellung

Diibdainbau

berlllche. Sbuktwierung

Vawendung eines
Langsglatte~s?

Mhtodo de puesta en obra
utilizado normabnente

Tipo de acabado o de
lsxtura superllcld

Resllicciones en el plazo
para la terminaclbn

Mhtodo de colocecMn
de lo, pasadores

$30 utria una maestla
rscllante para maprat la
regularidad supnficlal?

1

Sl~plormpaver
or super-plssticized concrete

Longitudinal tertuts or
exposed aggregate

Upper lays must be
mpacted withm 1-2 hours
i 3 hours after compaction
01 lower iayer

Vlbrated into the lresh
conuete

Yes

3 mm under 4 m
straightedge

Gr~ndingor linancial
penalty

2

Sliplorin paver

Exposed aggregate
finishing

2 hours aher mixing

Mainly

4 mm under 3 m

Financial pmaity
Glinding permitted

M
Grmving of bash
conuete lbruahingl

M
Immediately

Paving method currently used
Mbthode de construcUon
w~malementemploybe
Gebrauchliche Einbauverfahrer

Type of final (imishing
a SUrlaCe l e m r e
ature de la finillon ou de
la texture de surface
.rldes Ierligdellens der

i a super-smoother used
or longludinal finishing,

Maahun variation
permitted

e poutre Fseuse oscillante
est-elle employle pour
mlliofer I'unil

Method 01 evenness
rrection or finanolal peneh

Ecarl maximal autoris8

Methode de conectlon
da I'uni ou pbnalitb

lltodo de consd6n ds b
mgularidad superficial
o penallzaclones

exture depth or skidding
asistancs requlremenls
Rlmdeur de Is texture ou
$criptionr sur la resistnnca
au gliuannnt
Anforde~ngenan die
Taxturtlele oder an dl8
Grllfigkell
ofundMad de la tsxtura o
peacripcbnes robre
sistmcia a1 deslizamianlo

71

Transverse brushing

dax. 2 hours from mixing

OC
Si~pformpaver

OC
Transverse texturing or
hemical strippmg, related
lo ualfic end short term
maintenance

Texturing: <3O mm after

-..--

~nrrlrlinn

Yes

9

Predominantly used: slipform
paver
Rarely used: fixed form
equipment

R
..mshing
.
float Ismootherl
and burlap or transverse
brushing

DC

R
rransvene brushing, with
wirebrush

Fixed lorm train
Siipform paver

tomm

13

14

0
2

2

3

5

3
9

15

5 mm under 5 m
slraightedge

amand grrnding 01 financil
penally

R
On cradles

ilot recommended due to
very variabie results

:ontrol with APL 25 or 72
Tolerances: 80% <4.
90% c 8 a d 103% < 13

Diamond
financial
grinding
penalty
andlor

ax. unevenerr in mm under
4 m rtraigthedge
M MR SF
ingle value 8.0 9-10 11
aerage value 2.5 3-4
1

Planntng through milling

Yes
R
Far M.MR

OC
Re-pobitloneda hsened
into bottom layer

Max.

*2O

A
mm I-

llawmmt rum*

M. M4. sl mm

n generai: super smoother

h general: within 3 hours

fdlowed by trmsvsne
bushing

aftw mixing

Transvwse brushing
Surlaw texturing required

A

R

R

M, MR
Splpfwn paver

2 hwrs

Inserted into hesh m a e t e
by vibration r mstalled on
mlal supma

S l i p f m paver

R
Max 1 hour
12 b u n il slow setting
?menla or retardeh are used
x m C r fevwrab weather
cmdtionsl

R
Insetted into freoh mcrete
lusuell or on cradles

Yes

> 1.5 mm

v e d d Ormlhl
>SO r 8 0 < W
55

55

3rlnding or financial penaltv
rrw

R
i 6 mm from design level

R
Grinding or bump cutting
and retextwing

R
0.65.1,35 mm

on opening l o traffic

in XQ m:

Imm M IM.MRI 40 ISRI
1 mm
2 M M R I 4 ISRI
N
For PCP

R
MlMR 5 mm under 3 m
svaigkedge
SR 15 mm under 3 m
straipkedge
R
mm under 3 m rtraigkedge
flax 15 irregubrites > 3 mm
pa 1 0 m lane

A
In gmerd: grinding or
removal of dabhl

Skiddding resismce at
iO kmlh 186% slipl 20.52
A
exture dwth l0.g. 0.7 nun)

Grinding or financial

R
1

M. MR
mm under 3 m slraigkedge

R
;Md pmch test: 0.7-1 mm
(min. valus 0.5 mm)

2 &cks per day 15 H m e
~f the results is lowar than
0.5 mml

R

Mechanicd insertmn

Friction coeflicient: 0.55
lspecial Iesl method at
70 kmlh. 17% slipl

BMhing of newly bid
concrete

The w o k is continuous

SC

60 5 0 5C
depth, m m
dnple vob. 0.50 0.30 0 ZC
average valve 0.80 0.50 0.35

cf,

undo l rn

dax. number of irrsgularities

OC
In general, mechanical
insettion

Nmaily, autmnatic dowd
placement

and patch test:

SAT
nnplavaua
sveregs value

A
Yanual placement on cradles

A

S l i p f m paver most cmnrnor

0
0

.5mm
6mm
5mm
3mm

Yes

.

M
md patch test: mtn. 0.80
oefficient of lmgitudinal
friction l v = 60 kmlhl

Surface grinding

Automatically inserted
or fixed on cradles

Viblateo mo 'ne II&I
concrele 4 a m*el setirg
mil

A
Tranverse brushing
Chemical stripping
Porous asphail conuete

12

SFCI 20.45
SFCM 20.50
measured at 80 kmlh

masruled by Vlagraph
M n d MA
SR

On baskets

R
Nithin 3 hats of mixing a
h w n beiween 25 T and
W 'C coneete temperature

m m u m numbel of tirsgulamas
1 rendom section 100 m b"9.

he z

hemical stripping: brushing
performed 24 to 48 hours
after spreading, according
to air temperature

Brushing

M
Grinding

R
M
5 mm under 4 m
slraightedge
a 10 mm from true level

M
Yes

Ar
ch

M. MR, runways: stipform
paver
MR, SR: fixed form paver
Concrete with superplasticbe
in small works

st~aightedge

iv
ed

Sl~plormpaver

- - ~

7

metallic cradles or v~brated
into the fresh concrete

lowel craddles, unless the
ntractor's paver is equipped
to plece the dowels with
sulf~cientaccuracy

:posed aggregate surface

6

b

Mechanicd insertion

Yeo

ch

Ar
iv
ed

IFFICIAL SPECIFICATIONS IPRESCRIPTIONS OFFlClELLES IVORSCHRIFTER I
PRESCRIPCIONESOFICIALES

PAVEMENT DRAINAGE I DRAINAGE DU REVETEMENT I

ENTWBSSERUNG
DER BEFESTIGUNG IDRENAJE DEL PAVIMENTO
Is a d~ainagesystem provided for
the water inflitrated under the
concrete dabs?

Method employed

Un systbmd de drainage pour Bvacuer
l'eeu a'infiltrant sour la revdtmsnt
-1-E employedl

MBthade utiiisCe

Wlrd ein Entwlsrcrungssyatsm zw
Ableitung des Wassers unter del

Angawanhs Systeme

1% dipom algljn slsteme de drsnab
del egua infiluada bajo el pavhemo
de hormigln?

M6todo utilizach

A~camsde harmigbn
Espaaor

Lateral dra~nageor drainage under
transverse joints

Sama thickness as carriageway

A
Permeable shoulder foundation

A
200 CRCP
230 PC

Concrete shoulderr
Thickness

Authority issuing

Year of btest version and date
of supplements

Aubea types

Adminisltation como6tents

Date da Is dernidle I d i t i w e l date
des supphents

Jahr del lelzten Ausgabe und Datm

Andere Ausfiihrungen

der Machs@a
0110s

tip01

Austrian Hlghway Research Board
RVS 8.06.32
~OeckenarbeitonBetondecka
.Deckenhersleliungr

A
50 mm bitum~noussurfacmg
150 mm treated subbase
or granular subbase
or porous lean concrete

Min~stryof Publ~cWorks

d

Balonsiandrtreifen
Dicke

Other types

Government standards and
spacificatons set by investor

Weildramed gravel layer under
the subbase

6

R
Lateral dramage
P

Permeable layer under concrete slabs

accord~ngto trafflc
ermeable geotexlile: sheets or strlps

ve

The Danish Road Directorv

Same thickness as pavement

Asphalt shoulderr lmore used1

qua1 to pavement thicknees, but often
uslng less resislant concrete

Related to traflic

Uo official specifications for concreta
pavements

1 1976

2. 1977 and 1988

permeable)

ch
i

Like traffic lane

R .
P,ccordlngto RASdrainage, but no
special system for concrete loads as
a rule

9

Yes

A
Same as carrbageway

Department of Transport. England.
Scott!sh Development Deparlment;
Welsh Offwe: DOE Norlhern Ireland

6th Edition 1986
Supplemenl 1988 IAppmdix LI
17th Edition due end of 19901

For PCP: goroos concrete, 220

:onsigiio Natimale delle Ricerce lCNR1
Amnda Narionale Strade (ANAS)
SocietA Autostrade SPA

CNR: 1972
ANAS: 1976
Autostrada: 1989

A

:rossfall to sub-base and longitudinal
dram
R
Pdythene sheet under layer

A , MR: other types normaily not used
MR. SR: unbound granular mster~al

Fou CPC: porous concrete
For JPCP: longitudinal dramage

Ar

Yes

Design: RStO 1986, suppi 1989
Pavement: ZTV &ton 1978,
suppl 1980. 1982 and 1990
Sub-base: ZTW-St8 1981
ZTVT-St6 1986

R
As #hetraffic lane

R

10

Bundesrninisterium fur Verkehr
{Federal Ministry of Tramportl

E
Several systems tested
longitudinal and transverse drains.
fleeces, geotextile

Sama thickness as concrete pavement

R
Draining on both sides
Draining materrai are required
in subbase

13

R
Yes

14

Usuaily in case of undowelled pints

R
M. MR
Clwsfall >2%
Porous concrete assodated wlth
rainage layer material or slottad pipe

1980
Official specifications under revism.
Considerable changes will be proposed

Same as pavement

Asphalt concrete on penetrated base

A

A
lituminous layer on granular or cemen
treated layers

Junta Aut6nana de Estradas lJ.A.E.l

R

Mmistario de Obras RiMicas
y Urbanisrno

150-250 depending on slab thbckness

- -

N
Usually marginal permeable strip
llean concrete or unbound granular1
frequantly combined with longitudini
slotted pipesl

R
Same thlckners as concrete slab n
a 40 cm wlde marginal strip Rest of
shodder 150 mm

31turnhussurfacing plus cement-treall
base or soil.cement
Ipermeable unbwnd ioadbase marel

Not used

Asphalt shoulders

Road Admintstration

Not used

Bituminous su~facing

VSS-specif~cations
For concrete, SIA speoficalions

*Pliego de Prescripciones TCcnicas
Generales para Obras de Carreteras
y Rientes P G A (Chapter 5501. 1990
.Instrucci6n 6.1. v 6 . 2 X sobra

Specifications heve h e m revsad during
the last Years on vsriws parts.
Last reviaion referred to concrea: 1989

iv
ed
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PRINTEO
BYFederal Highway Administration
U.S. Department of Transportation
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